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Abstract
The deleterious effect of toxic metals on the environment is an area of extreme focus

recently. Many materials were proposed previously to counteract the toxic metal contamination

issue; however, still search for new and better material with improved metal complexation

qualities is continued. Hence, in the present study two types of advanced porous materials i.e.

calixarene derivatives and nanofiltration membranes are presented here as alternative techniques

for this purpose.

The first phase of the study includes the synthesis of N-(2-tosylato)ethylpiperazine (3)

and 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis-(2-piprazinoethyl)-26,28-dihydroxycalix[4]arene (4).

The confirmation of newly synthesized compounds (3, 4) were carried by their characterization

through elemental analysis, FT-IR, 1H NMR and/or 13C NMR studies. Furthermore, the liquid-

liquid extraction study was carried to evaluate the efficiency of compound 4 for Cd2+, Co2+,

Cu2+, Ni2+, and Hg2+ metal picrates and CrO4
2-/Cr2O7

2- anions. The compound 4 showed

selective extraction ability for Hg2+ among transition metals and also found efficient for

chromate/dichromate anions at low pH. Comparison between extraction properties of compound

4 with previously reported 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis(isoniazidylcarbonylmethoxy)-

26,28-dihydroxy-calix[4]arene (iv) and protonated pyridinium form of iv (v) was also described.

During the second phase of the study, the porous materials (calixarene derivatives) were

applied in bulk liquid membrane (BLM) to investigate their efficiency towards metal transport.

For this purpose, calix[6]arene hexaester derivative (6) for Pb(II), 5,11,17,23

tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8) for Hg(II) and p-

morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) for Cu(II) transport were utilized as carriers in BLM in

separate studies. Influence of various kinds of kinetic parameters on the metal transport such as

time, carrier concentration, solvent type and temperature was examined in terms of flux (Jd
max,

Ja
max), rate constants (k1, k2), Rm

max, and tmax values. The kinetic analysis was accomplished by

following the laws of two consecutive irreversible first order reactions. Mostly it was observed

that metal transport through BLM increase with increase in concentration of carrier, rise in

temperature and at high stirring speed. Activation energy values were also calculated in each

BLM study, to check the metal transport is either diffusionally or chemically controlled. In the
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case of Cu(II) transport, initially complexation and decomplexation ability of carrier 9 towards

Cu(II) was investigated through conventional liquid-liquid extraction study. In alkaline

conditions i.e. pH=12, maximum Cu(II) was decomplexed in the acceptor phase. Moreover,

binary solvent types were utilized along with single solvent in membrane phase to augment the

metal transport. Thus, the rate constant and flux values for these solvent types increases in the

order as follows: chloroform< dichloromethane-ethylacetate< dichloromethane<

dichloromethane-diethylether< dichloromethane-hexane. But dichloromethane made stable

membrane phase relative to other solvent types.

During the third phase of the present study, the porous materials (calixarene derivatives)

were also utilized in supported liquid membrane (SLM) for metal transport. In SLM, 5,11,17,23

tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8) and p-

morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) were employed as carriers in separate work for Hg(II) and

Cu(II), respectively. Influence of different parameters such as solvent, (chloroform, xylene,

diphenyl ether, and toluene), membrane dipping time, support membrane (Celgard 2500 and

2400 membranes), type of co-anions ( Cl / 
3NO ), donor and acceptor pH, and carrier

concentration on metal transport was checked. Danesi mass transfer model and Fick’s first law of

diffusion were followed for determining permeability (P) and flux (J) values. Higher metal

permeability was observed in diphenyl ether, Celgard 2500 as support membrane and Cl- as co-

anion in both cases. However, in Cu(II) transport diffusion coefficients (D) and extraction

constant (K) were also calculated additionally using Reinhoudt’s model, lag time measurements

as well as by Wilke-Chang relation and compared. D and K values for Cu(II) transport were

calculated as 1.54×10-10 m/s and 1.19×10-5 m/s, respectively. Thus, it was concluded that

transport of Cu(II) in SLM was accelerated under diffusion realm.

Consequently, in the fourth and last phase of the study thin film composite nanofiltration

(TFC-NF) membranes were developed following interfacial polymerization (IP) technique for

desalination purpose. Ethylene diamine (EDA) and terephthaloyl chloride (TPC) were employed

as aqueous and organic phase monomers, respectively whereas Celgard 2400 membrane was

taken as support. The thin, active polyamide layer on the surface of Celgard 2400 membrane was

characterized after IP through fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The surface polymerization was also
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confirmed by estimating molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of TFC-NF membranes. The MWCO

was calculated below 342 Da using dextrose, sucrose and raffinose solutions, which is in the

range of NF. The economical home-made NF Cell was utilized for salt rejection and solvent

permeation experiments. For optimization of IP technique, effect of various parameters such as

monomer concentration, residence time in each monomer and curing temperature on the

performance of TFC-NF membrane was evaluated. Under optimum conditions, water flux and

MgCl2 rejection for these membranes were found as 33 L/m2h and 90%, respectively at 7 bar

applied pressure. Finally, the pore size of the TFC-NF membrane was estimated to be ~ 0.45 nm

following Hagen-Poiseuille equation.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Problem Statement

The advent of industrialization and other modern life facilities is concomitantly

related to the alarming issue of global pollution. Thus, each new day atmosphere is

adversely contaminated with different types of pollutants as a result of several

anthropogenic activities. The pollutants (either ionic or non-ionic) cause many

deleterious effects on the living systems. Among the notorious pollutants, heavy metals

(Pb2+, Hg2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Cd2+and Cr3+) are also included.

The heavy metal affects the human body by interrupting their biological cycles.

They become accumulated in the body tissues and causes severe dysfunction of body

organs such as heart, kidney, brain, lungs and etc. The human body is exposed to heavy

metals daily through various sources i.e. beverages, food and the surrounding air. Upon

interaction with acidic stomach fluids, they are converted to their most stable oxidation

states (Pb2+, Hg2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Cd2+and Cr3+). Afterwards, they started reaction with

proteins or enzymes of the body by making stable bonds. The specific enzymatic reaction

pathways are stopped due to indigestible heavy metal-protein substrate thereby

malfunctioning of the body organs (Duruibe, et al., 2007).

Thus, the least excess of these metals above permissible limits disturbs the living

beings tremendously. For this reason, effective methods to eliminate these toxic metals

from the environmental sources are needed. In recent times, tremendous work has been

carried out on this provoking issue, diverse chemical techniques had been applied for the

remediation of the toxic metals. Although, all these techniques bear some drawbacks in

terms of economy, difficulty to handle byproduct and inadequate removal of desired

metal. Hence, prime efforts are being gathered during the present era for the search of

new, cheap and efficient chemical technique to eradicate these toxic metals in a proficient

manner.

Keeping in mind the aforementioned facts, the present study was planned to

explore and design some new strategies for the crucial toxic metal remediation dilemma.

Two types of advanced porous materials i.e. calixarene derivatives and nanofiltration
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membranes are presented here as alternative techniques for this purpose. In successive

sections, discussion of few selected toxic metals is provided firstly and afterwards the

remedy to cope with this distressing problem is elaborated.

1.2. Some Selected Heavy Metals

1.2.1. Chromium

The chromate (CrO4
2-) and dichromate (Cr2O7

2-) salts are primarily obtained

during extraction process of chromium (Cr) metal. The oxidation state of Cr in these salts

is +6. In terms of toxicity, it is more hazardous than Cr(III) because of its high oxidation

power and greater water solubility (Bartsch, et al., 1996, Stearns et al., 1995). For this

reason, salts of Cr(IV) are both carcinogenic and mutagenic. In living organisms, Cr(IV)

is activated by intracellular reduction that generates other intermediates such as Cr(IV)

and Cr(V). These both intermediates initiates DNA damage and subsequent genotoxicity

(Stearns et al., 1995). The toxic Cr salts can affect living organisms through soil, air and

water. The major suspected sites for Cr contamination are near different industries such

as paper making, paints, inks, glass, ceramics, glues, wood preserving, leather tanning,

textile dyeing, and pigments (Busch, 1993). Thus, both human population lives in

surroundings and industrial workers are at a high risk of Cr exposure. Cr cause serious

illness because of various detrimental effects on respiratory, digestive, reproductive

systems, also induce gene mutation that ultimately leads to cancer.

1.2.2. Lead

Lead is another heavy metal, mainly renowned for its toxicity. Although, earth

crust is also made from lead, but extensive human activities continuously enhance its

level in the environment. Therefore, WHO standards set 0.01 mg L-1 as the maximum

allowable limit for lead (WHO, 2004). The anthropogenic sources of lead include waste

incineration, leaded gasoline and several industrial processes (Ma, et al., 1994). Lead

toxicity causes serious health problem in children as well as in adults. Generally,

reproductive and skeletal system is badly affected in humans by the lead toxicity. Joint

pain and hypertension are some other problems associated with the lead toxicity (Tariq, et

al., 1995; Younas, et al., 1998). Furthermore, in children the nervous system greatly
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damage as a result of lead contamination (Sheng, et al., 2004). Lead poisoning also

deteriorates the life cycle of soil and water organisms (Nakada, et al., 1979).

1.2.3. Mercury

Mercury (Hg) is one of the most toxic, carcinogenic and non-biodegradable metal

available in the surroundings. Due to its extreme toxicity, the maximum safe limit of

inorganic Hg in drinking water, according to WHO standards is 0.006 mg L-1 (WHO,

2004). Different natural processes such as weathering of geological formations, volcanic

eruptions and forest fires are involved in rising Hg concentration above its permissible

limit (Nriagu, et al., 2003; Sigler, et al., 2003). In addition to this, several anthropogenic

activities including, mining, combustion, industrial processes and coal smoke are also

alarmingly releasing Hg into the environment (Miretzkya, et al., 2009). Furthermore, it is

component of many daily usage items like thermometers, barometers, fluorescent light

bulbs, fungicides, and etc. It is utilized in few places in medicine and religious ritual

(Gopal, et al., 2003). Mercury once entered into the environment through both natural

and anthropogenic activities, becomes collected in the waterway i.e. rivers, lakes and

oceans (Zahir, et al., 2005). The microorganisms present in the aquatic environment,

biologically transform inorganic Hg into the methyl mercury, which afterwards becomes

part of sea food. The ability of biomagnifications makes Hg most dangerous pollutant

because it can multiply with organisms and can contaminate other organisms in preceding

food chain. Thus, marine food polluted with Hg is associated with many diseases in

humans as a result of Hg contamination. Beside this, people working near Hg exposure

area such as dental staff (Rowland, et al., 1994), chloralkali factory workers (Barregard,

et al., 1994) and gold miners (Barregard, et al., 1994, 1995, 1998, 1999) were also found

suffered in health related issues.

Hence, Hg is equally harmful for birds, fish and mammals beside humans

(Leonard, et al., 1983). The first incidence about Hg poisoning was reported in

Minamata, Japan, which afterwards named as Minamata disease in relevance to origin

place (Mahajan, et al., 2009). However, different other diseases in humans as a result of

Hg poisoning are speech difficulty, impaired vision, chromosome breakage and
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dysfunction of liver and central nervous system (Miretzkya, et al., 2009; Inbaraj, et al.,

2009; Ghodbane, et al., 2008).

The toxicity of Hg is related with its oxidation state i.e. Hg(0), Hg(II) and methyl

mercury. Mainly Hg(II) is most hazardous because after entering into the body of living

organisms, it starts to block and displace metals from the several significant biomolecules

such as enzymes, proteins and co-factors. Moreover, intracellular mercury by making

strong complexes with thiol group (-SH) of numerous proteins particularly glutathione

and cysteine, retards their functional activity thereby causing serious health problems

(Mathieson, 1995). The complexation ability of different other functional groups (-

CONH2, -NH2, -COOH and -PO4) with Hg has also been reported (Hayes, 1983).

1.2.4. Copper

Copper (Cu) is a soft transition metal which is an important component of the

human body. It regulates many biochemical cycles in humans (Ferguson, 1990).

Moreover, several alloys and pharmaceutical products contain Cu as their basic

ingredient. The minimum level set by WHO for Cu in drinking water is 2 ppm (WHO,

2004). Cu in excess has diverse lethal effects on the living organisms. Cu poisoning is

related with its oxidation states i.e. Cu(I) and Cu(II) (Brewer, 2010). The main sites for

Cu pollution are different industries such as mining, petrochemical, fertilizers, metallurgy

refining, and etc (Nemerow, 1971). Thus, people living near these areas are more

exposed to Cu poisoning (Askergren, et al., 1975). Another source of Cu contamination

is corroded water supply pipes, which pollutes water badly (Brewer, 2010).

Conclusively, Cu poisoning leads to a number of health disorders, including

jaundice, liver dysfunction, headache, nausea, diarrhea, stomach and intestinal problems,

depression, learning disorders, fatigue, kidney and brain damage (Molinari, et al., 2004;

Strausak, et al., 2001). Cu cannot be metabolized in Wilson’s syndrome, which is a

hereditary disease and therefore, huge amount of Cu is collected in the bodies of these

patients by both food and environmental sources. Hence, these patients are at high risk of

Cu poisoning (Strausak, et al., 2001). In addition to this, excess Cu has also adverse

effect on marine life. It normally devastates the proper functioning of many systems

including nervous, kidney, smell organs, liver and gills (Van Genderen, et al., 2005).
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Moreover, the presence of Cu in waste water prevents the biodegradation of organic

pollutants and thereby increasing pollution. Thus, Cu should be removed from industrial

discharge before to its dumping (Bourgeois, et al., 1991).

1.3. Available Heavy Metal Removal Technologies

Many techniques have been applied recently to cope with the serious issue of

toxic metal pollution. Some of them are precipitation (Maruyama, et al., 1975), ion

exchange, oxidation-reduction (Luo, et al., 1997), sorption (Narin, et al., 2000; Sari, et

al., 2007; Burham, 2009; Mandal, et al., 2010), extraction, filtration, coagulation,

electrochemical treatment and evaporative recovery (Bahadir, et al., 2007). Although, all

these techniques contain some drawbacks, including requirement of expensive equipment

and reagents, generation of toxic waste products, incomplete metal removal and needs

high energy for working. Keeping in mind these drawbacks, some new and better

alternative techniques are in search that can effectively resolve the toxic metal

remediation dilemma. In this connection, porous materials have been evolved freshly as

an efficient metal removal material. The overview of porous materials is presented here.

1.4. Porous Materials

During the past few years, magnitude of work has been carried in the field of

separation. Diverse kinds of new materials were proposed to offer selective and

convenient separation. In this regards, porous materials are introduced as a remarkable

alternative to the recently available separation technologies.

Generally, a material is believed porous if it contains pores, but technically the

material is porous if it allows passing gas and liquids. Therefore, porous materials are

broadly divided into two main classes, i.e. bulk materials and membranes. The bulk

materials can be natural or synthetic, for example, carbon, silicon, silicates; ceramics,

metallic minerals are some example of natural bulk materials while

methylsilsesquioxane, cavitands and calixarenes are considered as synthetic bulk

materials. Conversely, membranes can be typically synthesized by variety of polymers

including polypropylene, polysulfone, cellulose acetate, poly amide and etc. According to

IUPAC, the classification of membrane is provided here,
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 Microporous membranes: 0.2-2 nm

 Mesoporous membranes: 2-50 nm

 Macroporous membranes: 50-1000 nm

Thus, these materials owing to amazing structural, bulk and surface properties and

are widely applied in several areas such as sensors, catalysis, ion exchange separations,

membrane technology and biological molecular isolation and purifications (Polarz, et al.,

2002). Following this discussion, two kinds of porous materials have been selected for

the present study. One is an advanced type of synthetic porous material i.e. Calixarene

and another is nanofiltration membrane.

In subsequent sections, the detailed introduction and mathematical modelling

about the metal transport through these porous materials have been presented.

1.4.1. Calixarenes as an advanced porous material

The fascinating class of supramolecular receptor i.e. calixarene is truly evolved as

an advanced porous material. The three distinct parts of calixarene molecules are wide

upper rim, narrow lower rim and central aromatic cavity. Thus, orientation of functional

arms and central cavity provide exactly the proper place for host-guest interactions. In

many new investigations calixarene is appeared as promising porous material for

absorption of CO2 and CH4 from gaseous mixture. It’s CO2 and CH4 uptake under

standard temperature and pressure conditions is more than many porous materials in use

today. When calixarene derivative comes in contact with the mixture of N2, CO2 and CH4

gases, it allows N2 to pass through its crystal, however CO2 and CH4 are being

absorbed/complexed in the calixarene lattice voids. It is believed that on average, two

calixarene molecules, facing each other in an offset arrangement generate hourglass-

shaped lattice void. In this particular arrangement, host-guest ratio for CO2 is 2:1 while

for CH4 it is 1:1 (Farrukh, et al., 2014).

Thus, calixarene behaves as an advanced type of porous material for not only

gases, but for ionic and neutral guest as well in aqueous media. Many data have been

published on the successful application of calixarene in diverse fields such as sensors,

stationary phase in HPLC, enzyme mimetic, membrane technology, catalysis, chiral
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separation and in non-linear optics (Jin, et al., 1998; Kuruoglu, et al., 2003; Kim, et al.,

2007; Redshaw, 2003; Ludwig, 2000). Calixarene is a preferable choice for the scientists

owing to facile one pot synthesis, appreciable selectivity of its derivatives towards ionic

and neutral guests and thermal stability (Gutsche, 1998; Vicens, et al., 1991; Böhmer,

1995; Asfari, et al., 2001).

Conclusively, there is much space to explore the abilities of calixarene in new

areas. On the basis of this idea, it was planned in the present study to explore the efficacy

of the advanced types of calixarene material in liquid membrane (LM) technology for

metal transport. For this reason, brief introduction of liquid-liquid extraction, bulk liquid

membrane (BLM) and supported liquid membrane (SLM) one after the other is

elaborated here.

1.4.1.1. Liquid-liquid extraction systems

During the past few years calixarene was notably proved as a novel extractant for

ionic as well as neutral molecules. The promising features in calixarene i.e. hydrogen

bonding, π-π interactions, electrostatic interactions, and dipole-dipole moments adds in

their selectivity towards target species. The percentage extraction and stoichiometry of

calixarene complexes after extraction can be calculated using log-log plot analysis.

(Gutsche, 1981; 1998; 2001; Vicens, et al., 1991; Böhmer, 1995; Asfari, et al., 2001).

1.4.1.1.1. Log-log plot analysis

In order to characterize the extraction ability of calixarene derivative, the

distribution of metal ion in aqueous and organic phases can be observed by the following

general extraction equilibrium,

)()()()( ])()([][ orgxnorgaq
n
aq LPicMLxnPicM   (1)

Accordingly, the overall extraction equilibrium constant Kex will be as follows,
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By introducing the distribution coefficient D, as given in Eq. (3), in Eq. (2) and

subsequently taking log of both sides, the Eq. (4) is obtained,
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Consequently, the slope of straight line that comes by ploting log D versus log [L],

provide the stoichiometry of calixarene and metal ion in the extraction complexation.

1.4.1.2. Liquid membrane (LM)

During the recent times, LM technology has gathered tremendous interest of

scientists due to a wide range of separation applications. Particularly in cases where the

concentration of solute is relatively low and other separation methods cannot be

employed accurately. In LM, primarily an organic phase containing extractant/carrier is

sandwitched between two aqueous phases, i.e. donor and acceptor phase. LM is assumed

as newly green technology as it utilizes very few organics as compared to other

techniques and the ratio of organic to aqueous solutions is appreciably low. The

distinguishing characteristics of LMs are cost effective, less laborious, easy handling,

specificity, use of fewer amounts of expensive carrier as well as organic liquids. Mainly,

waste water polluted with heavy metal ions like copper, zinc, cadmium, nickel, mercury

and lead are treated using LM technology (Alpoguz, et al., 2005a; 2002a; 2003;

Barregard, et al., 1994; Chen, et al., 2000).

The fundamental principle of this technique is similar to liquid-liquid extraction

systems, but metal transport is accomplished by kinetics rather than equilibrium

parameters by a non-equilibrium mass transfer. In contrast to liquid-liquid extraction

systems, in LM process, extraction, permeation and recovery of metal take place in a

single stage. Different types of LMs are available presently, including bulk liquid

membrane (BLM), supported liquid membrane (SLM), polymer inclusion membrane

(PIM) and etc. All these different configurations are designed according to the need for

particular application, however all works under the same basic principle (Ersoz, 2007;

Gubbuk, et al., 2010; Lazarova, et al., 1993).
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The incredible ability of LM is use of comparatively low amount of expensive

extractants/carriers and solvent that makes it economical in comparison to the other

techniques. The separation ability of LMs is dependent on the carrier used in the organic

phase. Therefore, the carrier is truly responsible for the selectivity and efficiency in LMs

for metal transport. In this context, number of carriers, each belong to the different

organic class have been applied in LMs depending on the solute nature to be separated

(Alguacil, et al., 2001; Alguacil, et al., 2002; Alpoguz, et al. 2007a; 2007b; Asfari, et al.,

1995; Ata, 2005; Chrisstoffels, et al., 1996; Gherrou, et al., 2001; Herman, et al., 1995;

Kandwal, et al., 2011a; 2011b; 2011c). However, the marvelous properties of advanced

types of porous calixarenes can be utilized in LMs as carriers. The cavity and special

framework of calixarene scaffold after adding desirable functionality can be oriented as a

porous material to complex with metal guest accordingly. To date, several calixarene

derivatives have been utilized as successful carriers in LMs and thereby enhance the

knowledge of driving force, principles and other important factors that are influential in

LM transport (Li, et al., 2008; Ma, et al., 2001; Szpakowska, 1996; Vladimir, 2010). In

present study, two types of LMs i.e. BLM and SLM are selected for using calixarene

derivatives as carriers to transport metal. Thus, brief introduction of both BLM and SLM

is provided in subsequent sections.

1.4.1.2.1. Bulk liquid membrane (BLM)

BLM is a simple technique among others LMs that is mostly used in laboratory to

estimate the influence of different parameters on the metal transport (Fig. 3.1). Therefore,

it is a suitable technique for small scale operations and to examine preliminary conditions

for better transport using novel carriers. Diverse kinds of BLM configurations are in use,

however the fundamental principle of all is same (Akin, et al., 2012; Alpaydin, et al.,

2011; Alpaydin, et al., 2004; Alpoguz, et al., 2007b; 2004; 2002b).

Thus, the separation of many solutes i.e. alkali metal, copper, mercury, cadmium,

lead, rare earth metals, drugs, phenol and fructose have been achieved using BLM. The

mostly employed carriers in BLM other than calixarene are hydroxyoximes, crown

ethers, schiff bases, polyamines and other chelating agents comprising oxygen-nitrogen

moieties (Aydiner, et al., 2005; Gong, et al., 2002; Minhas, et al., 2010b; 2010c; 2011;
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Ramkumar, et al., 2002; Saf, et al., 2006; Yilmaz, et al., 2008). Although, the effect of

kinetic parameters on the metal transport using calixarene derivatives is discussed below.
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1.4.1.2.1.1. Kinetics of transport through BLM

The kinetics of metal transport in BLM using calixarene carrier was measured

directly from both the donor (Cd) and acceptor (Ca) phases, respectively at regular time

intervals (Alpoguz, et al., 2007b; 2004; 2002b; Minhas, et al., 2010b; 2010c; 2011).

The reduced dimensionless concentrations were used for experimental purposes;

do

d
d

C

C
R 

do

m
m

C

C
R 

do

a
a

C

C
R  (5)

where Cdo is the initial metal concentration in the donor phase, while Cd, Cm, and Ca

represent the metal concentration in donor, membrane and acceptor phases, respectively.

The material balance with respect to the reduced concentrations can be expressed as;

Rd + Rm +Ra =1.

From this expression, the kinetic behavior of the consecutive irreversible first order

reactions can be described as follows;

a
k

m
k

d CCC  21 (6)

where k1 and k2 are the apparent membrane entrance and exit rate constants, respectively.

Both the values of k1 and k2 are related with each other, there are three possibilities (1) if

values of k1 and k2 are comparable, i.e k1≈k2, it means rate of transport at both donor-

membrane and membrane-acceptor interfaces are equal; (2) k1>> k2 shows that rate at

donor-membrane interface is high as compared to membrane-acceptor interface, in this

case membrane carries high metal content; In k1<< k2 there is reverse of above stated

condition, membrane here carries a little metal quantity.

The kinetic scheme for consecutive reaction systems can be described by the following

rate equations.

dd
d JRk

dt

dR
 1 (7)

md
m RkRk

dt

dR
21  (8)

am
a JRk

dt

dR
 2 (9)

where J is the flux, when k1 ≠ k2; and integrating the above differential equations give;
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while the maximum values of Rm and tmax (when dRm/dt = 0) can be written as;
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by combining Eqs. (13) and (14), the following relationship can be obtained (León, et al.,

2008).
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Numerical analysis by non-linear curve fitting permits the rate constants to be

determined, the value of k1 is directly obtained by iteration from Eq. (10). This value is

introduced as a constant value in Eqs. (11) and (12). An initial value of k2 is obtained

from Eq. (15) that was introduced in Eqs. (11) and (12) and iterated.

By considering the first-order time differentiation Eqs. (10–12) at tmax, one obtains the

following equations:
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It was noted that at t = tmax, the system may be in steady state because the concentration

of metal in the membrane does not change with time (Eq. 18). As a result of this the exit

and entrance fluxes are equal and have opposite signs (Eq. 19). The activation energy

value is obtained from the Arrhenius equation using the k1 and k2 values at different

temperatures.

RT

E
Ak a )ln()ln( (20)

A decreasing mono-exponential curve is obtained when plotted Rd versus t whereas the

time variation of both Rm and Ra results in bi-exponential curve.

1.4.1.2.2. Supported liquid membrane

SLM is an improved kind of LM, which can conveniently be applied in industries.

In SLM configuration, an inert membrane is used as a support to impregnate the carrier

solution and is served as membrane phase in between the donor and acceptor phases (Fig.

3.2). The capillary forces are responsible for keeping carrier solution on the support

membrane. Although this configuration is better than BLM, but carrier leaching with the

passage of time is still a serious drawback of SLM. Thus, numerous technical progresses

have been made in the SLM setup to eliminate the membrane instability issue and for its

application in commercial scale broadly. SLM is employed generally for the recovery and

separation of precious metals, radioactive metals, rare earth metals, toxic metals, heavy

metals, sugar, dyes, and drugs (Kim, et al., 2001; Mitiche, et al., 2008; Molinari, et al.,

2005; Paugam, et al., 1998; Raut, et al., 2008; Reichwein-Buitenhuis, et al., 1995;

Solangi, et al., 2013; Szpakowska, et al., 1997; Venkateswaran, et al., 2007; Visser, et

al., 1995; Yaftian, et al., 1998; Zaghbani, et al., 2005; 2007).

1.4.1.2.2.1. Kinetics of transport through SLM

The metal transport in SLM is evaluated in terms of permeability (P) and flux (J)

values.

1.4.1.2.2.1.1. Permeability (P)
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Permeability is defined as quantity of metal transferred through a specific surface

area of membrane per unit time. Danesi mass-transfer model is followed to calculate

permeability (P) values from these equations.
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1.4.1.2.2.1.2. Flux (J)

The flux is rate of metal transport through membrane.
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where C/C': concentration of the metal in the donor/acceptor phases at time t, C0 (mol

dm-3): initial concentration of the metal salt in the donor phase, (%): porosity of SLM,

S (cm2): surface area of membrane, VB/ VA (cm3): volume of donor or acceptor phases, t

(min): time.

1.5. Nanofiltration (NF) Membrane

Nanofiltration (NF) membrane is another kind of porous material in which

membrane pores are in the range of microporous membranes i.e. 0.2-2 nm (Polarz, et al.,

2002). In contrast to LMs, NF membranes are solid in nature and selectivity for solutes

comes in them due to functional groups on the surface of the membrane. Moreover, NF

membrane technology possesses the features of both ultrafiltration (UF) and reverse

osmosis (RO) (Yu, et al., 2011; Rahimpour, et al., 2010; Lianchao, et al., 2006). The

driving force for solute separation in NF membrane is applied pressure. It appreciably

works under relatively lower pressure than RO but solute retention is approximately same

in both cases. Therefore, NF is notably economical technology in comparison to RO.

MWCO (molecular weight of solute that is rejected by membranes greater than 90%) of

NF membrane is typically <1000 Da (Chiang, et al., 2009; Wei, et al., 2008). The solute

separation through NF membrane is governed by both solution-diffusion mechanism and

donnan exclusion phenomena. The genuine applications of NF membrane technology are
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water softening, pesticides and heavy metals / color removal, recovery of products of

pharmaceutical importance, separation of amino acids and antibiotics, treatment of wastes

from dairy, paper and pulp, textile and chemical industries (Tang, et al., 2008; Hu, et al.,

2012; Wang, et al., 2011; Lin, et al., 2007; Xie, et al., 2012; Yu, et al., 2011; Rahimpour,

et al., 2010; Lianchao, et al., 2006). Furthermore, to use NF membranes in non-aqueous

fields such as separation of mineral oil from organic solvents, separation of free fatty

acids from vegetable oil and etc, the fabrication of solvent resistant nanofiltration (SRNF)

membranes is in progress.

1.5.1. NF membrane preparation methods

On the basis of preparing material and methodology, NF membranes are divided

into ceramic based and asymmetric polymer composite/hybrid membranes. Typically, in

industrial applications thin film composite nanofiltration (TFC-NF) membranes are used.

In this type of membranes, a thin layer of another material is deposited on the surface of

support membrane and thereby composite structure originates. These membranes can be

prepared by several methods including, plasma initiated polymerization, photo initiated

polymerization, vapor deposition, dip coating process, cross linking, and interfacial

polymerization (IP) (Lianchao, et al., 2006; Chiang, et al., 2009; Wei, et al., 2008; Tang,

et al., 2008). However, in the present study IP method is chosen to prepare NF

membrane.

1.5.1.1. Interfacial polymerization (IP)

Initially, Cadotte developed the method of interfacial polymerization (IP) that

becomes famous afterwards (Cadotte, et al., 1981; 1997). Recently, many industries have

adopted this method to prepare TFC-NF membranes like NF series (Filmtec

Corporation), the NTR series (Nitto Denko Company), and the UTC series (Toray

Industries) (Yu, et al., 2011; Meihong, et al., 2008). Basically in IP method, on the

surface of chemically resistant membrane, polymerization is carried to develop a thin

active layer. Thus to accomplish polymerization, aqueous and organic monomer solutions

are required as well as an inert support membrane. Commonly, aqueous and organic

solutions are of polyfuctional amines and polyfunctional acid chlorides, respectively.
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However, polysulfone (PS), polyether sulfone (PES), polyacrylonitrile (PAN),

polyetherimide (PEI) and polypropylene (PP) membranes are used as supports for IP. A

support membrane should be of high mechanical strength to bear pressure afterwards NF

operation. Therefore, the surface of support membrane is firstly made active to afford

polymerization, then the membrane is immersed in sequence both aqueous and organic

phases sequentially. As a result an ultrafine polymeric film develops on the surface of

support membrane. This thin layer causes reduction in the pore size of the template

membrane and also creates functionality on the surface, thereby making it specific for

particular applications (Lihong, et al., 2011; Seman, et al., 2010). The rate of surface

polymerization can be controlled by optimizing reaction conditions such as monomer

concentration, membrane residence time in each monomer and curing temperature. The

noteworthy advantage of IP method is the control over the membrane selectivity by

choosing proper monomers and selection of support membrane according to its strength

independently.

1.5.2. NF transport

1.5.2.1. Flux (J)

The flux (J) is defined as the amount of permeate produced (ΔV) per unit area of

membrane surface (A) per unit time (Δt).

tA

V
J






. (24)

1.5.2.2. Rejection (R)

The salt rejection is calculated by comparing salt concentration between feed (CF)

and permeate (CP).
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1.6. Aims and Objectives of the Research

The toxic metal removal is a serious global issue. Many technologies have been

presented previously to overcome this problem. In this connection, new type of porous

materials i.e. calixarene derivatives and NF membranes is designed hereby to further

resolve this vital problem. Therefore, the main objectives of the present study are as

follows,

1. Synthesis of porous materials (i.e. calixarene derivatives and NF membranes).

2. Characterization of the synthesized porous materials.

3. Application of the calixarene derivatives in (a) Liquid-liquid extraction systems.

(b) LMs (BLM and SLM) technology.

4. Application of NF membranes for desalination purpose.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Background

Recently, world is facing the serious issue of heavy metal contamination. Heavy

metals can be introduced into the environment both by natural and anthropogenic

activities. They are causing detrimental effect on living systems and also inducing an

imbalance to non-living ecosystems. Many diseases in humans and animals are due to the

toxicity of these contaminants. Furthermore, many plant crops have also been severely

affected as a consequence of toxic metal pollution (Van Genderen, et al., 2005;

Bourgeois, et al., 1991; Ferguson, 1990; Nriagu, et al., 2003; Sigler, et al., 2003). Thus,

there is need of economical, quick and long lasting solution to the alarming problem of

toxic metal contamination. Despite of having different conventional solutions to cope

with the current situation of toxic metal removal, synthesis of novel chelating agents or

extractants and their further use in separation science (membrane technology) is an area

of extreme focus.

Latest horizon of synthesis research opens up the field of supramolecular

chemistry i.e. ‘chemistry beyond the molecule’. In supramolecules, molecular bonding is

amazingly based on the intermolecular interactions (non-covalent) in contrast to the

molecular chemistry where covalent bonding creates molecular linkages. Therefore,

emergence of supramolecular chemistry truly assists in understanding concepts of host-

guest chemistry, molecular self assembly, dynamic covalent bonding and mechanically

interlocked molecular architectures (Lehn, 1995; 2007; Lhoták, et al., 1997; Steed, et al.,

2000; Dodziuk, 2001). In this connection, calixarene is a well known supramolecule that

is capable of making selective host-guest interaction with ionic as well as neutral guest.

The peculiar features of calixarene macromolecule are its facile one pot synthesis,

thermal stability, high yield product and derivatives of selective functionality. Thus,

calixarene can be smartly employed as an effective extractant for the toxic metal

remediation by making selective complexation with them. Herein, brief overview has

been presented on the history, chemistry, importance and applications of calixarene for

the use in toxic metal removal via membrane technology.
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2.1.1. Calixarene

Calixarene is basically a macrocyclic oligomer that can be synthesized by phenol-

formaldehyde condensation reaction. The word ‘calixarene’ comes from Greek origin,

wherein ‘calix’ or ‘chalice’ is used for vase or basket, however ‘arene’ refers to aromatic

part. Since, in calixarene molecule, phenolic units are assembled in ‘basket’ or ‘vase’ like

shape, after linking with aldehyde unit.

2.1.1.1. History of calixarene

During the 18th century, phenol-formaldehyde chemistry was pioneered by

Adolph von Baeyer, but he could not succeed in the characterization of the resulting

product. However, this discovery served as the basis for Leo Baekland in 1907 to

synthesize “Bakelite”, the first commercial synthetic plastic. Many scientists were

attracted towards phenol/formaldehyde reaction after the success of Bakelite and in 1942

Alois Zinke obtained a mixture of cyclic tetramers through base catalyzed reaction

between p-alkyl phenols and formaldehyde (Zinke, et al., 1941). Later on, C.D. Gutsche

had focused his interest on the mixture of cyclic tetramers in the early 1970s and finally

got the achievement in isolating and separating cyclic tetramer, hexamer and octamer

from the mixture (Asfari et al. 2001; Gutsche et al. 1978; 1998). He also coined name

‘calixarene’ for them, and developed synthetic procedures to obtain them in appreciably

high yield (Gutsche, et al., 1981).

2.1.1.2. Calixarene synthesis

The facile synthesis of calixarene is carried out following Williamson ether

synthesis protocol. It is basically an acid or base catalyzed hydroxyalkylation reaction

between phenol and formaldehyde (Gutsche, 1981; 1998; 2001). (Fig. 2.1)

OH

H H

O

OH

*

4

1. NaOH

2. Ph-O-Ph

Fig. 2.1. Synthetic reaction of calixarene
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2.1.1.3. Calix[n]arene structure

In calix[n]arene oligomer, p-tert butyl phenol units are linked together in the

cyclic manner via methylene bridges forming ‘basket’ like appearance. Therefore,

calixarene structure can fundamentally be characterized by three distinct parts; first is a

wider upper rim of p-tert butyl groups, second is a central cyclic cavity of phenolic rings

whereas last part is a narrow lower rim of phenolic hydroxyl groups (Vicens, et al., 1991;

Böhmer, 1995). (Fig. 2.2)

OHOH OHOH
OH OH

OH

OH

4

Upper Rim

Lower Rim

Central Annulus

Fig. 2.2. Structural representation of calix[4]arene molecule

Depending on the number of phenolic units in calix[n]arene molecule, it can be

calix[4]arene, calix[6]arene and calix[8]arene. Three dimensional structural

representations of all members of calix[n]arene family are given in Fig. 2.3.
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OHOH HOOH OHOH
OH

OH OH

OH
OH

OH

OH

OH
OH

Calix[4]arene Calix[6]arene

Calix[8]arene

Fig. 2.3. Members of calixarene family: calix[4]arene, calix[6]arene and calix[8]arene

2.1.1.4. Conformational isomers of calixarene

The most remarkable feature of calixarene molecule is its conformational isomers.

The presence of calixarene in diverse types of conformational isomers makes them

suitable for use in molecular recognition and host-guest chemistry. The free rotation of

methylene bridges about α-bonds in calix[4]arene molecule creates conformational

mobility which is further strengthened by cooperative hydrogen bonds within the

molecule (Gutsche, 1998; Vicens, et al., 1991; Böhmer, 1995; Asfari, et al., 2001). Thus

four conformational isomers of calix[4]arene exists i.e. cone, partial cone, 1,2 alternate

and 1,3 alternate. (Fig. 2.4)
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OH
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OH

OHOH
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HO
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OH

1,2-Alternate

Cone

Fig. 2.4. Conformational isomers of calix[4]arene

2.1.1.5. Functionalization in calixarene

The utmost promising characteristic of calixarene chemistry is its

functionalization ability. Different calixarene derivatives of desired functionality can be

synthesized by incorporating particular functional group to either on its upper or lower

rim. The synthetic pathway for these derivatives is simple and can easily be achieved by

following basic organic reaction methods (Sharma, et al., 1994; Wang, et al., 1998;

Alam, et al., 1994; Gutsche, et al., 1986a; Iwamoto, et al., 1992; Ameud-Neu, et al.,

1989). Therefore, by utilizing the prominent architectural ability of calixarene,

derivatives of the required functionality can be prepared and utilize in several fields like

sensors application, liquid/liquid extraction, catalysis, ion selective electrode (ISE)
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preparation and in membrane technology. (Fig. 2.5)
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Fig. 2.5. Different reaction pathways for functionalization in calixarene

2.1.1.6. Application of calixarene chemistry

Calixarene has successfully been applied in diverse types of fields due to the

superior architectural characteristics during the past thirty years. The selectivity of

calixarene derivatives towards target species (metal or neutral guest) is unambiguously

admirable and therefore scientists design firstly particular synthetic routes for the

synthesis of calixarene derivative, before utilizing them into specific target application.

Hence, numbers of publications are reported on different types of calixarene derivatives

that are employed in various types of application such as sensors, stationary phase in

HPLC, enzyme mimetics, membrane technology, catalysis, chiral separation and in non-

linear optics (Jin, et al., 1998; Kuruoglu, et al., 2003; Kim, et al., 2007; Redshaw, 2003;

Ludwig, 2000).
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The basis for the enormous work in calixarene chemistry lies in its impressive

structural scaffold. Firstly, the central cavity of calixarene provides a rigid orientation to

properly act as a host molecule for specific guest (either ions or neutral molecule).

Secondly, the selectivity for particular guest can be created in a calixarene molecule by

modifying either its upper or lower rim depending on the nature of the application. The

non-covalent forces like hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic effects, cation-π interactions,

electrostatic and van der Waals interactions play main role in establishing complexation

selectivity of calixarene derivatives towards target species.

Despite of having number of applications, work summary on the usage of

calixarene derivatives in liquid membranes i.e. bulk liquid membrane and supported

liquid membrane is discussed below.

2.1.1.6.1. Calixarenes as carriers in bulk liquid membrane

The superior selectivity of calixarene derivatives towards metal ions has been

approved by several extraction experiments. Thus, attention was paid on the utilization of

calixarene derivative as carriers in BLM for the efficient remediation of toxic metal ions.

A brief review of calixarene derivatives is presented here in year wise sequence.

Chen, L., et al., explored the efficiency of nitrogen bearing calixarene derivative

(I) towards Ag+ and Hg2+ in the BLM and obtained faster transport rates with these soft

heavy metals (Chen, et al., 2000).

Ramkumar J., et al. studied the uranyl ion transport behavior of calixarenes (II-V)

as carriers in the BLM. Appreciable increase in uranyl ion transport was observed when

each tri-n-octyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) and crown ether 18 Crown 6 (18C6) were used

as synergistic reagent in combination with calixarene separately. 0.1 M nitric acid was
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used as receiving phase. Only Th(IV) interference was pronounced among different

transition metal ions, and it was controlled by EDTA masking (Ramkumar, et al., 2002).

Gong, S.-L., et al., investigated the transport behavior of one monomeric

calixcrown (VI) and four calixcrown oligomers (VII-X) across BLM. The order of K+

transport was as follows: the calixcrown amide oligomer 9> the calixcrown ether

oligomer 7> the calixcrown ester oligomer 8> the calixcrown siloxane oligomer 10. In

high [K+]/[Na+] ratio, when two-cation transport was studied, K+ transport was favored

relative to Na+ by all carriers. But this trend was reversed when the [K+]/[Na+] ratio

decreased. Thus, it proved that cation flux was dependent on the relative concentration of

the cation in the source phase (Gong, et al., 2002).
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Alpoguz, H. K., et al., used calix[4]arene nitrile derivatives (XI, XII) as carriers

for the co-transport of metals (Hg2+, Pb2+, Na+), across the BLM. Different kinetic

parameters were optimized which influence transport rate. The selectivity of nitrile

derivatives was accomplished for Hg2+ over Pb2+ and Na+. After few years, Alpoguz, H.

K., et al., again examined BLM transport of Hg2+ using calix[4]arene ketone derivative

(XIII) as carrier (Alpoguz, et al., 2002a; 2004).

Saf, A. Ö., et al., studied the transport of chromate ions (Cr2O7
2−) by employing

p-tert-butyl calix[4]arene 3-morpholino propyl diamide (XIV) as carrier in the BLM.

Kinetic reactions were applied to determine the effect of carrier and chromate
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concentration, type of solvent, temperature, stirring rate and pH of donor and acceptor

phase on the transport rate of chromate ions (Cr2O7
2−) (Saf, et al., 2006).

Yilmaz A., et al., explored the efficiency of p -tert -butylcalix[4]arene

dioxaoctylamide derivative (XV) towards chromate ions (Cr2O7
2−) transport across the

BLM. Influence of various kinetic parameters upon the transport rate of chromate ions

(Cr2O7
2−) were studied as well (Yilmaz, et al., 2008).

Li, H. et al., utilized two monomeric calix[6]crowns (XVI, XVII) for the

synthesis of novel polysiloxanes with pendant hand-basket type calix[6]-1,3-crown-3

(XVIII) and calix[6]-1,4-crown-4 (XIX) and compared their metal transport ability in

BLM with the their monomers. For all carriers, the decrease in the metal transport rate

was as follows: Li+ < Na+ < K+. However, monomeric calix[6]crown transferred K+ more

as compared to polymeric counterpart while the transport rate of calix[6]crown-4-
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functionalized polysiloxanes (CA[6]C4PS) (XIX) was greater towards cesium ions

relative to monomeric counterpart (Li, et al., 2008).

Gubbuk, I. H., et al selected two calix[4]arene nitrile derivatives, i.e. (5,11,17,23-

Tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis-(2-cyanobenzyloxy)-26,28-dihydroxycalix-[4]arene (XX) and

25,27-bis-(2-cyanomethoxy)-26,28-dihydroxycalix-[4]arene (XXI) for mercury (II) ion

transport in BLM. Kinetics of two consecutive irreversible first order reactions were

analyzed to observe the impact of different factors such as temperatures and stirring rates

on the mercury (II) ion transport (Gubbuk, et al., 2010).
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Alpaydin, S., et al., determined the BLM transport ability of p-tert-

butylcalix[4]arene 3-diethylaminopropyl diamide derivative (XXII) towards Cr(VI).

After adjusting proper experimental conditions, 96.65% of Cr(VI) was transported

successively within 10 h from acidic donor phase (pH=2) to acceptor phase (pH=4)

(Alpaydin, et al., 2011).

Akin, I., et al., analyzed the BLM transport ability of calix[4]arene containing

imidazole groups (XXIII) towards palladium(II). Various operating conditions such as

pH, transport time, donor, acceptor and membrane phase concentration were maintained.

Maximum (95%) Pd(II) ion was accomplished after 24 h (Akin, et al., 2012).
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2.1.1.6.2. Calixarenes as carriers in supported liquid membrane

The variety of calixarene derivatives can be synthesized according to the need for

metal complexation. Furthermore, in SLM calixarene carriers makes possible active

uphill transport of metal by making metal-carrier complex at the donor-membrane phase

and subsequent release of metal at the membrane-acceptor phase. However, the metal

transport is dependent on a number of parameters including pH of donor and acceptor

phase, carrier concentration, stirring speed, temperature, type of support membrane and

solvent. Moreover, short membrane stability in SLM is a hurdle for their broad scale

industrial usage. Therefore, different configurations of SLM are designed to cope with

this difficulty. Herein, a complete summary of SLM work for toxic metal remediation is

presented using calixarene derivatives in a year wise sequence.

Visser, H. C., et al., enlighten the transport regime (either diffusion or kinetic

control) of alkali cations through SLM. The model carrier chosen were calix[4]arene

derivatives (XXIV-XXVI). Different kinetic parameters such as diffusion constant Dm,

the extraction constant Kex, the rate constant k and the rate-limiting step were determined

along with their dependency on membrane solvent, co-transported anion, and support

(Visser, et al., 1995).

Yaftian, M. R., et al., presented 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28

tetrakis(diphenylphosphinoylmethoxy)calix[4]arene (XXVII) as a carrier for the

separation of a mixture of 11 rare-earth metal ions (La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er,

Yb and Y) through SLM. Under optimized conditions of temperature, carrier
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concentration, initial metal concentration, and salting-out agent concentration in the feed

phase, high transport rate was observed with Pr and Nd (Yaftian, et al., 1998).

Kim, J. K., et al., synthesized in significant quantity 1,3-

Dipropyloxycalix[4]arene crown ether (XXVIII) and 1,3-dipropyloxycalix[4]arene

dibenzo crown ether (XXIX) and cesium ion permeation was examined across SLM.

Permeation of Cesium ion was higher with XXVIII relative to XXIX (Kim, et al., 2001).

Alpoguz, H. K., et al., evaluated the transport efficiency of calix[4]arene

derivatives (XI and XII) towards Hg2+ via SLM. Influence of various parameters such as

solvent, anion and support type on permeability coefficient was estimated following

Danesi mass transfer models (Alpoguz, et al., 2005b).

Zaghbani, A., et al., presented the Cd2+ transport through SLM utilizing

thiacalix[4]arene (XXX, XXXI) in NPOE as a carrier. Active facilitated transport of Cd2+

was accomplished by keeping the donor phase pH at 8 and with acidic acceptor phase

(Zaghbani, et al., 2005).
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Alpoguz, H. K., et al., for the second time examined the Hg2+ transport across

SLM containing calix[4]arene derivatives (XXXII and XXXIII) as carriers (Alpoguz, et

al., 2007a).

Fontàs, C., et al., (2007) performed initially liquid-liquid extraction study to

investigate the complexation of noble metal chloro complexes with thiacalix[4]arene

derivatives (XXXIV, XXXV) bearing or not bearing functional groups. Afterwards, SLM

systems were developed based on liquid-liquid extraction results for the selective

transport of Au(III) and Pd(II). It was observed that thiacalixarenes were efficient for the

transport of gold(III) and palladium(II) (Fontàs, et al., 2007).
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Zaghbani, A., et al., elaborated the molecular recognition ability of

thiacalix[4]arene bearing three amide substituents (XXXVI) for the permeation of gold

and palladium in chloride media across SLM. NPOE was chosen as organic phase while

0.5 M NaSCN at pH 2 as stripping agent. Various parameters which have influence on

metal transport were also optimized such as chloride content in feed phase and nature of

polymeric support. Selectivity of ligand was also accomplished by performing

competitive metal transport experiments (Zaghbani, et al., 2007).

In successive year, Zaghbani, A., et al., again studied the stripping of silver

through SLM system containing thiacalix[4]arene (XXX, XXXI, XXXIV-XXXVI).

Several parameters influencing on silver transport was optimized and selectivity of

membrane system towards silver among other metal ions were also accomplished

(Zaghbani, et al., 2008).
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Raut, D. R. et al., analyzed the transport efficiency of calix-crown ligand viz.

calix[4]arene-bis(crown-6) (XXXVII), calix[4]arene-bis(o-benzocrown-6) (XXXVIII) or

calix[4]arene-bis(napthocrown-6) (XXXIX) towards Cs-137 through SLM. Among these

calix-crown ligands, only XXXIX gave efficient Cs-137 transport. Various operating

parameters were evaluated and stability of this membrane system was appeared well

during 20 days of continuous experiments. Selectivity of this membrane system was

remarkable towards Cs-137 when radioactive waste solutions were used as feed phase

(Raut, et al., 2008).

Kandwal, P., et al., purposed mathematical model for the transport of cesium

utilizing calix-[4]-bis(2, 3-naptho)-18-crown-6 (XXXIX) as carrier both through flat

sheet SLM and hollow fiber SLM. The model was developed under the principle of

facilitated diffusional transport mechanism. However, transport of cesium from feed

phase in different operating conditions was predicted very well by this model (Kandwal,

et al., 2011a; 2011b).

In the same year, Kandwal, P., et al., examined the efficiency of the same

calix[4]arene-bis-2,3-naphthocrown-6 (XXXIX) as carrier for the recovery of cesium

from pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) simulated high level waste (SHLW) by

hollow fiber SLM technique. During initial 6 h, more than 99.9% cesium was recovered

but this extraction % was reduced to 88 % in 12 h from SHLW due to increased strip

phase acidity with time (Kandwal, et al., 2011c).
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Solangi, I. B., et al., employed p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene diamide derivative

bearing pyridinium units (XL, XLI) as carrier for the transportation of Cr(VI) in the

acidic medium through SLM. Effect of different parameters on Cr(VI) transport such as

pH, role of NaOH in stripping phase, concentration of Cr(VI), amount of carrier, contact

time and membrane stability was also evaluated (Solangi, et al., 2013).

2.1.2. Nanofiltration (NF) membranes

The broad spectrum of nanofiltration (NF) membrane application in several

industrial fields makes them suitable and handy choice for the scientist today. The unique

structural characteristics of NF membranes facilitate the salt rejection at lower operating

pressure relative to RO membranes. Generally, interfacial polymerization (IP) technique

is followed to prepare dense RO or porous NF membranes. To cope with the extreme

effluent conditions such as high pH and temperature, much advancement has been made

during the past few years in the IP technique. The aqueous/organic monomers and

support membrane were selected according to the need of a particular application.

Furthermore, to initiate IP procedure either chemical or instrumental method was also

being chosen. Finally, the effect of these preparation procedures on the salt rejection

ability of NF membranes was investigated as well. In subsequent parts, the complete data

on the progress in IP technique is presented in year wise succession.

Lu, X., et al., presented the preparation of a series of high performance TFC-NF

membranes following IP process. The water flux and Na2SO4 rejection of fabricated NF-

1, NF-2 and NF-3 membranes were 4.1, 6.0 and 26.5 l/m2 h and 78, 94 and 94%,
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respectively under operating pressure of 0.6 MPa (Lu, X.et al., 2002).
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Mohammad, A., W., et al., prepared NF membranes of varying properties by

using IP procedure. These properties were required smaller pore size, effective charge

density and membrane thickness that overall improved the NF membrane performance.

Water permeability of these membranes reduced with subsequent rise in reaction time

and monomer concentration and resulting difference in pore sizes was also supported by

AFM imaging (Mohammad, et al., 2003).

In the same year, Zhang, W., et al., prepared composite NF membranes following

IP technique between piperazine (PIP) and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) monomers. X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used along with scanning electron microscopy

(SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the characterization of composite NF

membranes. These membranes were comparable to commercial NF membranes in terms

of separation efficiency. Concentration of antibiotic solution was done successfully

through prepared composite NF membranes from 12 000 to 110 000 U/ml in the lab scale

experiments and from 80 000 to about 340 000 U/ml in pilot scale experiments (Zhang, et

al., 2003).

Song, Y., et al., examined the structure-performance relation of TFC membranes

and also enlighten the mechanism behind it. Phenylenediamine (PPD) and trimesoyl

chloride (TMC) monomers were taken to accomplish the IP process on PS membrane

support. The kinetics of TFC membrane preparation were associated with different

membrane structural parameters such as apparent wet membrane density (ρ), dry polymer

density (ρp), the number of functional groups on polymer chains (NCOCl) and polymer

molecular weight (Mw) by deriving a modified diffusion and reaction controlled model.

Besides this it was also observed that selectivity and permeability of TFC membrane can

be controlled by reaction time and monomer concentration in an effective manner (Song,

et al., 2005).

Verı´ssimo, S., et al., in the same year introduced capillary NF module and found

it better than tubular and spiral wound modules in terms of packing density, pre-treatment

and maintenance. Furthermore, IP process was used in hollow fibers to prepare composite

capillary membranes using N, N0-diaminopiperazine (DAP) and TMC as monomers. By

varying preparation conditions (i.e. reaction time and monomer concentrations), two
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different hollow fiber membranes were obtained, one type gave high water permeability

and low salt and sugar rejection while another type presented lower water permeability

and higher salt as well as sugar rejection (Verı´ssimo, et al., 2005).

In consecutive year, Verı´ssimo, S., et al., investigated the effect of changing

amine structure on the overall TFC-NF membrane efficiency, morphology and surface

charge. For this purpose they used piperazine (PIP), N,N_-diaminopiperazine (DAP), 1,4-

bis(3-aminopropyl)- piperazine (DAPP) and N-(2-aminoethyl)-piperazine (EAP) with

TMC separately. Membranes prepared from PIP, DAP and EAP as aqueous monomers

were negatively charged at pH 6 and rejected salts in order as NaCl<MgSO4 <Na2SO4.

However, the rejection order of the DAPP-TMC membrane was Na2SO4 < NaCl <

MgSO4 since it was positively charged at pH 6. Except PIP-TMC membrane, other

membranes presented smooth morphology (Verı´ssimo, et al., 2006).

Korikov, A. P., et al., examined the chemical, pH, and solvent resistance

polypropylene (Celgard 2400 flat films as well as Cegard X-10 and X-20 hollow fibers)

as support membrane in IP process. Diacyl chlorides such as sebacoyl chloride or iso-

phthaloyl dichloride and diamines such as hexanediamine or polyethyleneimine (PEI)

were chosen as organic and aqueous monomers, respectively. Acetone and chromic acid

oxidizing solution were utilized to hydrophilize polypropylene flat films and hollow

fibres. The successful coating on the membrane surface relied on many parameters such

as hydrophilization of the hydrophobic support membrane, order of introduction of the

monomer-containing solutions, exposure of the nascent film to reduce shear conditions,

and heat treatment of the IP layer formed The Zein rejection efficiency of these hollow

fiber membranes was 97% from an ethanolic solution (Korikov, et al., 2006).

Lianchao, L., et al., prepared NF membranes by in situ IP process on

phenolphthalein poly(ether ether ketone) (PEK-C) ultrafiltration support membrane using

poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer and TMC as monomers. The resulting NF

membranes were characterized by FTIR-ATR, XPS, SEM and contact angle of the water.

The flux and rejection of these membranes were augmented by increasing PAMAM

concentration and decreased with rise in MgSO4 concentration. The surface charge of

prepared NF membranes was positive that was speculated by salt rejection order as

MgCl2>MgSO4>NaCl>Na2SO4. These membranes were thermally stable at high
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temperature (e.g. 80 ºC), suitable for treating acidic feed and displayed excellent stability

during 1080 h (1.5 months) of continuous filtration at 30 ºC (Lianchao, et al., 2006).

Yang, F., et al., developed a new modified method to prepare hollow fibre

composite NF membrane using PIP and TMC as aqueous and organic monomers,

respectively. The hollow fiber ultrafiltration membrane of poly(phthalazinone ether

sulfone ketone) (PPESK) was used as a support. The effect of preparation conditions i.e.

monomer concentration and reaction time on the performance of NF membrane was

investigated. At room temperature, the flux and Na2SO4 rejection of these membranes

were 45 L/m2 h and 99.0% respectively with operating pressure of 0.35 MPa. The

rejections for MgSO4, NaCl, MgCl2, glucose, sucrose and raffinose were 72.1%, 26.8%,

9.6%, 53.9%, 99.1% and 99.8%, respectively. These membranes were found stable

during long term running experiments (Yang, et al., 2007).

Liu, Y.-L., et al., utilized amine-functionalized poly(tetrafluoroethylene) PTFE

films as a support membrane for IP process. The resulting TFC membranes revealed good

layer compatibility between interfacially polymerized polyamide layer and amine-

functionalized PTFE support membrane due to the formation of covalent linkages. These

membranes were stable under the pervaporation dehydration operations of isopropanol

aqueous solution (70 wt. %) and showed a high permeation flux of 1720 g/hm2 and a

separation factor of 177 (Liu, et al., 2008).

Lee, H. S., et al., prepared novel TFC-NF membranes via in-situ IP process

containing high loading of TiO2 nanoparticles. In this method, homogeneous dispersion

of TiO2 nanoparticles was added in the solution of TMC whereas m-phenyl diamine

(MPD) was taken as an aqueous phase monomer. Incorporation of high loading (~5 w%)

TiO2 nanoparticles in these membranes ultimately gave more robust PA-TiO2

nanocomposite structure. Confirmation of TiO2 nanocomposite membranes was

accomplished through various characterization techniques such as FESEM, XRD, XPS,

and FT-IR spectroscopy. Effect of change in curing temperature and curing time on the

membrane performance was also investigated. Furthermore, the nanocomposite

membrane that was cured at 70 ºC for 5 min showed more than 95% MgSO4 rejection

with 9.1 L/m2h permeation flux (Lee, et al., 2008).
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Kosaraju1, P. B., et al., extended their work on PP support membranes that

exhibit considerable chemical, pH and solvent resistance for the preparation of TFC-NF

membranes. They optimized previously developed a procedure to coat surface and pore

interior of PP flat sheet and hollow fiber membranes. All modified membranes were

characterized using SEM and by nanofiltration of safranin O (MW 351) and brilliant blue

R (MW 826) dyes in methanol. The achieved % rejection values for both brilliant blue R

and safranin O dyes were 88% and 43% respectively at a transmembrane pressure of 413

kPa. The operating pressure range was 965-1241 kPa. Solvent flux and solute rejection

were increased with a rise in the transmembrane pressure (Kosaraju1, et al., 2008).

Meihong, L., et al., (2008) optimized the polymerization condition for TFC-NF

membranes. Na2SO4 rejection of these membranes from a concentrated mixture of NaCl

and Na2SO4 was appreciable with high water permeability of 75 L/(m2 hMPa) and more

stability (Meihong, et al., 2008).

Tang, B., et al., developed TFC-NF membranes with remarkable acid stability by

using Triethanolamine (TEOA) and TMC monomers and PS as support membrane. By

studying different membrane preparation parameters such as the reaction time, pH of

aqueous phase and the concentration of monomers, it was concluded that membrane

structural properties are affected by changes in the content of aqueous phase monomer

rather than organic phase. The flux of these polyester membranes, increased from 8.4 to

11.5 L/m2 h when the pH of the feed decreased from 9 to 3, hence suggesting these

membranes appropriate for use in acidic effluents (Tang, et al., 2008).

Yoon, K., et al., investigated the effect of changing membrane support on the

properties of TFC-NF membranes. They employed electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN)

nanofibrous scaffold as a mid layer support for the preparation of a new type of thin film

nanofibrous composite (TFNC) membranes and compared performance efficiency of

these membranes with commercial NF membranes. The top polyamide layer was

developed by IP of different ratios of PP and bipiperidine. Comparison revealed that flux

of TFNC membranes was 2.4 times more than commercial (i.e., NF90 and NF270 from

Dow Filmtec) membranes while keeping same 98% rejection of MgSO4 (Yoon, et al.,

2009).
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Saha, N. K., et al., examined the effect of changing monomers on the

performance efficiency of polyamide based TFC-NF membranes. Several combinations

of monomers including a mixture of diamines or acid chlorides were utilized for

preparing membranes. The flux and rejection results revealed that polyamide structure

greatly influences TFC-NF membrane efficiency (Saha, et al., 2008).

Li, L., et al., successfully prepared novel TFC-NF membranes by introducing

3,3_,5,5_-biphenyl tetraacyl chloride (mm-BTEC) as an organic phase monomer. The

resulting membranes exhibited high water permeability (51.5 L/(m2 h)) while maintaining

high salt rejection (i.e. 95% Na2SO4 rejection under 0.5MPa). The high surface charge

density of novel NF membranes was established by streaming potential tests, whereas

isoelectric point for them lies in between pH 1 and 2 (Li, et al., 2009).

Chiang, Y.-C., et al., (2009) inspected surface properties of TFC-NF membranes

both with negatively and positively charged groups. Membranes developed from

hyperbranched polyethyleneimine (PEI)/ terephthaloyl chloride (TPC) and PEI/ trimesoyl

chloride (TMC) were positively charged whereas those prepared from ethylenediamine

(EDA)/TMC and diethylenetriamine (DETA)/TMC were negatively charged. Although

pore sizes of PEI/TPC and PEI/TMC membranes were comparable or somewhat larger

than EDA/TMC and DETA/TMC membranes but salt rejection and water flux values

were high relative to latter mentioned membranes. The hyperbranched structure in PEI

gave special characteristic to these membranes by drifting amines inside the pores and

interacting with the ions in a unique manner. However, the drifting amines increase salt

rejection, but have little effect on water permeation (Chiang, et al., 2009).

Wu, C., et al., elaborated the fabrication of novel, thermally stable TFC-NF

membranes containing poly(phthalazinone ether amide) (PPEA) ultrafiltration membrane

as a support. Different membrane preparation parameters were studied and optimized.

The resulting TFC-NF membranes were utilized in the desalination experiments of Acid

chrome blue K (ACBK) dye and NaCl mix solution at 80 ºC and under 1.0M Pa operating

pressure. NaCl was completely removed from ACBK dye solution after five turns of

desalination-concentration experiments in about 160 min. The initial flux of eighth

experiment was only 20 Lm−2 h−1 lower than that of the first, while dye rejection
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remained constant in throughout all the experiments (Wu, et al., 2009).
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Mansourpanah, Y., et al., studied the influence of microwave irradiation on the

fabrication of TFC-NF membranes. Microwave irradiation was applied by the varying

time (0, 10, 30 and 60 s) and powers (540, 720 and 900 W). The results showed that

under an operational pressure of 1.0 M Pa, and 540 W for 0, 10, 30 and 60 s irradiation

for TFC-NF membranes, fluxes of 13, 8, 8, and 10 kg/m2 h and 46, 63, 57, and 51 %

retention for NaCl and 82, 88, 87, and 88% rejection of Na2SO4 were obtained

(Mansourpanah, et al., 2009).

Rahimpour, A., et al., presented water softening ability of two types of NF

membranes. The first type of asymmetric polyethersulfone (PES) NF membrane was

prepared using phase inversion induced by immersion precipitation technique whereas

the second type of membrane was fabricated using IP of 1, 3-phenylenediamine (PDA)

with TMC. The water permeability and MgSO4 rejection of the second type of

membranes were increased from 7 kg m-2 h-1 and 85% to 21 kg m-2 h-1 and 90%,

respectively by augmenting pressure from 5 bar to10 bar. However, NaCl rejection (64

and 67%) was low comparatively (Rahimpour, et al., 2010).

Seman, M. N. A., et al., modified commercial PES membrane support by

developing a thin polyester top layer on its surface. IP was accomplished using bisphenol

A (BPA) and TMC monomers. Irreversible fouling of both unmodified and modified

polyester TFC-PES membranes were compared using humic acid model solutions at

different pH values. The results indicated that modified TFC membrane at neutral pH was

not fouled irreversibly by humic acid molecules, however, permeate flux and irreversible

fouling factor decreased when pH values drop to 3 (Seman, et al., 2010).

Tang, B., et al., investigated the impact of adding LiBr in aqueous phase on the

TFC-NF membrane performance. Triethanolamine (TEOA) and N-methyl-

diethanolamine (MDEOA) were selected as aqueous phase monomers to examine the

effect of LiBr. The water flux values of composite polyester membranes was maximum at

3% while high salt rejection was observed at 1 % of LiBr content. Most probably, two

factors can explain this observation. Firstly, the interaction of Li+ ion with the hydroxyl

oxygen atom of alcohol amine increases their reactivity in the aqueous phase towards IP

and thus forming dense top polyester layer. Secondly, carbonyl group of TMC hydrolyze
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more in presence of Li+ ion complexation and makes hydrophilic and loose surface layer

(Tang, B., et al., 2010).

Jahanshahi, M., et al., explored performance efficiency of two different types of

NF membranes for water softening applications i.e. (i) poly(piperazine-amide) and (ii)

poly(vinyl-alcohol) (PVA) NF membranes. First type of membrane was prepared through

IP in between PIP and TMC on the PES support membrane, while the second type of

membrane was prepared by dip coating and cross-linking with glutaraldehyde. The water

permeability of the first type of membrane is lower than the second type of membrane,

but this trend was reversed in the case of salt (MgSO4, NaCl) rejection. Conclusively, NF

membrane prepared by IP technique was more efficient than that synthesized by the other

method (Jahanshahi, et al., 2010).

Yu, S., et al., reported the preparation and performance efficiency of TFC-NF

membrane using polyvinylamine (PVAm) in aqueous phase. By increasing amine content

of PVAm, salt rejection of TFC-NF membranes enhanced but water permeability

decreased. The TFC-NF membranes were positively charged at pH lower than 6.5, thus

salt rejection in this condition was in the order of MgCl2>MgSO4>NaCl>Na2SO4. For pH

higher than 7, these membranes showed a negative surface charge that was also

confirmed by salt rejection order as MgSO4>Na2SO4>MgCl2>NaCl (Yu, et al., 2011).

Wang, H., et al., highlighted the properties of novel TFC-NF membrane that was

fabricated using 3,3',5,5'-biphenyl tetraacyl chloride (mm-BTEC) as an organic phase

monomer instead of conventionally employed monomer. The effect of organic solvent in

the polymerization process was also investigated by changing cyclohexane to toluene,

which resulted appreciable increase in diffusion rate and solubility of PIP in the organic

solvent. The surface of TFC-NF membranes were positively charged according to the

streaming potential results, and therefore salt rejection was in the order as: CaCl2 >

MgCl2 > NaCl > Na2SO4. Under 0.4 MPa operating pressure, the water flux and CaCl2

rejection values were 50.8 L/m2 h and 95.1 %, respectively (Wang, et al., 2011).

Lihong, W., et al., synthesized and characterized new aromatic diamine, 3,5-

diaminobenzoylpiperazine (3,5-DABP) amine for use as an aqueous phase monomer in

the IP process. The accompanied organic phase monomer was TMC. The prepared TFC-
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NF membranes were negatively charged and therefore their salt rejection values followed

the order of Na2SO4>MgSO4>MgCl2>NaCl (Lihong, et al., 2011).

Mansourpanah, Y., et al., studied changes in the properties of TFC-NF

membranes after using different surfactants in the aqueous phase. Most typical monomers

i.e. trimesoyl TMC and PIP were chosen for IP on the PES-UF support. The employed

surfactants in the aqueous phase were anionic (SDS), cationic (CTAB) and non-ionic

(Triton X-100). The porosity and surface roughness of prepared TFC-NF membranes

were decreased in the presence of all surfactants. AFM images showed reduction in

surface convexes of membranes from 118 nm to 7 nm. However, cracks and defects in

the case of membrane containing SDS resulted in more permeation and low rejection

(Mansourpanah, et al., 2011).

Seman, M. N. A., et al., extended their previously published work of finding

irreversible fouling conditions by using two types of bisphenol monomers, Bisphenol A

(BPA) and Tetramethyl Bisphenol A (TMBPA) in the fabrication of TFC-polyester NF

membranes. Humic acid model solutions at two different pH values i.e. 7 and 3 were

utilized to investigate irreversible fouling of both unmodified NFPES10 and modified

polyester TFC-PES membranes. PBA polyester membranes showed less tendency of

irreversible fouling by humic acid molecules at neutral environment in comparison to

both unmodified NFPES10 and TMBPA-polyester series due to high repulsion between

negatively charged membrane surface and humic acid molecule. However, in acidic

condition at pH 3, carboxylic group of humic acid lost its charge and therefore the humic

acid molecule started to accumulate on the surface of modified TFC-NF membranes.

Hence, severe fouling was observed. Also pore sizes of these modified TFC-NF

membranes were smaller (0.8-1.34 nm) than the unmodified NFPES10 (1.47 nm), and

this fact also enhanced fouling percentage (Seman, et al., 2011).

Han, R., et al., utilized copoly(phthalazinone biphenyl ether sulfone) (PPBES) as

a support membrane to fabricate thermally stable TFC-NF membrane. Selected

monomers for developing top surface layer were PIP and TMC. The thermal stability of

TFC-NF membrane was checked by increasing temperature from 18 ºC to 85 °C and at

1.0 MPa applied pressure. Under this high temperature condition, the membrane flux was
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augmented from 61 to 290 L/m2 h whereby accompanied 3.8% reduction in membrane

rejection (Han, et al., 2011).

An, Q., et al., investigated the effect of adding polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in situ as

additive in the aqueous PIP phase during the IP process. The XPS analysis confirmed the

presence of PVA and polyamide components on the top surface layer of the resulting

TFC-NF membranes. The successive addition of PVA into PIP phase resulted in a

proportional decrease in surface roughness. The flux of prepared TFC-NF membranes

was increased without reduction in rejection and besides this antifouling property was

also remarkably improved with the addition of PVA into PIP phase (An, et al., 2011).

Dalwani, M., et al., evaluated the effect of variation in pH (1-13) on the

performance efficiency of polyamide/polyacrylonitrile based TFC-NF membranes. The

performance of these membranes was compared with NF-270 and Desal-5DK

commercial membranes. The NaCl rejection of prepared membranes was similar to NF-

270 and Desal-5DK while permeance value was in between those of NF-270 and Desal-

5DK. However, these membranes exhibit slightly higher isoelectric point than both NF-

270 and Desal-5DK. At extremely alkaline conditions (pH>11) flux of these prepared

membranes were low with increment in molecular weight cut-off values. This behavior

was explained on the basis of Donnan steric partitioning pore model (DSPM) which

described the influence of larger effective average pore size and a larger effective

membrane thickness as a cause for deviation on membrane performance in extreme

alkaline condition (pH>11) relative to the other pH conditions (Dalwani, et al., 2011).

Liu, M., et al., discussed the influence of using polyvinylamine (PVAm) as an

aqueous phase monomer in the fabrication and properties of TFC-NF membranes. The

organic phase was constituted of TMC and IP process was carried on the surface of the

porous PS membrane. The developed TFC-NF membranes were characterized and related

preparation parameters were optimized as well. The surface of these membranes was

smooth and amphoteric with an isoelectric point at pH about 6.5. However, pure water

permeability and MWCO were 8.5 l/m2 h bar and 650 Da respectively. At pH 7, salt

rejection order of these membranes were MgCl2>NaCl>MgSO4>Na2SO4 while it was

changed to NaCl >Na2SO4>MgSO4>MgCl2 at pH of 6. Dye rejection of the obtained
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membrane was also checked and found them appropriate for removal of negatively

charged organic dyes at pH 7 (Liu, et al., 2012).

Pan, K., et al., highlighted the use of ozone treatment to induce hydrophilicity in

PP membrane. The PP membrane became hydrophilic after introducing peroxide onto the

membrane surface using ozone treatment followed by grafting acrylamide. Afterwards,

the IP was accomplished between m-phenylenediamine (MPDA) and TMC on the

hydrophilic PP membrane surface. Ozone treatment time was optimized in the range of 5-

10 min. The rejection value of the modified TFC-NF membranes was 60% for Na2SO4

and 90% for Fast Green FCF dye under an applied pressure of 0.5 MPa (Pan, et al.,

2012).

Xu, X.-X., et al., studied the influence of poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM)

dendrimer as an aqueous phase monomer on the structure and properties of TFC-NF

membrane. Reaction conditions for the IP process were optimized to achieve TFC-NF

membrane of better properties. The characterization of these prepared membranes

revealed top thin layer linked by amine groups was formed on the surface of the

supporting PAN membrane. The rejection order for salt was in the order as: Na2SO4 >

MgSO4 > MgCl2 > NaCl under applied pressure of 0.6-0.8 MPa. These prepared

composite PAMAM/PAN membrane rejected Na2SO4 and PEG600 more than 90% while

for NaCl its rejection value was lower than 50% (Xu, et al., 2012).

Hu, L., et al., developed novel thermally stable TFC-NF membrane by utilizing

poly (phthalazione ether nitrile ketone) (PPENK) UF membrane as support for IP

process. Conventional monomers i.e. PIP and TMCwere chosen as well as all preparation

parameters were optimized to fabricate efficient NF membrane. The rejection order for

salts was as follows: Na2SO4 > MgSO4 > Al2(SO4)3 > NaCl > MgCl2 which indicate

negative surface charge density. The flux and Na2SO4 rejection were 57.9 L/m2 h and

98.4% respectively under applied pressure of 1.0 MPa. Thermal stability of prepared

TFC-NF membranes was investigated by increasing the temperature of feed solution

from 20 ºC to 80 ºC, and it was observed that flux values were increased four times

whereas with no appreciable change in rejection. However, when performance efficiency

of these membranes was checked after boiling in de-ionized water for 3 h, rejection was
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remained constant but flux values initially increased then reached a plateau (Hu, et al.,

2012).

Liu, M., et al., designed strategy to fabricate acid stable TFC-NF membrane by

employing naphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonylchloride (NTSC) as an organic phase monomer

in IP process. PIP and PS membrane were used as an aqueous phase monomer and

support respectively. The structural and performance properties of these prepared

membranes were improved by optimizing necessary membrane preparation conditions

and subsequent improvement was analyzed through all known characterization

techniques. Acid stability of prepared TFC-NF membranes were examined both by

soaking in 20% (w/v) H2SO4 for 2 months and by permeating 4.9% (w/v) H2SO4 for 60

days. There was little variation in prepared TFC-NF membrane properties that proved

them of good acid stability. However, water permeability of these membranes were

5.8l/m2 h bar, with MWCO of as high as 5000 Da and Na2SO4 rejection was higher than

86.5% at 0.5 MPa (Liu, et al.,2012).

Liu, Y., et al., synthesized two novel sulfonated aromatic diamine monomers i.e.

2,5-bis(4-amino-2-trifluoromethyl-phenoxy) benzenesulfonic acid (6FAPBS) and 4,4-

bis(4-amino-2-trifluoromethylphenoxy) biphenyl-4,4-disulfonic acid (6FBABDS) for use

in IP process to develop TFC-NF membranes with improved properties. These

synthesized aromatic diamine monomers 6FAPBS/6FBABDS were utilized in

combination with PIP in aqueous phase while TMC solution was conventional organic

phase for IP process on a microporous polyphenylsulfone (PPSU) support membrane.

The introduction of sulfonic acid groups on the active surface layer enhanced the

hydrophilicity of these prepared TFC-NF membranes, thereby increasing water flux

without compromising the rejection of aqueous dye solutions i.e. rhodamine B and

methyl orange (Liu, et al., 2012).

Hu, D., et al., evaluated the impact of silica incorporation on the properties of

TFC-NF membranes. Polypiperazine-amide thin layer was developed on the surface of

PES supporting membrane. The water flux and Na2SO4 rejection values for

polypiperazine-amide NF membrane under optimized reaction condition were 46.8

l.m−2.h−1 and 97.4 % respectively, while after silica addition water flux of these
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membranes was increased by 21.1%. The MWCO of TFC-NF membrane was found to be

<600 Da on the basis of polyethylene glycols (PEGs) rejection (Hu, et al., 2012).

Jin, L., et al., explored the properties of TFC-NF membrane containing SiO2

nanoparticles in the aqueous poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer phase. IP process

was accomplished on the PSF UF membrane as a support while TMC was used as an

organic phase monomer. The optimized preparation condition for these membranes was

as follows: PAMAM concentration 0.2% (wt.), TMC 0.2% (wt.) and nearly 90s reaction

time. SiO2 incorporation into the skin layer of TFC-NF membranes noticeably augmented

membrane permeation while maintaining constant salt rejection. In addition to this,

membrane hydrophilicity, thermal and acid stability, also improved. According to zeta

potential measurements, the surface of PA-SiO2 TFC-NF membrane was more negative

relative to PA TFC-NF membrane without silica and same fact could be found from salt

rejection order: Na2SO4>MgSO4>MgCl2>NaCl (Jin, et al., 2012).

Xiang, J., et al., presented a systematic study of the effect of different types of

amine salt surfactants i.e. tetraethylammonium chloride (TEAC), tetrabutylammonium

bromide (TBAB), camphorsulfonic acid triethylamine salt (CAS-TEA), and 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride (BMMIC) on the properties of TFC-NF membranes. After

adding surfactants, piperazine-amide polymer was developed on the surface of the PES

UF membrane. The flux and rejection results of these membranes showed that amine salt

with larger steric configuration cationic group improved significantly the membrane

performance and acted as surfactant by not adhering to the interfacially polymerized layer

(Xiang, et al., 2013).

Yu, S., et al., evaluated the acid stability of TFC-NF membranes by including

various proportions of naphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonylchloride (NTSC) in TMC organic

phase during the IP process. The chosen aqueous phase was PIP while porous PSF served

as a support membrane. The pure water permeability and MWCO of the prepared TFC-

NF membranes were enhanced by increasing NTSC content in the organic phase from 5.5

to 10.6 l/m2 h bar and about 360 to 660 Da, respectively, because the membrane surface

became more hydrophilic and negatively charged after successive addition of NTSC.

However, Na2SO4 rejection was initially increased from 98.2 to 98.7% and then declined

to a lower value of 97.8%. The acid stability of prepared TFC-NF membranes was
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investigated after soaking them in 8 w/v % H2SO4 for 30 days or filtration with 4.9 w/v %

H2SO4 for 60 days however the small change in membrane performance proved their acid

stability (Yu, et al., 2013).

Peng, J., et al., introduced a modified polyacrylonitrile (PAN) membrane as

support for IP process. The surface of PAN membrane was hydrolyzed first to create

carboxyl groups and afterwards it was activated by 1-ethyl-(3-3-dimethylaminopropyl)

carbodiimidehydrochloride (EDC)/N hydroxyl succinimide (NHS). This surface

activation enhanced reactivity of amine group when PAN membrane was impregnated in

aqueous PIP phase. Finally, interfacially polymerized active layer was developed on the

surface of modified PAN support when PIP impregnated PAN support was treated with

TMC. Variation energy positron annihilation spectroscopy (VEPAS), FTIR, and XPS

analysis revealed linkages in between the amino group of PIP and carboxyl groups of the

hydrolyzed PAN support and denser active polyamide layer as well as interfacial zone

owing to EDC/NHS activation. The modified TFC-NF membrane with an EDC

concentration of 100mM and PIP concentration of 0.20 wt% showed 98.5% MgSO4

rejection and 511 L/(m2 h MPa) flux (Peng, et al., 2013).

Han, R. et al., presented the synthesis of thermal and chlorine resistance TFC-NF

membrane. The active layer of poly(melamine/trimesoylchloride (TMC) was developed

on the surface of PEI UF support membrane via IP process. Optimization of reaction time

and monomer concentration was also studied in detail. The flux and Na2SO4 rejection of

newly synthesized composite NF membrane were 34 L/m2 h and 77.8% respectively

under applied pressure of 1 MPa and 20 ºC. The thermal stability of these membranes

was investigated by elevating operation temperature from 18 °C to 95 ºC, hence the

membrane flux increased from 32 to 138 L/m2 h without affecting Na2SO4 rejection.

However, chlorine resistance of these TFC-NF membranes were examined by immersing

them in a chlorine solution (NaClO, 200 ppm), and no observable decline in membrane

performance was seen (Han, et al., 2013).

Namvar-Mahboub, M., et al., elaborated the use of nanocomposite membrane as

support for IP process. Nanocompsite membrane was synthesized by incorporating

different content of amino functionalized silica (0-20 wt%) in PEI. Maximum chemical

and mechanical stability of these membranes were achieved at 5% silica content. The
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surface of these nanocomposite membranes were intrfacially polymerized using m-

phenylenediamine (MPD) and TMC. The prepared thin film nanocomposite membrane

was utilized in organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) of a mixture containing dewaxed oil

(Mw =560 g/mol) and dewaxing solvent (toluene and methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). The

oil was 94.72% separated from dexwaxing solvents with a permeation flux of 10.4 L/m2

h (at 15 bar) (Namvar-Mahboub, et al., 2013).

Yu, S., et al., examined the influence of adding naphthalene-1,3,6-

trisulfonylchloride (NTSC) during the IP process on the acid stablility of TFC-NF

membranes. NTSC in various proportions was taken in TMC organic phase, whereas PIP

and PSF were selected as an aqueous phase monomer and porous support membrane

respectively. The surface properties of the prepared membranes were evaluated via ATR-

FTIR, streaming potential measurement and surface contact angle measurement. By

increasing NTSC content in TMC solution, pure water permeability and molecular weight

cut-off of the formed TFC-NF membranes augmented while Na2SO4 rejection firstly

increased and then declined. The prepared TFC-NF membranes with NTSC content

revealed appreciable stability towards acids when soaked in 8 w/v% H2SO4 for 30 days or

when filtered with 4.9 w/v% H2SO4 for 60 days (Yu, et al., 2013).

Li, Y., et al., prepared four different kinds TFC-NF membranes by varying

aqueous phase monomers from diethylenetriamine (DETA), triethylenetetramine

(TETA), tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA) to PIP as water-soluble monomer, and TMC as

an organic phase monomer. The characterization of all prepared membranes was carried

by FTIR, SEM and contact angle measurements. From the Zeta potential study, all the

four different kinds of TFC-NF membranes were found negatively charged. The rejection

of salts followed the order: Na2SO4>MgSO4>MgCl2 while Na2SO4 rejection was 80% for

all these membranes (Li, et al., 2014).

Fan, X., et al., investigated the effect of adding inorganic additive (i.e. CaCl2) in

the aqueous phase monomer for the IP process. Monomers chosen for IP process were

tetra ethylene pentamine (TEPA) and TMC. The performance of resulting TFC-NF

membranes were checked in terms of pure water permeability, rejection of different

solutes including dyes and inorganic salts and chlorine resistance. Optimized

incorporation of CaCl2 appreciably enhanced water permeability and decreased solute
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rejection. In addition to this, it also increased chloride resistance of TFC-NF membranes

in comparison to control membranes prepared without the addition of CaCl2 (Fan, et al.,

2014).
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3.2. Instrumentation

 Melting points were determined on a Gallenkamp (UK) apparatus model MFB.

595. 010M, England in a sealed capillary tube.

 Elemental analyses were performed using a CHNS instrument model Flash EA

1112 elemental analyzer (20090. Rndano, Milan-Italy).

 For pH measurement Inolab pH 720 (Germany) with glass electrode and internal

reference electrode was used.

 FTIR spectra were recorded on a Thermo Nicollet AVATAR 5700 FTIR

spectrometer in the spectral range 4,000-400 cm-1. The resolution of the apparatus

was 4 cm-1.

 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400MHz spectrometer

in CDCl3 using TMS (tetramethyl silane) as internal standard at room

temperature.

 UV/Vis spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer (Shelton, CT06484, USA)

Lambda 35 through UV/Vis spectrophotometer using standard 1.00 cm quartz

cells.

 Ultra pure deionized water for solution preparation was taken from a Milli-Q

system (ELGA Model CLASSIC UVF, UK).

 Mechanical shaker Gallenkamp (Hz-6621) with temperature controller was used

for shaking.

 A Velp Scientifica magnetic stirrer model S/N151687, UK and Gallenkamp

magnetic stirrer model APP SS610/5, UK were used for stirring.

 Teflon-coated magnetic bars were taken for stirring in BLM Cell.

 Electrical stirrers at a speed greater than 1000 rpm were utilized for stirring in

SLM Cell.

 A Spectronic® 20 Genesys TM (CAT 4001/4, USA) was used for recording all

absorbance.

 Co-transport experiments were conducted using a thermostated (Grants

Instruments, model W14, Cambridge, England) and thermostated (Polyscience

Instruments, model 9704, USA) apparatus at 298 K.
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 Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) studies were performed using JSM-6490 A

(Jeol Japan) and JSM-6380 instruments.

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained by Model JSPM-5200

(Jeol, Japan) used in tapping mode.

 The ATAGO’s Digital Abbe Refractrometer DR-A1 was used to measure the

refractive index of sugar solution.

 The measurement of conductivity was analyzed on an Inolab Cond 720

conductivity meter.

 BLM transport experiments were carried out in a U-type cell.

 SLM Cell made from Perspex material was used for SLM transport.

 Home-made NF Cell was utilized to accomplish solvent permeation and salt

rejection study.

 Rubber roller was used to remove excess solution from the membrane surface.
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3.3. Reagents and Chemicals

All the analytical reagent-grade chemicals used were purchased from Merck

(Darmstadt, Germany) and were used as supplied. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was

performed on precoated silica gel plates (SiO2, PF254, Merck). Deionized water prepared

through a Milli-Q system (ELGA Model CLASSIC UVF, UK) was used for preparation

of standards. For pH (1 to 12) adjustment NaOH and HCl solutions were used. Ethylene

diamine was supplied by Fluka (EDA, ≥99%, cat.# 03580). Terephtaloyl chloride was

supplied by Alfa Aesar (TPC, ≥99%, cat.# 100-20-9). Toluene, hexane and ethanol were

purchased by Merck and were used as supplied. MgCl2, (Merck, Germany) was used to

check membrane rejection. Dextrose, sucrose and raffinose were taken from Scharlay,

Spain. The solid polymeric membranes Celgard 2500 (thickness: 25 µm, porosity: 45%)

and Celgard 2400 (thickness: 25 µm, porosity: 38%) were provided as a gift by

Department of Chemistry, Selçuk University, Konya-Turkey and AMTech, Islamabad,

Pakistan.
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3.4. Synthesis

Synthesis of 5,11,17,23-p-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (1)

OH OH

*
*

2

1

Synthesis of p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (1) was initiated in a 1L round bottom flask

by mixing p-tert-butylphenol (50 g; 0.332 mol), 37% formaldehyde (50 mL; 0.667 mol)

and molten NaOH (0.7 g; 0.0175 mol) with homogenous stirring at 120 K. The progress

of the reaction was checked by colour change and accompanied formation of viscous

mass. The vigorous stirring was continued for 3 hrs and then viscous mass was

transformed into a solid. After the formation of solid mass, reaction was stopped and

cooled. The mixture of toluene (50 mL) and diphenyl ether (500 mL) were added into the

solid mass at 260 °C by fixing empty condenser to reflux and remove toluene/water

azeotrope. The solid mass was dissolved in this mixture and turned dark brown

homogenous solution when water removal was completed. The product was precipitated

after adding ethyl acetate (1000 mL) and continuous overnight stirring without heat. The

final product was filtered and washed with ethyl acetate (50 mL) four times, followed by

acetic acid. Excess water was used to neutralize the product. After drying with acetone, 1

was achieved, the crystallization of which was done using 1L toluene. 61% (30.5 g) of

pure product %Yield: 59 %, 1H NMR: 10.33 (s, 4H); 7.04 (s, 8H); 4.23 (br. s, 4H); 3.51

(br. s, 4H); 1.21 (s, 36H). 13C NMR: 143.7; 127.7; 125.9; 112.0; 77.5; 34.0; 32.6; 31.4

(Gutsche, et al., 1986a).
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Synthesis of 25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (2)

OH OH

*
*

2

2

The compound 1 (30 g; 0.046 mol) was dissolved in dry toluene (500 mL), for the

synthesis of compound 2 with gentle heating at 60 °C for about 15 min and then cooled to

room temperature. Afterwards, Phenol (18.04 g; 0.19 mol) was added with the

subsequent slow addition of AlCl3 (28 g; 0.210 mol). Care should be carried on mixing

AlCl3, as an abrupt rise in temperature occurs when it is added completely in one step.

The stirring of resulting mixture was continued for 12 hrs. When the light brown product

was appeared in the mixture, 0.2N HCl (500 mL) was poured with further vigorous

stirring for ca. 20 min. Separation of the mixture into aqueous and organic phases took

place and washing of the organic phase was done twice with water using a separatory

funnel. Afterwards, organic phase was extracted in 700 mL of CHCl3 and followed by

refluxing for 1.5 hrs. The white precipitate was appeared after adding MeOH (ca. 1 L),

which were filtered and dried at 50 °C to obtain, the final product 2. Yield (2): %Yield:

78%, 1H NMR: 10.19 (s, 4H, OH); 7.04 (d, 8H, J = 7.6 Hz); 6.72 (t, 4H, J = 7.6 Hz); 4.23

(br. s, 4H); 3.56 (br. s, 4H). 13C NMR: 148.8; 129.0; 128.3; 122.2; 31.7 (Gutsche, et al.,

1986a).
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N-(2-tosylato)ethylpiperazine (3)

N

N

OTs

H

3

N-(2-hydroxy)ethylpiperazine (3.9 g, 3.7 mL, 30 mmol) and 10 mL solution of

0.1 M NaOH were dissolved in THF (50 mL). To the stirred mixture maintained at 0 oC,

p-toluenesulfonyl chloride (12 g, 63 mmol) in THF (15 mL) was added drop wise over 2

hrs. Stirring was continued for an additional 2 hrs at the same temperature, i.e. 0 oC. The

mixture was then poured into 10% aqueous hydrochloric acid at 0 oC. Addition of 30 mL

saturated solution of NaHCO3 causes precipitate formation of ditosylate (3), which were

filtered, washed with water and then dried in vacuum. Yield 7.94 g, 93%, Mp: 118-120

oC. FTIR (KBr) v: 3064 (CH), 3414 (NH), 1595 (aromatic C=C), 1167 (S-O); 1H NMR δ:

2.43 (s, 3H, CH3); 2.48 (t, 4H, J=3 Hz, NCH2); 2.56 (t, 4H, J=3 Hz, HNCH2); 2.99 (t, 2H,

J=3 Hz, NCH2); 3.58 (t, 2H, J=4 Hz, OCH2); 7.40 (d, 2H, J=8 Hz, ArH),7.63 (d, 2H, J=8

Hz, ArH); Anal. Calcd for C13H20N2O3S: C, 54.90; H, 7.08; N, 9.85; S, 11.28. Found: C,

55.03; H, 6.96; N, 9.75; S 11.76 (Minhas, et al., 2010a)
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5,11,17,23-Tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis-(2-piprazinoethyl)-26-dihydroxycalix[4]arene (4)

OH O

*
*

2

4

N

N

H

A mixture of 1 (10.0 g, 15.43 mmol) and K2CO3 (2.13 g, 15.43 mmol) in

acetonitrile (200 mL) was stirred for 30 min.; then 3 (8.75 g, 30.82 mmol) was added and

the reaction mixture was refluxed for 76 hrs. The mixture was concentrated to one third of

its volume under vacuum and added it drop wise in ice cold 0.1 N HCl solution with

continuous stirring. The formed precipitates of 4 were washed with deionized water. Yield

(4) 8.2 g, 61%, Mp. >160 oC (decom.); FTIR(KBr)/ cm-1: 3177(b) (vOH), 3399(b) (vNH);

1H NMR δ: 1.19 (s, 36 H, C(CH3)3); 1.54 (s, 8H, NCH2); 2.42 (s, 1H, NH); 3.01 (s, 2H,

NCH2O); 3.48 (d, 4H, J=13Hz, ArCH2Ar); 3.56 (s, 2H, NCH2O); 4.22 (d, 4H, J=13Hz,

ArCH2Ar); 7.03(s, 8H, ArH); 7.24 (s, 2H, ArOH); 13CNMR δ: 146.68, 144.37, 129.70,

127.87, 127.70, 126.31, 125.94, 125.57, 77.3, 77.2, 77.01, 76.69, 34, 32.62, 31.40, 31.22,

ppm; Anal. Calcd for C56H80N4O4: C, 77.02; H, 9.23; N, 6.42. Found: C, 76.97; H, 9.08; N,

6.35 (Minhas, et al., 2010a).
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37,38,39,40,41,42-Hexahydroxycalix[6]arene (5)

OH OH

*
*

3

5

The p-tert-butylcalix[6]arene (21.08 g; 0.022 mmol), phenol (12.38 g; 0.132

mmol) and AlCl3 (23.5 g; 0.176 mmol) were dissolved in toluene (250 mL) with

continuous stirring for 1 hr. The reaction was carried in an N2 atmosphere at room

temperature. Afterwards, ice water (250 mL) was used to quench the reaction. The

volume of the organic phase was reduced in a rotary evaporator after its separation from

the aqueous phase. The resulting precipitates were processed with methanol (150 mL)

and 13.62 g of colorless product 5 was obtained. Further recrystallization from

methanol/chloroform gave white powder of 5 (12.26 g; 89%): m.p. 417-418 oC; IR (KBr)

3300 cm-1 (OH-stretching); 1H-NMR (CDCl3)δ 10.4(s,1,ArOH), 6.7-7.4 (m, 3, Ar-H), 4.0

(s, 2, ArCH2Ar); osmometric mol wt (CHCl3, 37 oC), 655 (cal, 636; with 1/3 mol MeOH,

647), (Found: C, 78.57; H, 5.68. Calc for C42H36O6, 1/3 CH3OH: C, 78.52; H, 5.78%)

(Gutsche, et al., 1986a).
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37,38,39,40,41,42-Hexaethoxycarbonylmethoxycalix[6]arene (6)

O O

*
*

3

OO O O

6

The compound 5 (15 g; 0.024 mol), anhydrous potassium carbonate and ethyl

bromoacetate (each with 10 times molar excess than 5) were dissolved in dry acetone

(300 mL) and refluxed for 24 hrs. The precipitate formed was washed with hot acetone

after filtration. Further, acetone was evaporated to reduce solvent volume and resulting

residue was treated with cold water (150 mL). Afterwards, the residue was filtered and

vacuum dried at nominal temperature. Finally, the residue was recrystallized from

ethanol/dichloromethane to achieve compound (6); 77% yield, mp 154-155 oC; 1H NMR

(CDCl3) δ 1.24 (t, 18 H), 4.04 (br s, 12 H), 4.16 (q, 12 H), 4.20 (s, 12 H), 6.63 (t, 6 H),

6.77 (d, 12 H); 13C NMR δ 14.23 (q), 31.58 (t), 61.08 (t), 69.98 (t), 124.75 (d), 124.49

(d), 133.59 (s), 155.03 (s), 169.19 (s); IR (KBr) 1760 cm-1. Anal. Calcd for C66H72O18: C,

68.75; H, 6.25. Found: C, 69.01; H, 6.30. (Arneud-Neu, et al., 1986).
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Synthesis of 5,11,17,23-tetrakis-[(N,N-dimethylamino)methyl]-25,26,27,28-

tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (7)

OH OH

*
*

2

N N

7

The compound 2 (15.9 g; 0.0395 mol) was stirred in THF (360 mL) for 5 min to

dissolve properly. In this solution, acetic acid (45 mL), N,N-dimethylamine (0.2 mol) and

formalin (37%; 16.2 g; 0.2 mol) were poured respectively. The mixture was kept on

stirring for 2 days and timely progress was examined through TLC. Afterwards, the

volume of THF was reduced by rotary evaporator and the concentrated part was

dissolved in water (250 mL). Further, this solution was extracted (2 times) with diethyl

ether (200 mL) and subsequently neutralized with an aqueous solution of K2CO3 (10%).

Finally, precipitates were filtered and dried under vacuum for 24 hrs. The recrystallized

product 7 was furnished by recrystallization with CHCl3. %Yield: 75%, off white

needles: m.p. 160 oC dec; 'H NMR (DMSO-d,) δ 6.85 (s, 8, Ar H), 4.25 and 3.16 (pair of

d, 8, J = 12 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.27 (s, 8, ArCH2N), 2.18 (s, 24, NCH3);
13C NMR (DMSO-

d6) 6 154.1, 129.9, 128.4, and 125.2 (Ar), 62.5 (ArCH2N), 44.0 (NCH3), 32.5 (ArCH2Ar).

Anal. Calcd for C40H52N404∙1/8 CHCl3: C, 72.19; H, 7.80; N, 8.40. Found: C, 72.10; H,

7.84; N, 8.42. (Gutsche, et al., 1988).
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Synthesis of 5,11,17,23-tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-

tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8)

OH OH

*
*

2
S S

8

The compound 7 (3.0 g, 4.6 mmol) was dissolved in DMSO (50 mL) by

maintaining constant stirring and with the subsequent slow addition of CH3I (2.5 mL; 5.7

g, 40.14 mmol). In separate flask, 1-propanthiol (8 mL; 72 g, 88.3 mmol) and triethyl

amine (99%) (25 mL; 18.2 g; 180 mmol) were taken and dissolved in DMSO (50 mL).

The content of each flask was stirred in an inert N2 atmosphere for about 2 hrs at normal

temperature. Afterwards, the content of the first flask was added slowly into the other

flask by using dropping funnel. The stirring was maintained during this addition at room

temperature. Further, the mixture was heated (50-60 oC) for one week by keeping inert

atmosphere. The next step was to cool the mixture and to expose in ice water (1 L). The

resulting solution was dissolved in dichloromethane and then neutralized by 2N HCl.

After washing with plenty of water, the product was dried with Na2SO4. The dried

product was purified using column chromatography (acetone/n-hexane, 1:2) and then

recrystalized to furnish 8 in 68% (2.14 g) yield; m.p. 128-130°C. IR (KBr):

3164cm−1(OH), 666cm−1(C-S),1H NMR (CDCl3):δ0.94 (t, 12H,J=7.5 Hz, CH3), 1.53-1.61

(m, 8H, CH2), 2.36 (t, 8H,J=7.5 Hz, SCH2), 3.47-3.52 (m, 12H, SCH2Ar, ArCH2Ar), 4.27

(d, 4H, J=14 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 6.99 (s, 8H, ArH), 10.15 (s, 4H, ArOH). Anal. Calcd. for

C44H56O4S4: C, 67.99%; H, 7.26%; S, 16.50%. Found: C, 68.01%; H, 7.27%; S, 16.53%

(Memon et al., 2005).
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5,11,17,23-tetrakis(N-morpholinomethyl)-25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxycalix[4larene (9)

OH OH

*
*

2

9
O

N

O

N

The solution of compound 2 (15.9 g, 0.04 mol) in THF (360 mL) was made.

Acetic acid (45 mL), morpholine (0.2 mol), and 37% aqueous formaldehyde solution

(16.2 g, 0.2 mol) were then mixed in this solution. The constant stirring of the resulting

mixture was maintained for 24 hrs at nominal temperature. Afterwards, the mixture was

concentrated on rotary evaporator and added in water (250 mL). Ether (200 mL) was

used for extraction (×2 times) and neutralization of concentrated solution was completed

using an aqueous solution of K2CO3 (10%). The precipitates were filtered and dried under

vacuum, followed by recrystallization with chloroform and finally the solid 9 was

achieved. Yield 78% a colorless solid: mp ca. 170 oC dec; 1H NMR (CDC13 ) δ 7.01 (s, 8,

Ar H), 4.22 and 3.52 (pair of d, 8, J = 14 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.69 (br s, 16, CH20), 3.26 (s, 8,

ArCH2N), 2.38 (br s, 16, CH2N); I3C NMR (DMSO-d6) δ 154.6, 130.2,129.0, and 124.2

(Ar), 67.8, 62.1, and 52.5 (NCH2 CH2O and ArCH2N), 32.4 (ArCH2Ar). Anal. Calcd for

C48H60N4O81/3CHC13: C, 67.44; H, 6.98; N, 6.51. Found: C, 67.59; H, 7.14; N, 6.50

(Akceylan, et al., 2006).
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3.5. Analytical Procedures

3.5.1. Liquid/liquid extraction study

Liquid-liquid extraction study for picrate and/or dichromate ions was performed

following Pederson’s method (Pedersen, 1968). 10 mL of 1×10-3 M of the calixarene

derivative solution in CHCl3 or CH2Cl2 was taken in stoppered conical flask.

Sequentially, 10 mL of either 2.5×10-5 M solution of metal picrate or 1×10−4 M

chromate/dichromate solution whose pH was already adjusted by using 0.01 M

KOH/HCl, was transferred in the same stoppered conical flask. Afterwards, all stoppered

conical flask were swirled strongly on the mechanical shaker for 1 hr and then all flasks

were kept aside for 30 min. to attain equilibrium. In the final step, UV-Visible

absorbance of picrate and/or dichromate ions before and after extraction were examined

and compared. For percent extraction (E %), following formula was obeyed,

E (%) = [(Co − C)/Co] × 100

where Co and C are the initial and final concentrations of picrate and/or dichromate ions

before and after the extraction, respectively. The experiments have been repeated even

then the experimental error may be ±2 %.

Metal nitrate (1×10−2 M) solution was mixed slowly at 25 oC into the aqueous

picric acid solution (2.5 × 10−5 M) under continuous stirring in 1 h to make transition

metal picrates.

3.5.2. Bulk liquid membrane study

Co-transport BLM experiments were carried out in a U-type cell (Fig. 3.1). An

organic solution (15 mL) containing the carrier was placed at the bottom of the cell and

two portions of aqueous solutions (10 mL) were carefully added on top of them. Surface

area for both of them was 2.5 cm2. The organic phase was stirred magnetically. The

initial composition of the phases consists of the donor phase (aqueous metal picrate,

2.5×10-5 M) (Qureshi, et al., 2008), membrane phase (calixarene carrier, 1.0×10-3 M in

organic solvent) and acceptor phase (double distilled water). Samples were taken from

both water phases (acceptor and donor phases) at regular time intervals and the metal

picrate concentration was analyzed by spectrophotometric method. Each experimental

result reported is the arithmetic mean of two independent measurements.
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Fig.3.1. BLM apparatus (U-type cell) used for the metal transport.

3.5.3. Liquid/liquid decomplexation study

The calixarene derivative solution (10 mL) was separated from upper metal

picrate solution after successful solvent extraction experiment. Subsequently, it was

mixed with 10 mL of each pH adjusted aqueous solutions (pH=1-6, 8-12) at room

temperature and energetically agitated for 1 h. Finally, % decomplexation (%D) of metal

picrate was analyzed spectrophotometrically using formula,

%D = C3/C1 × 100

where C1 and C3 represents metal picrate concentration before extraction and their

concentration released in pH adjusted aqueous solutions (pH=1-6, 8-12), respectively.

3.5. 4. Preparation of supported liquid membrane

Solution of calixarene carrier (1×10-3 M) in diphenyl ether was prepared to soak

Celgard membrane for 60 min. Membrane pores were filled through capillary action by

this solution. Impregnation of calixarene carrier onto membrane results in an increase in

its weight, which confirm loading of calixarene carrier. Soft tissue paper was used to

absorb extra solution from membrane surface and kept in open atmosphere for few

minutes so it could dry well. After wards membrane was clamped in SLM apparatus.

Carrier
Carrier

Donor Acceptor
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3.5.5. Supported liquid membrane study

The cell used in present study for SLM was made from Perspex material as

presented in Fig. 3.2. It consisted of two cylindrical portions of equal size with volume

capacity of 106 mL each. Support membrane was clamped between two portions with

flanges. Both portions were equipped with electrical stirrers at a speed greater than 1000

rpm. Inlet and outlet openings were given to fill and drain donor and acceptor solutions,

respectively. The effective membrane exposing area was 12.56 cm2. Membrane

impregnated with calixarene carrier is used here. Metal nitrate solution and deionized

water were used as donor phase and acceptor phase, respectively. Temperature was kept

constant for all experiments, i.e. 25 oC. Conductivity change was analyzed periodically

with the help of conductivity electrode placing in acceptor phase. The experiments were

repeated twice for each parameter and the experimental error was calculated.
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C CC

C
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CC

C

CCCC
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Membrane Phase
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Fig. 3.2. SLM apparatus for the metal transport.
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3.5.6. Nanofiltration membrane study

3.5.6.1. Interfacial polymerization

Interfacial polymerization on the flat sheet Celgard 2400 membranes was carried

out following method of A.P. Korikov (Korikov, et al., 2006; Kosaraju, et al., 2008).

Primarily, Celgard 2400 membrane surface was activated for polymerization to achieve

better interfacial adhesion. For this purpose, membrane was treated with acetone

followed by its insertion in the chromic acid solution for half an hour at 65 oC. As a

result, membrane surface was hydrophilized and now it is ready for interfacial

polymerization reaction. Surface active membrane was fixed on a stage and aqueous

solution of EDA (0.25-2.5% concentrated) was allowed to pour on it for a predetermined

(2 min, 4 min, 6 min, 10 min) residence time. Excess solution was removed from the

membrane surface with rubber roller to remove excess solution and eliminate any tiny

bubbles from the membrane surface. Afterwards, TPC solution in toluene (0.25-2.5%

concentrated) was spread on the top of the membrane. The reaction time was varied from

2 min to 10 min. Subsequently, excess toluene solution and bubbles were removed from

the membrane surface as described before. Finally, membrane was air dried (2 min)

before keeping in an oven at fix time of 5 min accomplishing curing. The curing

temperature was studied in the range of 90-120 oC. The thickness and defects can be

controlled by optimizing residence time of both monomers, concentration of monomers

in each solvent, curing temperature and removing bubbles from the membrane surface

before applying next monomer solution.

3.5.6.2. NF cell

The homemade NF Cell was designed and manufactured in an engineering

workshop as depicted in Fig. 3.3. It is a low cost (600$) dead-end filtration cell with

maximum pressure operating limit ~131 bar. Chemical resistant stain less steel (SS- 316)

is used for its manufacturing. Maximum fluid capacity is 270 mL. The top and bottom

flanges are screwed and can be easily replaceable for fluid as well as for membrane. Inert

gas is supplied from top flange up to a specific pressure for permeation. Magnetic stirring

was carried out to minimize cake formation on the membrane surface during filtration.

TFC-NF circular membrane of 50 mm diameter is fixed in the bottom flange. A steel
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mesh support is employed to aid membrane. NF setup was also tested with commercially

available cellulose acetate and polyamide membranes supplied by Sartorius Germany and

the obtained data was in league with the reference data.

3.5.6.3. NF experiments

Pure solvent flux (water/ethanol/n-hexane) through the fabricated membrane was

determined by applying different N2 gas pressures on the feed from the top flange side.

Permeate was collected from the other side of the cell at atmospheric pressure. To ensure

the reproducibility, each membrane filtration test was conducted three times and the

average data is presented in results. The relative standard deviation of the data is less than

7 %.

Fig.3.3. The photographs of the (a) domestically made NF cell (b) experiment set up for

solvent permeation and solute rejection.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PART 1

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / J. Incl. Phenom. Macro. Chem. 67 (3-4) 295-302, 2010.

This section describes the synthesis of new N-(2-tosylato)ethylpiperazine (3) and

5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis-(2-piprazinoethyl)-26,28-dihydroxycalix[4]arene

(4), also their characterization and selective extraction ability for Hg2+ and dichromate

anion.
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Scheme 4.1.1. Synthetic pathways for (3) and 4 as well as structures of iv and v.
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4.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Novel Calix[4]arene Piperazine

Derivative for the Extraction of Transition Metals and Dichromate ions

The synthesis of N-(2-tosylato)ethylpiperazine (i) and 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-

25,27-bis-(2-piprazinoethyl)-26,28-dihydroxycalix[4]arene (4) was presented here.

Compounds (i) and 4 were characterized through elemental analysis, FT-IR, 1H NMR

and/or 13C NMR studies. The transition metal cations (Hg2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and Cd2+)

and dichromate anion were studied by liquid-liquid extraction experiment. The results

showed that compound 4 has moderate but selective extraction ability for Hg2+ and

dichromate anion. Comparison between extraction properties of compound 4 with

previously reported 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis(isoniazidylcarbonylmethoxy)-

26,28-dihydroxy-calix[4]arene (iv) and protonated pyridinium form of 4 (v) is also

described.

4.1.1. Synthesis and characterizations

Several aspects of the ionophoric properties of calixarenes and their derivatives

toward metal cations and anions were explored experimentally. Here in this study, the

objective of calixarene derivatization is to build molecular assembly that is efficient for

both metal cations and dichromate anions. The factors which determine the selectivity of

an ionophore toward metal cations are the nature, usefulness of donor sites and size of the

calix macro ring. Hence, synthetic scheme has been developed for the derivatization of p-

tert-butylcalix[4]arene; such synthetic route is shown in Scheme 4.1.1. The synthetic

procedures of compounds ii, iv and v were published previously (Tabakci, et al., 2003;

Gutsche, et al., 1986b). While reaction steps leading from (ii) to (3) and 1 to 4 (Scheme

4.1.1) are reported first time.

Initially, N-(2-tosylato)ethylpiperazine (3) has been synthesized by treating N-(2-

hydroxy)ethylpiperazine with p-toluenesulfonyl chloride in basic media and 5,11,17,23-

tetra-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (1) was prepared through the base catalyzed condensation

reaction as reported by Gutsche (Gutsche, et al., 1986b). Afterwards, treatment of

compound 1 with N-(2-tosylato)ethylpiperazine (3) in acetonitrile and in the presence of

K2CO3 produced 4 in 61% yield. The compounds 3 and 4 were characterized through
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elemental analysis, FT-IR, 1H NMR and/or 13C NMR. The formation of 3 was confirmed

by the appearance of the characteristic (S-O) band at 1167 cm-1 and the disappearance of

(O-H) band at 3356 cm-1 in its FT-IR spectrum. The 1H NMR data of compound 3

explained the splitting pattern of disubstituted aromatic nucleus at 7.40 and 7.63 ppm.

The FT-IR spectrum indicates the synthesis of compound 4 by the presence of amine

band at 3399 cm-1. The conformational characteristics of calix[n]arenes were easily

anticipated by the splitting pattern of the ArCH2Ar methylene protons in the 1H NMR

spectroscopy. Thus, the 1H NMR data showed that the compound 4 has cone

conformation that is clearly shown by a pair of doublets at 3.48 and 4.22 ppm.

4.1.2. Two-phase solvent extraction

4.1.2.1. Metal cations

This work is focused on identifying the premeditated necessities for the two-phase

extraction and possibly the binding ability of the ionophore 4 toward selected metal ions

such as (Hg2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Cd2+). Solvent extraction was carried by using

chloroform solution of compound 4 to extract metal picrates from the aqueous phase. The

equilibrium concentration of picrates in the aqueous phase was determined

spectrophotometrically. The data obtained from compounds 1, iv, v were incorporated for

comparison purposes (Tabakci, et al., 2003). The experiments have been repeated and pH

(i.e. 3.5 pH) of the picrate solution before and after the extraction has been noted. It has

been observed that no significant change in pH takes place. It means that the cation

extraction is taking place. From the data given in Table 4.1.1, it is observed that

extraction ability of compound 1 is negligible. However, the change in its extraction

ability was observed with the introduction of two piperazine groups onto the 1,3-

positions of the lower rim of 1 to produce 4; which shows a selective nature toward Hg2+

among transition metal cations. It may be explained on the fact that the nature of each

metal ion differs from the other including their softness, ionic radii and coordination

properties etc. Thus, the smaller or higher extraction is an indication of the interaction

between the ligand and the metal ion, therefore; on the basis of these observations the

order may be written as Cu(II) < Ni(II) < Cd(II) < Co(II) < Hg(II).
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Table 4.1.1. Extraction of metal picrates with ligandsa

Picrate salt extracted (%)*

Ligand Cd2+ Co2+ Cu2+ Hg2+ Ni2+

1b 9.4 7.9 9.9 15.5 6.3

4 7.8 10.8 3.9 52.3 7.1

ivb 64.7 63.5 90.0 96.9 71.9

* Experimental error may be as ±2 %.

aAqueous phase, [metal nitrate] = 1 × 10−2 M; [picric acid] = 2.5 × 10−5 M; organic phase,

chloroform, [ligand] = 1 × 10−3 M; at 25 oC, for 1 h.

bReference (Tabakci, et al., 2003).

Fig.4.1.1. log D versus log [L] for the extraction of Hg2+ by the ligand 4 from an aqueous

phase into chloroform at room temperature.

Fig. 4.1.1 shows the extraction into chloroform at different concentrations of the

ligand 4 for Hg2+. A linear relationship between log D versus log [L] is observed with the

slope of line for Hg2+ by the ligand 4 which is equal to 0.9, suggesting that the ligand 4

forms a 1:1 complex with Hg2+. From observations we deduce that the size of a

macrocycle ring alone does not play a major role in the complexation phenomenon, but

the nature and ionic diameters of the metal ions as well as the conformation of the
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calixarene cavity, the effectiveness and cooperative aggregation of functional groups are

also important in complexation. Moreover, this phenomenon may reflect the ‘hard and

soft acids and bases’ concept introduced by Pearson (Pearson, et al., 1963). As this

environment exists (Scheme 4.1.2) due to the presence soft element i.e. N containing

functionalities, where soft interactions favor the complexation with the more polarizable

transition metal ion especially Hg2+ which is known as soft metal cation. It is also due to

the cone conformation of calixarene moiety that provides exactly such cavities. By

contrast, the substitution of isoniazid groups in 1 with pyridine moieties has enhanced the

complexation ability of iv toward transition metal cations. The increased affinity of iv

than 4 may be due to the presence of amide functionalities along with pyridine binding

sites, which provide an additional cooperativity in extraction phenomenon.

Fig. 4.1.2. IR studies of (a) compound 4 and (b) its complex with Hg2+.

Nevertheless, the superiority of 4 over iv is that it has found to be a selective

ionophore for Hg2+; while iv extracts almost all the metal ions used in the experiments.

Fig. 4.1.2 shows FT-IR spectra of the compound 4 before and after complexation with

Hg2+. After complexation, shifting of peaks has been observed, i.e. a peak shifts from

3400 to 3522 cm−1 and another from 3177 to 3167 cm−1, which correspond to sec. amine

(N-H stretching) and hydroxyl (O–H stretching) functionalities, respectively. The shifting

of a peak from 1483 cm-1 to 1379 cm-1 corresponding to C-N stretching vibration also

confirms the complex formation. A proposed interaction of 4 with Hg2+ is shown in
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scheme 4.1.2.
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Scheme 4.1.2. Proposed interaction of Hg2+ with ligand 4 (a) simple structure

(b) ball and stick model.

4.1.2.2. Dichromate anions

Anion identification and sensing is a more significant research topic in

supramolecular chemistry due to the importance of a variety of anions in biological and

environmental locations. In order to investigate the extraction ability of compound 4

toward anions; solvent extraction of K2Cr2O7 from aqueous into chloroform at different

pH has been carried out. The results are given in Table 4.1.2 (Fig. 4.1.3). Aqueous

solution of K2Cr2O7 shows no extraction into organic phase in the absence of the

extractant. The binding efficiencies of reference compounds iv and v (Scheme 4.1.1) are

also given for comparison and mechanism elucidation purpose.

Table 4.1.2. Extraction of dichromate by ligand 4a at different pH.

Dichromate anion extracted (%)*

Ligand pH

1.5 3.0 4.5

4a 57.5 22.8 2.70

ivb 60.8 25.2 <1

vb <1.0 <1.0 <1.0

* Experimental error may be as ±2 %.

a Aqueous phase, [metal dichromate] = 1×10−4 M; organic phase, chloroform, [ligand] =

1×10−3 M at 25 oC, for 1 h.
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bReference (Tabakci, et al., 2003).
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Fig.4.1.3. Plots of extraction (E %) vs. pH following the two phase solvent extraction of

dichromate with compounds 4, iv and v.

The % extraction data (Table 4.1.2 and Fig. 4.1.3) demonstrated that the

extraction ratio decreases as the pH of the solution increases, representing that the

protonated form of 4 is a successful host for the monoprotonated chromate anions. It is in

agreement with our previous studies, i.e. the compound iv has been observed to be a

valuable extractant for dichromate anions at low pH (Tabakci, et al., 2003), which

contain proton switchable binding sites.

The extraction data for 4 has been analyzed by a classical slope analysis method.

Assuming the extraction of an anion An- by the anion receptor LHn+ according to the

following equilibrium:

n(LHn+)org + n n
nA [(LHn+)n,

n
nA ]org (26)

The extraction constant Kex is described as under,

n
org

nn
aq

n

org
n
nn

n

ex
LHA

ALH
K

][][

],)[(




 (27)

Thus, Eq. (27) can be re-written as:

log DA = log Kex + nlog [LHn+]or (28)

Where DA is defined as ratio of the analytical concentration of the anion An- in both

phases.
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DA= [A]org/ [A]aq (29)

Consequently a plot of log DA vs log [L] leads to a straight line whose slope allows the

stoichiometry of the extracted species to be determined.

Fig. 4.1.4. log D versus log [L] for the extraction of dichromate by the ligand 4 from an

aqueous phase into chloroform at room temperature.

Fig. 4.1.4 represents the extraction into chloroform at different concentrations of 4

with dichromate. A linear relationship between log DA vs log [L] is observed with a slope

of line for the dichromate anion by 4 that is equal to 0.7 at pH 1.5, suggesting that 4

forms a 1:1 complex with dichromate anion. For this pH value, HCrO4
− is the primary

anionic form of Cr(VI) in aqueous solution. This is attributed to the presence of following

equilibrium:

OHOCrHCrO 2
2
7242   (30)

However, it is a well known fact that in acidic conditions K2Cr2O7 is converted

into H2Cr2O7 form and after the ionization in aqueous solution it may exist as HCr2O7
-

/Cr2O7
2- form. At lower pH HCr2O7

− and Cr2O7
2− dimers become the dominant Cr(VI)

form, and pKa1 and pKa2 values of these equations are 0.74 and 6.49, respectively. It

allowed us to consider this simultaneous extraction of 1:1 complexes, according to the

following equilibriae:
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According to these assumptions, the extraction constant has been calculated from the

experimental data with similar exK and '
exK values using Eq. (29) Calculations of these

constant values lead to log exK = log '
exK =1.4913  0.2 for 4.
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Scheme 4.1.3. Proposed interaction between ligand 4 and anion at low pH.

Moreover, less extractability of compound 4 as compared to compound iv is due

to the fact that cavity formed by piperazine moieties is less effective than the cavity

formed by isoniazid moieties; because it has four amide groups and two pyridine binding

sites. Thus, high extractability of iv as compared to 4 may be due to additional interaction

of amide functionalities of isoniazid group along with pyridinium binding sites, which are

suitable for binding the anions at low pH.

In order to see the proton transfer mechanism, the nitrogen atoms of the pyridine

units in iv were methylated. This calixarene v was an inefficient extractant because of the

absence of any switchable hydrogen atom. Thus, hydrogen bonded ion pair complex is

formed in the two phase extraction system (Scheme 4.1.3) between nitrogen atom of

piperazine unit in 4 and an anion. Therefore, monoprotonated chromate/dichromate

anions are extracted by piperazine/pyridine moieties of 4 and iv at acidic conditions while

in case of v condition is different because there is no switchable hydrogen because of the
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presence of ions is a consequence of not only appropriate functionality but also of

inclusion made by calix[4]arene moiety.

4.1.3. Summary of part 1

The study reported here reveals that significant functionalities can define the

complexation behavior of calixarenes as host-guest compounds. This work confirms the

moderate selectivity of piperazine derivative of calix[4]arene (4) toward mercury among

transition metal cations as compared to pyridine derivative of calix[4]arene (iv). It has

also been deduced that 4 is an efficient extractant for chromate/dichromate anions at low

pH. The variety of hydrogen bonding motifs that occur in these calix[4]arene derivatives

may be of considerable importance for the future design of novel calix[4]arene-based

receptors/carriers.
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PART 2

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / Sep. Sci. Tech. 45:1448-1455, 2010.

This section describes the bulk liquid membrane transport of Pb(II) using calix[6]arene

hexaester derivative as a carrier (Fig.4.2.1).

O O

*
*

3

OO O O

6

Fig.4.2.1. Calix[6]arene hexaester derivative (6).

4.2. Kinetic Study of an Effective Pb(II) Transport through a Bulk Liquid

Membrane containing Calix[6]arene hexaester Derivative as a Carrier

The present study describes the transport of Pb(II) through bulk liquid membrane

(BLM) containing calix[6]arene hexaester derivative (6) as a carrier. The effect of

various parameters such as temperature, carrier concentration, stirring speed and type of

solvent on the Pb(II) transport efficiency of the carrier through BLM was evaluated. The

activation energy values for the extraction and re-extraction were found as 56.33 kJmol-1

and 14.79 kJmol-1, respectively. These values demonstrate that the process is

diffusionally controlled by Pb(II). Observations indicate that the membrane entrance and

exit rate constants (k1, k2) increase with increasing stirring speed as well as carrier

concentration and decrease with increasing temperature. The effect of solvent on k1 and

k2 was found to be in the order of CH2Cl2>CHCl3>CCl4.
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4.2.1. Kinetic procedure

This work is in continuation of our early reports on the transport of Hg(II) from

aqueous phase using calix[n]arene derivatives as carriers (Alpoguz, et al., 2005a)

(Alpoguz, et al., 2002a; Alpoguz, et al., 2002b; Alpoguz, et al., 2003; Alpoguz, et al.,

2004). In the present work, the kinetic behavior for the transport of Pb(II) as a function of

carrier concentration, temperature, type of solvent and stirring rate was studied in detail.

The variation of lead picrate concentration with time was directly measured in both the

donor (Cd) and acceptor (Ca) phases, respectively. The mass transfer of Pb(II) has been

analyzed on the basis of kinetic laws of two consecutive in introduction section

1.4.1.2.1.1.

At the end of transport experiments (about 200 min, t = 298 K, Fig.4.2.2), it has

been observed that in favorable circumstances Rd and Rm become zero while Ra reaches to

a limiting value of 1. This judgment may clarify that the second process of Eq. (6) i.e.

transport from the membrane phase to the acceptor phase must be irreversible with above

mentioned condition whether the first process of Eq. (6) i.e. transport from the donor

phase to the membrane phase is irreversible or reversible (Ma, et al., 2001). A

conventional extraction experiment under the same donor solution and the membrane

phase conditions as transport experiments, demonstrated that more than 94.9% of Pb(II)

in a water phase could be extracted into an organic phase, we hence suppose that the

reversibility of the first process may be reasonably neglected (Aydiner, et al., 2005). A

quantitative transport of Pb(II) takes place beyond 200 min.

It can be seen that Rd versus t yields a decreasing mono-exponential curve

whereas the time variation of both Rm and Ra is bi-exponential. The actual numerical

analysis was carried out by non-linear curve fitting. The variation of Rd, Rm and Ra with

time through BLM is shown in Fig.4.2.2.
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Fig. 4.2.2. Time dependence of Rd, Rm and Ra for the transport of Pb(II). Membrane phase:

1x10-3 M carrier in chloroform, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K.

4.2.2. Effect of carrier concentration on Pb(II) transport

The influence of carrier concentration on lead recovery in the acceptor phase was

examined at different concentrations ranging from 1×10-5 to 1×10-3 M in CH2Cl2 at 298

K and 90 rpm stirring speed (Table 4.2.1). It is generally observed that an increase in

carrier concentration yields higher rate of lead transport across the membrane. The

maximum transport percentage (80%) of Pb(II) was observed at higher concentration

1×10-3 M. This is attributed to the saturated interaction of carrier and lead picrate between

donor aqueous phase and membrane phase. Flux values as well as kinetic constants k1

and k2 depend on the carrier concentration and increase readily with the initial carrier

concentration as shown in Fig. 4.2.3. (a and b). It can be inferred from Eqs. (7)–(9) that

dimensionless reduced concentration is related with carrier concentration. In addition, no

noticeable movement of the Pb(II) through the BLM was observed in the blank

experiments containing no carrier, suggesting that the transport of the lead ions through

the BLM occurs in the presence of carrier 6. This verifies that the transport mechanism

across BLM is not so simple but is strongly influenced by carrier concentration.
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Table 4.2.1. Effect of carrier 6 concentration on the kinetic parameters for transport of

Pb(II) ions (solvent: CH2Cl2, 298 K and 90 rpm)

Conc.
k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

1×10-5 2.10 14.8 0.09 160 -1.52 1.52 51.6

1×10-4 5.50 16.8 0.13 120 -3.19 3.19 54.1

1×10-3 11.0 19.4 0.21 80.0 -5.24 5.24 80.1

Fig. 4.2.3. Time dependence of Ra (a) and Rd (b), for the transport of Pb(II) at different

carrier concentration in CH2Cl2, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K.

4.2.3. Effect of stirring speed on Pb(II) transport

Stirring speed also influence the transportation of ions through BLM. In the

present study, the stirring rate of the membrane phase was carried out at three different

stirring rates, 30, 60, and 90 rpm at 298 K, while the carrier (6) concentration in CHCl3
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was 1×10-3 M. The results (Table 4.2.2 and Fig. 4.2.4) reveal that the flux values, k1, k2

increase, while tmax decreases with an increase of the stirring speed (Alpoguz, et al.,

2002a; Alpoguz, et al., 2002b; Alpoguz, et al., 2003; Alpoguz, et al., 2004; Ersӧz, 2007).

It has been observed that 73% of the Pb(II) was transferred to the receiving phase at 90

rpm. However, it is estimated that a stronger agitation promotes the interfacial interaction

at the donor–membrane and membrane–acceptor interfaces, by decreasing the thickness

of the diffusion layer and thus increases the kinetic rate of chemical reaction on the

interface (Ersӧz, 2007).

Table 4.2.2. Kinetic parameters of Pb(II) at different stirring rates (solvent: CHCl3;

T=298 K)

Stirring

rate

(rpm)

k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

30 4.10 6.95 0.16 260 -1.92 1.92 66.8

60 5.20 15.0 0.12 140 -2.96 2.96 69.9

90 10.0 16.9 0.18 100 -4.68 4.68 73.3

Fig. 4.2.4. Stirring rate dependence of k1, k2 for the transport of Pb(II) at 1×10-3 M carrier

concentration in CHCl3 at 298 K.
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4.2.4. Effect of solvent on Pb(II) transport

The influence of different solvents have also been examined (CH2Cl2, CHCl3 and

CCl4) on transport efficiency of 6 for Pb(II). The kinetic parameters are demonstrated in

Table 4.2.3 and Fig. 4.2.5. The results show that the highest transport efficiency was

observed with CH2Cl2. The membrane entrance (k1) and exit (k2) rate constants as well as

the flux (Jmax) values decrease in order as CH2Cl2 (80%) > CHCl3 (73%) > CCl4 (61%).

This is consistent with the literature reported (Ersoz, 2007). The results are in harmony

with the physicochemical properties of the solvents given in Table 4.2.4. However, the

data imply that the viscosity and polarity are essential factors for solvent selection for

BLM phenomena.

Table 4.2.3. Kinetic parameters of Pb(II) when different solvents are used. (T=298 K;

stirring speed is 90 rpm).

Solvent
k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

CH2Cl2 11.0 19.4 0.21 80.0 -5.24 5.24 80.1

CHCl3 10.0 16.9 0.18 100 -4.68 4.68 73.3

CCl4 1.30 7.13 0.14 280 -0.89 0.89 61.8
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Fig. 4.2.5. Time variation v/s Ra for the transport of Pb(II) in different solvents at 1×10-3

M carrier concentration, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K
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Table 4.2.4. Physicochemical characteristics of solvents (Ersӧz, 2007)

Solvent
0 Dn  

mV

CH2Cl2 9.08 1.42 1.96 0.44 64.2

CHCl3 4.81 1.45 1.35 0.58 96.5

CCl4 2.24 1.47 0 0.97 96.5

0 dielectric constant (20 oC)

Dn refractive index (20 oC)

 dipole moment (D)

viscosity(cP)

mV molar volume(M-1)

4.2.5. Effect of temperature

The effect of temperature on the transport of Pb(II) across the BLM was

investigated at 298, 303, 308 and 313 K, respectively. The experimental results are

shown in Table 4.2.5. The results indicate that the kinetic parameters, i.e. k1 and k2, as

well as Jd
max and Ja

max decrease with an increase in the temperature. An Arrhenius-type

plot is followed perfectly in Fig. 4.2.6, which shows that the effect of temperature is

higher on k1, while it is relatively lower on k2, it is in agreement with the reported results

(Saf, et al., 2006). The activation energy values are 56.33 kJmol−1 for extraction and

14.79 kJmol−1 for re-extraction, respectively. Ea values of given process can be used as

criteria to determine whether diffusion or chemical reaction is the rate controlling step.

The temperature has great impact on rate constants therefore, diffusion controlled

processes have lower Ea value (<84 kJmol−1) than chemical controlled processes. Thus,

the obtained values of Ea specify that the transport of Pb(II) is diffusion controlled

processes (Lazarova, et al., 1993).
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Table 4.2.5. The kinetic parameters of Pb(II) transport using carrier 6 at different

temperatures (solvent is CH2Cl2; stirring rate is 90 rpm)

Temp.(K)
k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

298 10.0 16.9 0.18 100 -4.68 4.68

303 5.20 14.8 0.17 120 -2.95 2.95

308 3.90 13.2 0.16 140 -2.34 2.34

313 3.30 12.2 0.14 160 -2.03 2.03

Fig. 4.2.6. Arrhenius plots for the transport of Pb(II) in bulk liquid membrane.

4.2.6. Suggested mechanism

The mechanism for the transport of Pb(II) across the bulk liquid membrane

containing 6 as carrier is depicted in Fig. 4.2.7. At the interface between the donor and

the membrane, lead picrate ion pair forms complex with ligand, then the [LPb]2+(Pic)2
−

complex diffuses through the membrane. At the interface between the membrane and the

acceptor, the ligand ion pair complex is decomplexed and Pb2+(Pic)-
2 is released into the

acceptor phase. Finally, the ligand carrier diffuses back across the membrane aqueous

boundary layer (Ersӧz, 2007).
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Fig. 4.2.7. Mechanism of the ion pair mediated transport through BLM.

4.2.7. Reproducibility of bulk liquid membrane technique

The reproducibility of the above system was studied by performing five replicate

transport experiments. The percent of metal ion transport after 200 min was 73±2%.

4.2.8. Selectivity of bulk liquid membrane technique

The interferences of other selected metal cations (Na+, K+, Cu2+ and Mg2+) on the

Pb2+ extraction ability of 6 was reported by our group (Solangi, et al., 2008). The results

reveal that there is no significant effect of interfering metal cations except Na+ with a

little effect on the extraction ability of 6. It will provide a great evidence for 6 to be used

as a selective and efficient carrier for Pb(II) ions in bulk membrane processes.

Ultimately, it will be an excellent strategy for reclamation of Pb(II) polluted sites as well

as in other environmental/analytical applications.

4.2.9. Summary of part 2

In the present study calix[6]arene hexaester derivative (6) has been proved to be a

successful carrier for the transport of Pb(II) through BLM at ambient temperature. The

mass transfer of Pb(II) has been analyzed on the basis of kinetic laws of two consecutive

irreversible first order reactions. By fitting experimental data, apparent rate constants, i.e.

k1, k2, along with tmax, Rm
max and the flux values such as Jd

max, Ja
max have been
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determined. The effectiveness and reproducibility of transport has proved to be dependent

on carrier concentration, type of solvent, stirring speed and temperature.
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PART 3

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / Desalination, 262:215-220, 2010.

This section enlightens the bulk liquid membrane transport of Hg(II) using Calix[4]arene

thioalkyl derivative as a carrier (Fig.4.3.1).

OH OH

*
*

2
S S

8

Fig.4.3.1. Calix[4]arene thioalkyl derivative (8)

4.3. Transport of Hg(II) through Bulk Liquid Membrane Containing

Calix[4]arene Thioalkyl Derivative as a Carrier

In this study effectiveness of 5,11,17,23 tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-

tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8) towards Hg(II) across bulk liquid membrane has been

examined. The effect of the fundamental parameters influencing the transport process,

e.g. carrier concentration, type of solvent used, effect of temperature and time

dependency of the process have been investigated. The mass transfer of Hg(II) was

analyzed on the basis of kinetic laws of two consecutive irreversible first order reactions.

Thus, the kinetic parameters (k1, k2, Rm
max, tmax, Jd

max, Ja
max) for the transport of Hg(II)

were studied. The activation energy values for the extraction and re-extraction were

found as 19.59 and 27.57 kJ mol−1, respectively. These values demonstrate that the

process is diffusionally controlled by Hg(II). Observations show that the membrane

entrance and exit rate constants (k1, k2) increase with increasing stirring speed, carrier

concentration and temperature. The effect of solvent on k1 and k2 was found to be in the
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order of CH2Cl2>CHCl3>CCl4. The effectiveness and reproducibility of Hg(II) transport

has proved that 8 is an efficient carrier of Hg(II) in BLM process.

4.3.1. Kinetic procedure

A BLM generally transfer component of interest between two aqueous phases i.e.

donor phase and acceptor phase. In the present work, transport of Hg(II) as a function of

carrier concentration, temperature, type of solvent and stirring rate through BLM was

studied in detail. The kinetic behavior for the variation of Hg(II) picrate concentration

with time was directly measured in both the donor (Cd) and acceptor (Ca) phases,

respectively using UV–Vis spectrometer at regular time intervals of 20 min for a total of

660 min.

The mass transfer of Hg (II) has been analyzed on the basis of kinetic laws of two

consecutive irreversible first order reactions and the detailed reaction scheme is already

described in introduction section 1.4.1.2.1.1. It can be seen that Rd versus t yields a

decreasing mono-exponential curve whereas the time variation of both Rm and Ra is bi-

exponential. The actual numerical analysis was carried out by non-linear curve fitting.

The variation of Rd, Rm and Ra with time through BLM is shown in Fig. 4.3.2.
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Fig.4.3.2. Time dependence of Rd, Rm and Ra for the transport of Hg(II). Membrane phase:

1x10-3 M carrier in chloroform, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K.
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4.3.2. Effect of stirring speed on Hg(II) transport

It is well known that hydrodynamic conditions play an important role in mass

transfer from one phase to another phase at the interface between two liquid phases. In

order to examine the effect of hydrodynamics on the Hg(II) transfer, experiments were

carried out with different stirring rates, 30, 60, and 90 rpm at 298 K, while the carrier (8)

concentration in CHCl3 was 1×10-3 M. A plot of k against stirring speed is given in

(Table 4.3.1 and Fig.4.3.3) indicates that the stirring speed affects the transport rates of

Hg(II) through the liquid membrane. The flux values, k1, k2 increase, while tmax decreases

with an increase of the stirring speed. However, it is noticed that a stronger agitation

promotes the interfacial interaction at the donor-membrane and membrane-acceptor

interfaces; by decreasing the thickness of the diffusion layer eventually increases the

kinetic rate of chemical reaction on the interface (Ersӧz, 2007). But at extremely higher

stirring speeds the interface could be deformed (surfaces increased by bump formation)

and drops of the acceptor phase may be transferred mechanically to the donor phase

(Aydiner, et al., 2005). In this study, it has been observed that 69.7% of Hg(II) was

transferred to the receiving phase at 90 rpm.

Table 4.3.1. Kinetic parameters of Hg(II) at different stirring rates (solvent: CHCl3;

T=298 K)

Stirring

rate

(rpm)

k1×104

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×104

(min-1)

Ja
max×104

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

30 5.00 2.71 0.127 760 -3.41 3.41 55.2

60 8.00 4.39 0.122 480 -5.47 5.47 62.2

90 18.0 5.20 0.124 400 -10.3 10.3 69.7
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Fig.4.3.3. Stirring rate dependence of k1, k2 for the transport of Hg(II) at 1×10-3 M carrier

concentration in CHCl3 at 298 K.

4.3.3. Effect of carrier concentration on Hg(II) transport

In the BLM transport, carrier plays the role of a phase transfer catalyst. It forms

an extractable complex diffusing in the membrane and then releases the analyte into the

acceptor phase. In order to investigate the effect of carrier concentration on the process, a

series of experiments were performed by varying amount of the carrier (8) in the range

1×10-5 to 1×10-3 M in CHCl3 at 298 K and 90 rpm stirring speed. The results are shown

in Table 4.3.2 and Fig. 4.3.4 (a, and b). The experiments demonstrate that the flux of

Hg(II) increases with an increase in the carrier (8) concentration in the membrane. It is

quite obvious from Eqs. (7)- (9) that the flux is dependent on the carrier concentration. In

a lower carrier concentration, the interface between the donor phase and membrane is not

saturated by the carrier. Therefore, the flux increases with an increase of carrier

concentration. In addition, a blank experiment was performed in which the membrane

contained no carrier. No detectable movement of Hg(II) through the liquid membrane
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was found in the blank experiment. It has been found that the transport of Hg(II) through

liquid membrane is fulfilled by the carrier (8).

Table 4.3.2. Effect of carrier 8 concentration on the kinetic parameters for transport of

Hg(II) ions (solvent: CHCl3, 298 K and 90 rpm)

Conc.
k1×104

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×104

(min-1)

Ja
max×104

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

1×10-5 6.00 2.50 0.201 640 -3.82 3.82 50.2

1×10-4 14.0 4.12 0.108 540 -8.03 8.03 60.0

1×10-3 18.0 5.20 0.124 400 -10.3 10.3 69.7

Fig.4.3.4. Time dependence of Ra (a) and Rd (b), for the transport of Hg(II) at different

carrier concentration in CHCl3, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K
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4.3.4. Effect of solvent on Hg(II) transport

The effect of organic solvent in membrane on the transport efficiency of 8 for

Hg(II) was evaluated by using CHCl3, CH2Cl2 and CCl4. The results are shown in Table

4.3.3 and Fig. 4.3.5. The membrane entrance (k1) and exit (k2) rate constants as well as

the flux (Jmax) values decrease in order as CH2Cl2 (74.4%) > CHCl3 (69.7%) > CCl4

(47.5%). This is consistent with the literature reported (Ersӧz, 2007). Considering the

polarity of the examined solvents (Table 4.3.4), one can attribute that the viscosity and

polarity are essential factors for solvent selection for BLM phenomena.

Table 4.3.3. Kinetic parameters of Hg(II) in different solvents. (T=298K; stirring speed is

90 rpm).

Solvent
k1×104

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×104

(min-1)

Ja
max×104

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

CH2Cl2 21.0 6.40 0.22 240 -12.2 12.2 74.4

CHCl3 18.0 5.20 0.12 400 -10.3 10.3 69.7

CCl4 3.00 2.02 0.16 920 -2.15 2.15 47.5

Table 4.3.4. Physicochemical characteristics of solvents (Ersӧz, 2007)

Solvent
0 Dn  

mV

CH2Cl2 9.08 1.42 1.96 0.44 64.2

CHCl3 4.81 1.45 1.35 0.58 96.5

CCl4 2.24 1.47 0 0.97 96.5

0 dielectric constant (20 oC)

Dn refractive index (20 oC)

 dipole moment (D)

 viscosity(cP)
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mV molar volume (M-1)
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Fig. 4.3.5. Time variation v/s Ra for the transport of Hg(II) in different solvents at 1×10-3

M carrier concentration, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K.

4.3.5. Effect of temperature

The effect of temperature on the transport of the Hg(II) through the liquid

membrane containing 8 in CHCl3 was examined at 293, 303, 308, and 313 K,

respectively. The experimental results are collected in Table 4.3.5 and Fig. 4.3.6. It is

quite obvious that k1 and k2 increase with an increase in the temperature. Table 4.3.5

shows also that tmax decreases with an increase of temperature. The results suggest that

the transport of the Hg(II) could be described by the kinetics laws of two consecutive

irreversible first order reactions (as shown above) in the present case. An Arrhenius type

plot is followed perfectly in Fig. 4.3.6. For many liquid membrane systems, the diffusion

steps are rate determining at donor-membrane or membrane-acceptor interfaces. The rate

of transport in such systems can be increased by decreasing film thickness, or by

increasing the mobility of the diffusible species. The overall transport kinetics in many

other liquid membrane processes is governed by chemical reaction kinetics, especially at

the membrane-acceptor interface. Chemical reactions are sufficiently slow in comparison
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with diffusion controlled processes. The Ea values in diffusion-controlled processes are

quite low (<84 kJmol−1). On the other hand, the Ea values of processes controlled by

chemical reactions are high due to a strong effect of temperature on the actual speed

constants. Thus, activation energy (Ea) is used as an indicator whether transport through

liquid membrane processes is diffusion controlled or chemically controlled by reactions.

The activation energy values are 19.59 and 27.57 kJ mol−1 for extraction and re-

extraction, respectively. Thus, the obtained values of Ea specify that the transport of

Hg(II) is diffusion controlled process (Lazarova, et al., 1993).

Table 4.3.5. The kinetic parameters of Hg(II) transport using carrier 8 at different

temperatures (solvent, CHCl3; stirring rate, 90 rpm).

Temp.(K)
k1×104

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×104

(min-1)

Ja
max×104

(min-1)

298 18 5.20 0.124 400 -10.3 10.3

303 22 7.40 0.060 380 -13.2 13.2

308 23 8.25 0.071 320 -14.0 14.0

313 27 9.04 0.095 260 -16.1 16.1
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Fig.4.3.6. Arrhenius plots for the transport of Hg(II) in bulk liquid membrane.
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4.3.6. Suggested mechanism

The liquid membrane operated here is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3.7. The

Hg(II) is transported from the donor phase to the acceptor phase via a liquid membrane.

Movement of the Hg(II) through the BLM is accomplished by the presence of the carrier

8. After complexation of the mercury picrate ion pair with carrier on the left side of the

membrane, the complex diffuses down its concentration gradient. On the right side of the

membrane, carrier ion pair complex is decomplexed and mercury picrate ion pair is

released into the acceptor phase. The free carrier diffuses back across the liquid

membrane and the cycle starts again. The net result is the transport of Hg(II)from the

aqueous source phase to the aqueous receiving phase across the bulk of the organic phase

(Ersӧz, 2007).

Forward
Extraction

Back
Extraction

SS

OHOHOH OH

SS

Donar Phase Membrane Phase Acceptor Phase

= =Hg2+(Pic)2

-

Fig.4.3.7. Mechanism of the ion pair mediated transport through bulk liquid membrane.

4.3.7. Comparative study

A comparison of kinetic parameters of calix[4]arene thioalkyl derivative have

been made with other Hg(II) selective calix[4]arene derivatives (solvent: CHCl3, 298 K)

as given in Table 4.3.6. It has been found that the results obtained in this study are
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comparatively better than most of the studies reported in the literature (Alpoguz, et al.,

2005a; Alpoguz, et al., 200b; Alpoguz, et al., 2003; Alpoguz, et al., 2004; Oleinikova, et

al., 2000; Alpoguz, et al., 2007b).

Table 4.3.6. Comparison of kinetic parameters of calix[4]arene thioalkyl derivative with

other Hg(II) selective calix[4]arene derivative (solvent: CHCl3, 298 K)

Carrier

Stirring

rate

(rpm)

k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)
Reference

biscalix[4]arene

nitrile

derivative

500 3.8 3.72 0.372 266.1 -1.38 1.38
(Alpoguz, et

al., 2002b)

Calix[4]arene

dinitrile

derivative

500 2.5 12.5 0.13 161.1 -1.62 1.62
(Alpoguz, et

al., 2003)

Calix[4]arene

tetranitrile

derivative

500 1.6 12.4 0.10 189.6 -1.18 1.18
(Alpoguz, et

al., 2003)

Calix[4]arene

ketone

derivative

500 2.16 1.59 0.42 537.5 -6.05 6.05
(Alpoguz, et

al., 2004)

Ester derivative

of bis-

calix[4]arene

500 3.03 16.8 0.124 124.5 -2.08 2.08
(Oleinikova,

et al., 2000)

Calix[4]arene

biphenyl

derivative

300 9.69 4.38 0.52 149.53 -2.28 2.28
(Alpoguz, et

al., 2007b)

Calix[4]arene

dinitrile-

oligomer

300 15.9 18.2 0.34 58.69 -6.26 6.26
(Alpoguz, et

al., 2005a)

Calix[4]arene

thioalkyl
90 1.80 5.20 0.124 400 -1.03 1.03

Current

study
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derivative

4.3.8. Summary of part 3

A kinetic study of the transport of Hg(II) using calix[4]arene thioalkyl derivative

(8) as a new and effective metal carrier was described in this paper. The results show that

Hg(II) can be effectively transported through a liquid membrane containing 8, and that

the transport depends on the ion transported and other parameters, i.e. the stirring speed,

carrier concentration, solvent type and the temperature. The apparent rate constants, k1

and k2 of interfacial transport of extraction and re-extraction are determined on the basis

of a scheme implying two consecutive irreversible first order reactions. This method

offers important advantages such as simplicity and economy.
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PART 4

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / Sep. Sci. Tech. 46:2400-2408, 2011

This section describes the bulk liquid membrane transport of copper (II) using p-

morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene derivative as a carrier (Fig.4.4.1).

OH OH

*
*

2

9
O

N

O

N

Fig.4.4.1. p-Morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene derivative (9).

4.4. Calix[4]arene Derivative as Copper (II) Carrier in a Bulk Liquid

Membrane: A Kinetic Study

A bulk liquid membrane (BLM) experiment was carried out to check the Cu(II)

transport efficiency of p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) which was used as carrier.

Liquid/liquid extraction experiments were also carried out to check extraction and

decomplexation efficiency of carrier 9. It has been observed that the maximum amount of

Cu(II) was transported at pH=12. The mass transfer of Cu(II) was analyzed on the basis of

kinetic laws of two consecutive irreversible first order reactions. Thus, the kinetic parameters

studied for the transport of Cu(II) were k1, k2, Rm
max, tmax, Jd

max, Ja
max. BLM study revealed

that Cu(II) transport increase with increase in concentration of carrier 1 from 1×10-5 to1×10-4

M, rise in temperature from 298 to 308 K and at high stirring speed from 90 to 800 rpm. The

effect of binary solvents on Cu(II) transport through BLM has also been studied. The values

of k1, k2, Jd
max, and Ja

max decrease in the order of dichloromethane-hexane>dichloromethane-

diethylether>dichloromethane>dichloromethane-ethylacetate>chloroform. However,
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dichloromethane was proved as a stable BLM solvent. The activation energy value for the

extraction and re-extraction was found as 31.52 and 8.08 kJmol−1, respectively. These values

demonstrate that Cu(II) transport is diffusion controlled process. Thus, 9 was found an

efficient carrier for Cu(II) transport through BLM.

4.4.1. Kinetic procedure

In BLM, metal transport takes place from aqueous donor phase to aqueous

acceptor phase through immiscible organic membrane phase. Therefore, to achieve

maximum transport various parameters such as carrier concentration, temperature, type of

solvent and stirring speed were optimized thus; in the present study, transport kinetics of

Cu(II) through BLM was studied in detail. The change in concentration of Cu(II) picrate

with respect to the time in both donor (Cd) and acceptor (Ca) phases was directly analyzed

by UV/Vis spectrophotometer.

The mass transfer of Cu(II) has been analyzed on the basis of kinetic laws of two

consecutive irreversible first order reactions and the detailed reaction scheme is already

described in introduction section 1.4.1.2.1.1.

The Cu(II) concentration in the membrane does not change with time therefore

system may be in steady state at t = tmax (Eq. 14). The exit and entrance fluxes are equal

and have opposite signs in this steady state condition (Eq. 15).

4.4.2. Extraction/decomplexation study of Cu(II) picrate

Separation of Cu(II) has been evaluated by carrier 9 (1×10-3 M in chloroform)

through BLM at 298 K and 90 rpm as presented in Fig. 4.4.2. It was observed that

extraction of Cu(II) at its natural pH (i.e. pH 5) from donor phase to membrane phase was

appreciable but decomplexation from membrane phase to acceptor phase at neutral pH

(i.e. pH 7) was low. Therefore, it was decided to investigate decomplexation efficiency of

carrier 1 at varying pH in order to optimize the maximum decomplexation.
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Fig. 4.4.2. Time variation of reduced concentration of Cu(II) transported through BLM.

Membrane phase: 1x10-3 M carrier in CHCl3, stirring rate 90 rpm at 298 K (Error may lies

in the range of ±0.2).

Liquid–liquid extraction/decomplexation experiments were carried out to evaluate

extraction and decomplexation efficiency of carrier 9 for Cu(II) from aqueous into

organic phase and vice versa. Extraction of Cu(II) picrate was performed following

Pederson’s procedure (Pedersen, 1968). Carrier 9 shows 67% extraction towards Cu(II).

A decomplexation experiment was performed by extracting the organic layer of solvent

extraction with HCl (pH=1-6) and NaOH (pH=8-12). Fig. 4.4.3 presents decomplexation

of Cu(II) by carrier 9 which shows that carrier 9 decomplexes 60% of Cu (II) with NaOH

(pH=12).

Therefore, pH 12 of acceptor phase was optimized and used for further transport

study through BLM experiments. Carrier 9 has greater extraction ability towards Cu(II)

because it has four sp3 nitrogens along with four oxygen donors. Since, the binding

between nitrogen bearing binding sites and Cu(II) totally depends on their nature, size

and geometry, etc. therefore, four nitrogen containing binding sites cooperatively provide

favorable complexation cavity according to the geometry of Cu(II) that is square planar.

Due to this reason carrier 9 forms strong complex with Cu(II). In acidic solutions, a little

metal decomplexation occurs due to protonation of coordinating sites in amines. But,
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maximum decomplexation at pH=12 may be due to the formation of Cu(OH)2 as

[Cu(OH)4]
2- which is soluble at this pH, i.e. pH 12 (Pauling, 1970).
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Fig.4.4.3. Decomplexation (%D) efficiency of carrier 9 at pH=1-6 and 8-12 (Error may lies

in the range of ±0.2).

4.4.3. Time dependence of Cu(II) transport

The effect of time on BLM transport of Cu(II) by carrier 9 was fully explored. It

was found that Rd versus t yields a decreasing mono-exponential curve, whereas the time

variation of both Rm and Ra is bi-exponential one. The variation of Rd, Rm and Ra with

respect to the time through BLM is shown in Fig. 4.4.4. The rate of Cu(II) transport

slowly decreases with passage of time and after a short time interval it was observed that

the concentration of Cu(II) is quite low in membrane phase and become constant in both

donor and acceptor phases. Thus, the rate of Cu(II) transport reaches at the equilibrium

state after about 600 min.
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Fig.4.4.4. Time variation of reduced concentration of Cu(II) transported through BLM.

Membrane phase: 1x10-4 M carrier in CH2Cl2, stirring rate 800 rpm at 298 K (Error may

lies in the range of ±0.2).

4.4.4. Effect of solvent on Cu(II) transport

In all kinds of LM separation processes, the number of solvents used influenced in

metal transport significantly. Therefore, in present study, different solvents were checked

to explore their usefulness on Cu(II) transport. The choice of solvent is done on the basis

of immiscibility with the aqueous phase, low viscosity, low volatility and high polarity.

In the solubility examination, carrier 9 was found soluble in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2)

and chloroform (CHCl3) but insoluble in carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), butanol

(CH3CH2CH2CH2OH), ethyl acetate (CH3COOCH2CH3), 1,2 dichloroethane

(ClCH2CH2Cl), xylene (C8H10), hexane (CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3) and diethyl ether

(CH3CH2OCH2CH3). Hence, it was planned to examine the effect of binary solvents on

Cu(II) transport. For this purpose, three binary membrane solvents, i.e dichloromethane-

ethylacetate (1:1), dichloromethane-hexane (1:4), and dichloromethane-diethylether (1:1)

along with two single solvents dichloromethane and chloroform were utilized in all the

BLM experiments. In these experiments stirring speed, concentration of carrier 9, and

temperature were set at 800 rpm, 1×10-4 M and 298 K respectively. The kinetic
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parameters are presented in Table 4.4.1 and Fig 4.4.5. The membrane entrance and exit

rate constants, as well as the flux values decrease in the order as dichloromethane-

hexane>dichloromethane-diethylether>dichloromethane> dichloromethane-

ethylacetate>chloroform. The transport efficiency of binary solvents is better than the

dichloromethane and chloroform alone due to the influence of various physical properties

on transport phenomenon. In addition to polarity and viscosity, the Van der Waals forces

present in binary solvents are also responsible for higher Cu(II) transport. Thus, it is hard

to interpret the precedence of solvent relative to single solvents. The physicochemical

properties of these solvents are given in Table 4.4.2.

In relative order of % of Cu(II) transport within 600 min is 79.4%, 64.2% and

64.3% in dichloromethane, dichloromethane-diethylether, and chloroform respectively.

Whereas in dichloromethane-hexane and dichloromethane-ethylacetate it is about 72.1%

and 63.4% respectively within 300 min. It can be seen that binary solvents, i.e.

dichloromethane-hexane and dichloromethane-ethylacetate offer considerable separation in

less time. But these solvents may suffer the problem of frequent emulsion formation

therefore; only dichloromethane was selected for subsequent study.

Table 4.4.1. Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) in different solvents. (T=298 K; stirring speed

is 800 rpm).

Solvent
k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

CH2Cl2 2.30 9.47 0.085 260 -1.46 1.46 79.4±0.2

CHCl3 1.90 6.74 0.101 340 -1.16 1.16 64.3±0.2

CH2Cl2-ethylacetate 2.00 6.64 0.119 320 -1.19 1.19 63.4±0.2

CH2Cl2-hexane 5.00 14.6 0.130 140 -2.86 2.86 72.1±0.2

CH2Cl2-diethylether 4.60 12.4 0.137 160 -2.56 2.56 64.2±0.2
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Table 4.4.2. Physicochemical characteristics of solvents (Ersӧz, 2007; Hodgman, 1960)

Solvent 0 Dn  
mV

CH2Cl2 9.08 1.42 1.96 0.44 64.2

CHCl3 4.81 1.45 1.35 0.58 96.5

Ethyl acetate 6 1.37 1.78 0.46 97.8

Hexane 1.88 1.38 0.00 0.33 131.6

Diethyl ether 4.3 1.35 1.15 0.23 103.8

0 dielectric constant (20 oC)

Dn refractive index (20 oC)

dipole moment (D)

 viscosity (cP)

mV molar volume (M-1)

Fig.4.4.5. Ra variation v/s time for the transport of Cu(II) in different solvents at 1×10-4 M

carrier concentration, stirring rate 800 rpm at 298 K (Error may lies in the range of ±0.2).
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4.4.5. Effect of carrier concentration on Cu(II) transport

In the facilitated transport, carrier 9 interacts reversibly with metal. It extracts

metal from donor phase by making complex with it and diffuses into the membrane

phase. It releases metal into the acceptor phase and this cycle continues. The transport

experiments were fulfilled at five different concentrations of carrier 9 i.e. 1×10-5-1×10-3

M in dichloromethane at 298 K and 800 rpm stirring speed as presented in Table 4.4.3

and Fig. 4.4.6 (a and b). The experiments demonstrate that the % transfer of Cu(II)

increases with increasing carrier concentration (1×10-5-1×10-4 M), and again decreases

beyond 1×10-4 M in the membrane. It may be due to higher carrier concentration, which

ultimately increases the viscosity of membrane phase that slows down the transport of

carrier-copper complex across the membrane. Therefore, it is clear from the results that

both kinetic constants k1 and k2 and flux values are dependent on the carrier

concentration and increase gradually with increase in carrier concentration until 1×10-4 M

and after that these values become somewhat constant. This observation is in accordance

with the previously reported studies (Alpoguz, et. al., 2002b; Alpoguz, et. al., 2003;

Alpoguz, et. al., 2004; Alpaydin, et. al., 2004; Minhas, et. al., 2010b; Minhas, et. al.,

2010c; Ersӧz, 2007).

A blank BLM experiment without carrier was also performed to examine the

contribution of non-facilitated passive transport. The transport of Cu(II) was found

negligible in this case, which indicates that the carrier plays an active part in the BLM

system.
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Table 4.4.3. Effect of carrier 9 concentration on the kinetic parameters for transport of

Cu(II) ions (solvent: CH2Cl2, 298 K and 800 rpm)

Conc.
k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

1×10-5M 1.30 3.92 0.0954 600 -0.75 0.75 53.8±0.2

5×10-5 M 1.70 4.80 0.0909 500 -0.96 0.96 66.1±0.2

1×10-4 M 2.30 9.47 0.0852 260 -1.46 1.46 79.4±0.2

5×10-4 M 2.30 8.15 0.0737 320 -1.40 1.40 74.0±0.2

1×10-3 M 2.20 6.86 0.0736 380 -1.29 1.29 72.9±0.2

Fig.4.4.6. Time variation of reduced concentration Ra (a) and Rd (b) of Cu(II) transported

through BLM at different carrier concentration in CH2Cl2, stirring rate 800 rpm at 298 K
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(Error may lies in the range of ±0.2).
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4.4.6. Effect of stirring speed on Cu(II) transport

In LM systems, stirring speed is also an essential parameter that facilitates the

metal transport across the membrane. It helps to minimize the diffusion layer at both the

donor and acceptor interfaces. In the present analysis, the stirring speed of the membrane

phase was carried out at five different stirring speeds, i.e. 90, 200, 400, 600 and 800 rpm

at 298K, when the concentration of carrier 9 was 1×10-4 M in dichloromethane. A plot of

k against stirring speed is given in Fig. 4.4.7. It indicates that the stirring speed affects the

transport rates of Cu(II) through the LM. It can be noticed from the results presented in

Table 4.4.4 that at higher stirring speed values of membrane entrance and exit rate

constants (k1 and k2) increases. The diffusion region of both the interfaces is quite thin at

90-800 rpm, however; when stirring speed exceeds to 800 rpm, the interfaces distort due

to the formation of emulsion and solutions from both phases mix mechanically. Fig 4.4.8

presents percentage of Cu(II) variation in both phases graphically. At a stirring speed of

800 rpm within 260 min and 90 rpm within 500 min, about 79.4% and 59.8% of Cu(II)

has been transported from the donor to acceptor phase, respectively. Hence, a stirring

speed of 800 rpm was optimized for subsequent study.

Transport of Cu(II) across the BLM was almost negligible when the experiment

was performed without stirring for 24 hrs. Transport efficiency of BLM can be decreased

if during permeation process membrane solvent tends to mix with the two phases at

optimum stirring speed thereby losing carrier. But in the present study, dichloromethane

was proved to be an efficient and stable BLM solvent at optimum stirring speed, i.e. 800

rpm.
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Table 4.4.4. Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) at different stirring speeds (solvent: CH2Cl2;

T=298 K)

Stirring

rate

(rpm)

k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

Ion

transported

(%)

90 1.80 3.44 0.180 500 -0.884 0.884 59.8±0.2

200 2.00 5.59 0.0954 420 -1.13 1.13 60.7±0.2

400 2.10 8.03 0.0766 320 -1.31 1.31 64.8±0.2

600 2.20 8.90 0.0828 280 -1.39 1.39 67.0±0.2

800 2.30 9.47 0.0852 260 -1.46 1.46 79.4±0.2

Fig.4.4.7. Stirring speed dependence of k1, k2 for the transport of Cu(II) at 1×10-4 M carrier

concentration in CH2Cl2 at 298 K (Error may lies in the range of ±0.2).
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Fig.4.4.8. Effect of stirring speed on the Cu (II) transport efficiency, at 1×10-4 M carrier

concentration in CH2Cl2 at 298 K (Error may lies in the range of ±0.2).

4.4.7. Effect of temperature

Various temperature ranges (293-308 K) were studied to observe the effect of

temperature on the transport of Cu(II) through the BLM. The experimental results are

summarized in Table 4.4.5. It shows that k1, k2, flux and Rm
max values increase, whereas

tmax decreases with rise in temperature. It is because the temperature has strong effect on

complexation and decomplexation reaction between Cu(II) and carrier at both the

donor/membrane and membrane/acceptor interfaces. It also decreases the membrane

viscosity which aids in rapid Cu(II) transport. Temperatures higher than 308 K could not

be tested due to boiling point of dichloromethane (i.e. 313 K).

Activation energy values (Ea) are utilized to find whether the reaction at

aqueous/membrane interfaces in BLM is chemical or diffusion controlled. Diffusion

controlled processes are characterized by low Ea values (<84 kJmol−1) while reverse is

true for chemically controlled processes. An Arrhenius type line was obtained by plotting

ln(k) vs 1/T at 800 rpm, by using Eq. (16). Ea values for Cu(II) transport were calculated

as 31.52 and 8.08 kJmol−1 from the slope of line as shown in Fig. 4.4.9. From Ea values,

it was inferred that transport of Cu(II) is controlled by diffusion.
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Table 4.4.5. The kinetic parameters of Cu(II) transport using carrier 9 at different

temperatures (solvent, CH2Cl2, stirring speed is 800 rpm).

Temp.(K)
k1×103

(min-1)

k2×103

(min-1)

max
mR tmax

(min)

Jd
max×103

(min-1)

Ja
max×103

(min-1)

293 1.50 8.46 0.079 300 -1.03 1.03

298 2.30 9.47 0.085 260 -1.46 1.46

303 2.70 9.79 0.0955 240 -1.65 1.65

308 3.60 10.6 0.120 200 -3.20 3.20

Fig.4.4.9. Arrhenius plots for the transport of Cu(II) in BLM (Error may lies in the range

of ±0.2).

4.4.8. Suggested mechanism

The Cu(II) transport mechanism using BLM technique is schematically presented

in Fig. 4.4.10 showing the formation of strong complex between Cu(II) and carrier 9 at

the donor-membrane interface. In the first instance, the formation of complex decreases

the concentration of carrier that is ultimately stabilized by the release of Cu(II) on the

other side of the membrane into the aqueous acceptor phase due to its alkalinity. The

repetition of this cycle maintains the concentration of carrier in the membrane phase that
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makes the convenient transportation of Cu(II) from one aqueous phase to the other across

the immiscible organic membrane phase. Thus, the overall optimized process is governed

by continuous and uniform stirring throughout the experiment.
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Fig. 4.4.10. BLM apparatus (U-type cell) with mechanism for transport of Cu(II).

4.4.9. Summary of part 4

A kinetic study of the transport of Cu(II) using p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene

(9) as a new and effective metal carrier has been described in this paper. The

effectiveness and reproducibility of Cu(II) transport has proved that carrier 9 is efficient

in BLM process. The copper transport depends on parameters like the stirring speed,

carrier concentration, solvent type, and the temperature. The apparent rate constants, i.e.

k1 and k2 of interfacial transport of extraction and re-extraction are determined on the

basis of a scheme implying two consecutive irreversible first order reactions. Owing to

utilization of reduced amount of solvent and carrier, this study can prove to be
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economical as compared to other competitive separation processes. However, some

technical advancement is necessary for broad scale commercial purpose.
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PART 5

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / J. Macromol. Sci. Part-A Pure Appl. Chem. 50: 215-220, 2013.

This section describes the supported liquid membrane transport of Hg(II) using Calix[4]arene

thioalkyl derivative as a carrier (Fig.4.3.1).

4.5. Hg(II) transport through modified supported liquid membrane

In the present work, 5,11,17,23 tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-

tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8) was utilized as Hg(II) selective carrier in supported liquid

membrane (SLM) transport. For impregnation of carrier 8, Celgard 2500 and 2400 membranes

were utilized as solid support. Influence of solvent type (chloroform, xylene, diphenyl ether, and

toluene) as well as anion type ( Cl /

3NO ) was also explored on the transport of Hg(II). Danesi

mass transfer model and Fick’s first law of diffusion were followed for determining permeability

(P) and flux (J) values. From the results of solvents, it was revealed that permeability values

increase in the order of diphenyl ether>chloroform>xylene>toluene. Moreover, Cl was proved

to be more effective co-anion for Hg(II) than

3NO due to lipophilicity in membrane phase.

Efficient transport across SLM relies upon carrier specificity towards metal ion, appropriate

solvent and co-anion. Hence, this study shows that Hg(II) transport is efficient and reproducible

through SLM by using carrier 8.

4.5.1. SLM transport

The study elaborates coupled co-transport of Hg(II) through SLM in presence of carrier

8. Solid support membranes, Celgard 2500 and 2400 were utilized for carrier impregnation. In

order to check the effect of co-anions on Hg(II) transport, both Hg(NO3)2 and HgCl2 were used

separately. The influence of organic solvents was investigated by employing diphenyl ether,

toluene, chloroform, and xylene.
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4.5.2. SEM Characterization

SEM analysis for Celgard 2500 membrane before and after immersion in carrier 8

solution was carried out to compare changes in membrane morphology as shown in Fig. 4.5.1(a

and b). It is clearly illustrated from the images that membrane pores have been reduced in size

due to carrier 8 impregnation.

Fig.4.5.1. SEM images of Celgard 2500 membrane (a) before impregnation and (b) after

impregnation.

4.5.3. Effect of solvent on Hg(II) transport

Membrane solvent plays a key role in SLM permeation process. The characteristics

features of solvents used in SLM are polarity, viscosity, water miscibility, volatility and surface

tension. Since, membrane solvent remains in contact with aqueous phase for longer time

therefore, it should be immiscible in water. Polarity of solvent favors ion pair mediated transport

as it stabilizes ions. More viscous liquids form stable membranes but they hinder efficient mass

transfer through membranes. For a stable membrane, volatility of solvent should be low. Surface

tension of liquid should be high enough in order to remain in membrane pores for a longer time

(Ersӧz, 2007; Vladimir, 2010). In the light of above discussion, it becomes clear that the solvent

properties may directly affect the membrane stability; therefore proper choice of solvent is

important.

Thus in the present study, Hg(NO3)2 solution (1×10-2 M) was used as donor phase and

deionized water as acceptor phase, while membrane phase was carrier 8 solution (1×10-3 M) in

different solvents with Celgard 2500 membrane at 298 K. The permeability (P) and flux (J)

a b
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values as well as physicochemical properties of solvents are listed in Table 4.5.1.
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From the results, it is also observed that P and J values increase in the order of diphenyl

ether>chloroform>xylene>toluene. Diphenyl ether was utilized first time in this study, and some

distinctive properties are shown in Table 4.5.1 from where it is proved to be a better solvent.

Comparison of viscosity values reveals that diphenyl ether is more viscous than other solvents

and hence makes stable membrane. Despite of having electronegative oxygen, dielectric constant

value of diphenyl ether is less than chloroform indicating that polarity of C-Cl bond is more than

C-O. Due to high polarity, chloroform cannot make stable membrane. Surface tension value of

diphenyl ether is relatively high as compared to other solvents. Lastly, vapor pressure and boiling

point values show that, diphenyl ether is less volatile, which is yet another quality for making

stable membrane. Diphenyl ether is not only water immiscible; but is also a significantly polar

solvent to solvate ions as well as makes stable membrane. Therefore, it exhibits high P and J

values as compared to other employed solvents. This observation is also favored by the fact that

mostly nitrophenyl octyl ether and nitrophenyl hexyl ether are employed in supported liquid

membrane study and give distinguishing transport (Alpoguz, et al., 2005a; Alpoguz, et al.,

2007a; Alpoguz, et al., 2005b; Raut, et al., 2008; Alpoguz, et al., 2007b; Asfari, et al., 1995;

Ersӧz, 2007).

Table 4.5.1. Kinetic parameters of Hg(II) in different solvents with their physicochemical

characteristics. (Carrier = 1×10–3 M, Hg(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M as donor phase, Celgard 2500

membrane, 298 K) (Ersӧz, 2007; Hodgman, 1960)

a (Reference: Shelar, et al., 1995), 0 dielectric constant (20 oC),  viscosity (cP), γ surface 

tension,vapour pressure (20 oC)

Solvent

P×105

(cm.min-

1)

J×105

(mol.L-1min-1)



(cP)

0 γ

(N m-1)

Vapour

Pressure

(pa)

Boiling Point

°C

Chloroform 5.33 2.13 0.58 4.81 0.027 30000 61.2

Diphenyl

ether
8.89 3.56 3.34a 3.90 0.038 133.3 257

Xylene 3.56 1.42 0.81 2.38 0.03 2933.10 138

Toluene 1.78 0.71 0.59 2.57 0.03 10132.50 110
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4.5.4. Effect of support membrane on Hg(II) transport

Nature of solid support has a profound influence on metal transport in SLM. Metal

transport is highly dependent on the properties of solid support. It should be more porous, thin,

chemically inert, mechanically tough, low cost, and hydrophobic. Porosity and tortuosity of

membrane affect the membrane flux (J) and permeability (P) because organic solvents are held

within the membrane pores. Therefore, interfacial tension between aqueous and membrane

phases always tries to expel minimum organic liquid from small membrane pores (Ersӧz, 2007;

Vladimir, 2010). Consequently, a highly porous membrane with small pore size is better choice

for noticeable metal transport in SLM.

Hence, in present investigation Celgard 2500 and 2400 polymeric polypropylene membrane

were selected as support to check their effect on Hg(II) transport. For this study, the initial

concentration of Hg(NO3)2 in donor phase was 1×10-2 M and carrier 8 concentration in diphenyl

ether at LM was 1×10-3 M. Deionized water was used in acceptor phase at 298 K. P and J values

for Celgard 2500 and 2400 membranes are presented in Table 4.5.2. The transport efficiency of

Hg(II) was found maximum in Celgard 2500 (porosity: 45%, thickness: 25 µm, pore size: 0.04

µm) compared to Celgard 2400 (porosity: 38%, thickness: 25 µm, pore size: 0.02 µm) (Vladimir,

2010). Despite of having large pores celgard 2500 revealed better performance than celgard 2400

membrane with small pores, because higher porosity in celgard 2500 was possible explanation for

this observation.

Table 4.5.2. Kinetic parameters of Hg(II) for different membrane supports. (Carrier = 1×10–3 M

in diphenyl ether, Hg(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M as donor phase, 298 K)

Membrane

suppport

P×105

(cm.min-1)

J×105

(mol.L-1min-1)

Celgard

2500
8.89 3.56

Celgard

2400
6.32 2.53
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4.5.5. Effect of co-anion on Hg(II) transport

Type of accompanying anion along with metal cation also has important role in SLM

transport. Some typical characteristic of anions that must be accomplished for competent metal

transport through SLM are anion lipophilicity, solvent interactions and hydration free energy.

Anion interaction and lipophilicity in membrane solvents aid in both co and counter ion-pair

mediated transport. Beside this, hydration free energy is also a determining anion property.

Larger anions are easily dehydrated and ready to enter into membrane phase to enhance

extraction/complexation rate (Ersӧz, 2007; Vladimir, 2010).

Herein, it was planned to investigate the role of co-anions on metal transport through

SLM. For this purpose two mercury salts i.e. HgCl2 and Hg(NO3)2 were utilized in donor phase

separately and their results were compared. Experiment was performed by maintaining donor

phase at 1×10-2 M Hg(NO3)2 solution, deionized water as acceptor phase, 1×10-3 M carrier 8 in

diphenyl ether with Celgard 2500 and at 298 K. Permeabilities (P) and flux (J) values are

arranged in Table 4.5.3. It could be inferred from the results that anion lipophilicity is distinctive

property for metal transport through SLMs. Owing to large ionic radius

3NO (0.200 nm) is easily

dehydrated with respect to Cl (0.168 nm) and has potential to give better metal transport.

However, Hg(II) transport is higher with Cl because in this case Cl lipophilicity overcomes to

its dehydration effect. This fact is in accordance with previously reported work (Alpoguz, et al.,

2005a; Alpoguz, et al., 2007a; Alpoguz, et al., 2005b; Alpoguz, et al., 2007b; Ersӧz, 2007).

Table 4.5.3. Kinetic parameters of Hg(II) for different coanions. (Carrier = 1×10–3 M in diphenyl

ether, Celgard 2500, 298 K)

Coanions
P×105

(cm.min-1)

J×105

(mol.L-1min-1)

Hg(NO3)2 8.89 3.56

HgCl2 15.11 6.04
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4.5.6. Kinetic model

The kinetics of Hg(II) permeation process from donor to membrane phase in SLM with

respect to time can be evaluated by using following first-order equation,

kt
C

C
)ln(

0

The mass transfer coefficient (k) was found to be 2x10-5 m/s (R2= 0.9909) for Hg(NO3)2 and

3x10-5 m/s (R2= 0.9936) for HgCl2 by slope of graph ln(C/Co) vs t as shown in Fig. 4.5.2 (a & b).

The correlation coefficient (R2) values prove linear relation between concentration change and

time. The kinetic model seems to be satisfactory as deviation between experimental and

theoretical values was found negligible.
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Fig.4.5.2. Kinetic plot for the transport of Hg(II) in SLM (a) for Hg(NO3)2 (b) for HgCl2.
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4.5.7. Suggested mechanism

The SLM mechanism is elaborated in Fig. 4.5.3. Carrier solution in diphenyl ether is

immiscible in water as well as Hg(NO3)2 has limited solubility in membrane solution. However,

carrier selectively combines with Hg(II) and forms [carrier-Hg(II)]2+ 2

3NO ] ion pair complex at

the donor-membrane interface. This complex is only soluble in membrane phase and is

transferred across the membrane down to its concentration gradient. Decomplexation of ion pair

complex occurs at membrane-acceptor interface with the release of Hg(NO3)2 into acceptor

phase. As carrier solution is immiscible, therefore it will not easily leach from membrane pores.

This cycle continues till maximum transfer of Hg(II). Thus, it may be deduced that present study

could be a type of facilitated coupled co-transport, i.e. Hg2+ transport is coupled with coanions

by means of carrier. In this case besides the concentration gradient, the pH of both phases has a

great role because; pH of donor phase is 4 and that of acceptor phase is neutral i.e. 7.
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Fig.4.5.3. Mechanism of the Hg(II) ion pair mediated transport through SLM.
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4.5.8. Summary of part 5

A SLM transport study of Hg(II) using calix[4]arene thioalkyl derivative (8) as an

effective metal carrier is described in this study. Permeability values were calculated by

following Danesi mass transfer model and flux values were determined using Fick’s first law of

diffusion. The results show that Hg(II) can be effectively transported through a SLM containing

carrier 8. It has also been noticed that the transport depends on the membrane support, co-anion

and solvent type. Optimum set of conditions for this study are carrier 8 in diphenyl ether solution

with Celgard 2500 as support membrane and HgCl2 as donor phase. This technique is simple,

low cost and reproducible.
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PART 6

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / C. R. Chemie, 16 (8):742-751, 2013

This section describes the supported liquid membrane transport of copper (II) using p-

morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene derivative as a carrier. (Fig.4.4.1)

4.6. Facilitated Kinetic Transport of Cu(II) Through a Supported Liquid Membrane

with Calix[4]arene as Carrrier

In present investigation, p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) has been examined as

carrier in supported liquid membrane (SLM) for Cu(II) transport. Influence of different

parameters such as solvent, membrane dipping time, support membrane, co-anions, donor and

acceptor pH, and carrier concentration on Cu(II) transport was checked. Permeability values

were calculated by using Danesi mass transfer model. Higher Cu(II) permeability was observed

in diphenyl ether, with 1 h dipping time, Celgard 2500 and Cl- as co-anion. Optimum pH for

donor phase was 2 and that for acceptor phase was neutral at 10-3 M carrier concentration.

Diffusion coefficients were calculated using Reinhoudt’s model, lag time measurements as well

as by Wilke-Chang relation and compared. The transport was found to be diffusion controlled in

the membrane phase and the diffusion coefficient was calculated to be 1.54×10-10 m/s whereas

extraction constant was calculated to be 1.19×10-5 m/s.

4.6.1. SLM transport

Cu(II) transport efficiency across SLM using 9 from its salt solution has been examined.

Effect of different parameters such as solvent, membrane dipping time, support membrane,

coanions, pH of aqueous phases and carrier concentration on Cu(II) permeation were optimized

to achieve better separation.
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4.6.2. SEM characterization

Comparison of SEM images of Celgard 2500 membrane before and after carrier

impregnation was given in Fig. 4.6.1 (a & b), respectively. Membrane morphology clearly

showed that membranes pores become narrower when immersed in carrier solution.

Fig. 4.6.1. SEM images of Celgard 2500 membrane (a) before impregnation and (b) after

impregnation.

4.6.3. Effect of solvent on Cu(II) transport

Membrane solvent plays a key role in SLM permeation process. The characteristics

features of solvents used in SLM are polarity, viscosity, water miscibility, volatility and surface

tension. The solvent polarity favors salt partition and thus helps in extraction into organic phase.

More viscous liquids form stable membrane but it hinders high mass transfer, therefore less

viscous solvents are preferably used. Solvent immiscibility in water is also a vital property

because ratio of membrane and aqueous solutions is quite low. Volatility also affects on

membrane stability, less volatile liquids make stable membrane. As solvent reside in membrane

pores due to capillary forces, therefore surface tension should be high enough for long time to

stay in membrane. Consequently, in order to achieve efficient transport efficiency, solvent

should be more polar, less viscous, water immiscible, less volatile and with high surface tension.

At a glance it can be understood that a compromise in solvent property is made to balance

membrane permeation and stability (Vladimir, 2010).

a b
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In the present study, effect of solvent on Cu(II) transport across SLM was checked by

keeping donor phase of Cu(NO3)2 (1×10-2 M) solution, deionized water as acceptor phase, 9

(1×10-3 M) solution, Celgard 2500 membrane and temperature was maintained at 298 K. On the

basis of compound 9 solubility data that was collected previously in BLM study (Minhas, et al.,

2011) chloroform and diphenyl ether were selected as membrane solvent in this work. Because 9

was found insoluble in carbon tetrachloride, butanol, ethyl acetate, 1,2-dichloroethane, xylene, n-

hexane and diethyl ether. The permeability (P) and flux (J) values as well as physicochemical

properties of solvents are listed in Table 4.6.1. From the results, it is observed that P and J values

of diphenyl ether are higher than chloroform. Comparison of viscosity values reveals that

diphenyl ether is more viscous than chloroform and hence makes stable membrane. The polarity

in diphenyl ether originates because of having angle of symmetry (C6H5-O-C6H5) in its molecule

subsequently it is less polar than chloroform. Due to high polarity, chloroform cannot make

stable membrane. Surface tension value of diphenyl ether is relatively high as compared to other

solvents. Lastly, vapor pressure and boiling point values show that, diphenyl ether is less

volatile, which is yet another quality for making stable membrane. Diphenyl ether is not only

water immiscible; but is also a significantly polar solvent to solvate ions as well as makes stable

membrane. Therefore, it exhibits high P and J values as compared to chloroform. This

observation is also favored by the fact that mostly nitrophenyl octyl ether and nitrophenyl hexyl

ether are employed in supported liquid membrane study and give distinguishing transport

(Alpoguz, et al., 2005a, 2005b, 2007a, 2007b; Asfari, et al., 1995; Ersöz 2007; Raut, et al.,

2008).

Many researchers are applying vegetable oil as solvent in SLM recently. Because they are

non toxic, environmental friendly, biodegradable and economical as compared to conventional

organic solvents used in SLM. Herein, solubility of 9 was checked in coconut oil for this purpose

but it was found insoluble. The variation in concentration of Cu(II) in both aqueous phases

against time is plotted in Fig. 4.6.2. Initially Cu(II) concentration decreases sharply in donor

phase accompanied by increase in acceptor phase. After some time both curves become linear

indicating Cu(II) permeation about to end.
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Table 4.6.1. Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) in different solvents with their physicochemical

characteristics. (Carrier = 1×10–3 M, Cu(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M as donor phase, Celgard 2500

membrane, 298 K) (Hodgman, et al., 1960)

a (Reference, Shelar, et al., 2008), 0 dielectric constant (20 oC),  viscosity (cP), γ surface

tension, vapour pressure (20 oC)
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Fig. 4.6.2. Variation in Cu(II) concentration through SLM transport with time. Donor phase:

Cu(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M, Membrane phase: 1x10-3 M carrier in diphenyl ether with Celgard 2500

Solvent
P×106

(m.s-1)

J×105

(mol.m-2s-1)



(cP)

0 γ

(N m-1)

Vapour

Pressure

(pa)

Boiling Point

°C

Chloroform 3.77±0.5 0.881±0.01 0.58 4.81 0.027 30000 61.2

Diphenyl

ether
6.22±0.7 1.86±0.08 3.34a 3.90 0.038 133.3 257
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membrane, Acceptor phase: deionized water at 298 K.
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4.6.4. Effect of membrane dipping time

Aim to investigate membrane dipping time was to check time for membrane preparation.

Membrane preparation procedures also play significant role in transport phenomena. Therefore,

membrane dipping time was varied from 1 h to 27 hrs to observe its effect on Cu(II) transport.

Through the study all other conditions, i.e. donor phase of 1×10-2 M Cu(NO3)2 solution,

deionized water as acceptor phase, 1×10-3 M 9 in diphenyl ether, Celgard 2500 membrane and at

298 K were kept same and the results were presented in Table 4.6.2. Generally membrane is

dipped in carrier solution for 24 hrs but as it is clear from the results that 1 h dipping is sufficient

here and because permeability (P) and flux (J) values are approximately same whether we dip

membrane for 1 h or 27 hrs, therefore 1 h is optimized for further study. Possible explanation of

this fact can be attributed to the viscosity and solvating property of diphenyl ether compared to

chloroform. It has also been noticed that diphenyl ether fully saturates the membrane with carrier

within 1h.

Table 4.6.2: Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) at different membrane dipping time. (Carrier = 1×10–3

M in diphenyl ether, Cu(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M as donor phase, Celgard 2500, 298 K)

4.6.5. Effect of support membrane on Cu(II) transport

The impact of support membrane on SLM process is fundamental because membrane

stability along with other factors rely on it. Membrane hydrophobicity, porosity, tortuosity,

Membrane

dipping

time

P×106

(m.s-1)

J×105

(mol.m-2s-1)

1 h 6.22±0.7 1.86±0.08

17 h 6.41±0.5 1.44±0.06

27 h 6.97±0.6 1.71±0.09
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mechanical strength, thickness, chemical reactivity and cost are some declaring properties

essential to acquire suitable support membrane. Hydrophobic nature gives membrane stability in

aqueous solution for long time use and also makes it compatible for organic solution in its pores.

Porosity and tortuosity of membrane has influential effect on membrane flux and permeability

because organic solvents are held within the membrane pores. Therefore, interfacial tension

between aqueous and membrane phase which always tries to expel organic liquid from

membrane pores is minimum in small pores (Vladimir, 2010). Consequently, a highly porous

membrane with small pore size is better choice for noticeable metal transport in SLM. Hence, in

the present investigation, Celgard 2500 and Celgard 2400 polymeric polypropylene membrane

were selected as support to check their affect on Cu(II) transport. For this study, the initial

concentration of Cu(NO3)2 in donor phase was 1×10-2 M and 9 concentration in diphenyl ether at

LM was 1×10-3 M. Deionized water was used in acceptor phase at 298 K. Permeability (P) and

flux (J) values for Celgard 2500 and Celgard 2400 membrane are presented in Table 4.6.3.

Higher porosity of Celgard 2500 offer greater transport efficiency and flux for Cu(II), as

compared to Celgard 2400. Thus, in this study Celgard 2500 was selected as supporting

membrane.

Table 4.6.3. Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) for different membrane supports. (Carrier = 1×10–3 M

in diphenyl ether, Cu(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M as donor phase, 298 K and dipping time = 1 h)

4.6.6. Effect of accompanying anion on Cu(II) transport

SLM transport also depends on accompanying anion with metal cation. Some typical

characteristic of anions that must be accomplished for competent metal transport through SLM

are anion lipophilicity, solvent interaction and hydration free energy. Anion interaction and

lipophilicity in membrane solvents aid in both co and counter ion-pair mediated transport.

Besides this, hydration free energy is a determining anion property as well. Larger anions are

Membrane

support

P×106

(m.s-1)

J×105

(mol.m-2s-1)

Celgard 2500 6.22±0.7 1.86±0.08

Celgard 2400 2.23±0.4 0.844±0.01
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easily dehydrated and ready to enter into membrane phase to enhance extraction/complexation

rate (Vladimir, 2010). Herein, effect of co-anions on Cu(II) transport was examined by using

Cu(NO3)2, CuCl2 and CuSO4 solutions as donor phase individually. Experiment was performed

by maintaining donor phase at 1×10-2 M Cu(NO3)2 solution, deionized water as acceptor phase,

1×10-3 M 9 in diphenyl ether with Celgard 2500 and 298 K. Permeability (P) and flux (J) values

are presented in Table 4.6.4. It was inferred from results that anion lipophilicity is distinctive

property for metal transport through supported liquid membrane. Owing to large radius

3NO

and
2

4SO (0.200 nm and 0.290 nm respectively) (Hussain, et al., 2007) are easily dehydrated

with respect to Cl (0.168 nm) and has potential to give better metal transport. But Cu(II)

transport is higher with Cl because in this case Cl lipophilicity overcomes to its dehydration

effect. This fact is in accordance with previously reported work (Alpoguz, et al., 2005a, 2005b,

2007a, 2007b; Ersöz 2007).

Table 4.6.4. Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) for different co-anions. (Carrier = 1×10–3 M in

diphenyl ether, Celgard 2500, 298 K)

4.6.7. Effect of pH of aqueous phases on Cu(II) transport

Another fundamental parameter in metal transport across SLM is the pH of the both

aqueous phases. The difference of pH between donor and acceptor phases actually serves as the

driving force for metal permeation through LM. The influence of pH on donor phase was

investigated by carrying liquid-liquid extraction experiment. Solutions of 9 were extracted with

Cu(NO3)2 solutions of pH from 1-6 in order to optimize pH of donor phase. HCl was used in

making Cu(NO3)2 solutions of varying pH. Changes in absorption spectra before and after 9

extraction with Cu(NO3)2 solutions set at different pH in range 1-6 are shown in Fig. 4.6.3 (a &

Co-anions
P×106

(m.s-1)

J×105

(mol.m-2s-1)

Cu(NO3)2 6.22±0.7 1.86±0.08

CuCl2 28.1±0.5 3.32±0.05

CuSO4 5.09±0.4 0.788±0.1
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b). The new band after extraction appears at 280 nm that is due to complexation. Maximum

complexation relies on several factors like ionic radii and charge density of metal ion as well as

geometry of both ligand and metal ion. The detailed explanation about this complexation is

published previously (Qureshi, et al., 2009). Here this observation also enlighten the importance

of using macrocylic carrier, i.e. calixarene with distinguishing features such as aromatic cavity

and ease of adding desired functionality to both its upper and lower that makes it selective for

complexation.

Maximum complexation of 9 with Cu(NO3)2 solution at pH 2 can be justified by

considering following equations,

In acidic aqueous solution, Cu(NO3)2 is mostly converted into CuCl2 in presence of HCl.

Cu(NO3)2 + 4HCl  CuCl2 + 2NO + 4H2O + Cl2

The carrier 9 is also protonated in organic phase when it comes in contact with acidic aqueous

solutions. At pH 2, there is excess of Cl- ions and more ion pair carrier complexes are in this

form [C-Cu2+] 2Cl- rather than this [C-Cu2+] 2NO3
-. And as already discussed in effect of co-

anions, Cl- favours more carrier-Cu(II) complex as compared to NO3
-, therefore complextion

increases with increase in acidity of aqueous solutions. However, low complexation at pH 1 may

be due to the competition between proton and Cu(II) for carrier. The formation of crown

hydronium ion complex has been reported earlier (Dozol, et al., 1999; Wang, et al., 1988).

Acceptor phase pH is also of key importance in recovery of metal from membrane phase.

In situations where either metal is not completely de-complexes at membrane-acceptor interface

or it is not prevented from reentering into membrane phase, permeation decreases due to

saturated membrane phase. Therefore, to check decomplexation efficiency of 9 towards Cu(II)

liquid-liquid decomplexation experiments were performed. Aqueous solutions were prepared in

pH range of 5-10 for this study. HCl and NaOH were utilized for pH adjustment accordingly.

The graph for decomplexation is presented in Fig. 4.6.3 (b). Acidic and basic media was

provided to examine the optimum decomplexation efficiency of p-

morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene. But despite of high absorption Fig. 4.6.3 (b) clearly depicts that

decomplexation is same at all pHs therefore deionized water is selected for SLM transport. The

high absorption may be due to acidic/ basic pH and therefore it is not chosen for further study. In

subsequent SLM study, pH of donor phase was maintained at 2 and acceptor phase with neutral

pH i.e. pH=7. The variation in Cu(II) concentration against time is plotted again in Fig. 4.6.4
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with new pH adjustments of both aqueous phases. Comparison of Fig. 4.6.2 and Fig. 4.6.4

reveals that more Cu(II) was permeated in less time.
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Fig. 4.6.3. (a) Complexation of Cu(NO3)2 from donor phase at pH=1-6

(b) Decomplexation of Cu(NO3)2 into acceptor phase at pH=5-10
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Fig. 4.6.4. Variation in Cu(II) concentration through SLM transport with time. Donor phase:

Cu(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M at pH=2, Membrane phase: 1x10-3 M carrier in diphenyl ether with
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Celgard 2500 membrane, Acceptor phase: deionized water at 298 K.
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4.6.8. Effect of carrier concentration on Cu(II) transport

The carrier has profound significance in metal transport through SLM. In carrier

mediated transport carrier serves as a shuttle in bringing metal from donor to membrane phase

and subsequent its release into acceptor phase. Thus rate of metal permeation increases with rise

in carrier concentration (Vladimir, 2010).

Thus to analyze influence of carrier concentration on metal transport, experiments were

performed by varying carrier concentration in the range 1×10-4-1×10-2 M. All membrane

solutions were prepared in diphenyl ether with Celgard 2500 as support membrane. The

concentration of Cu(NO3)2 was 1×10-2 M in donor phase at pH=2 and acceptor phase was

deionized water at constant temperature i.e. 298 K. Results are displayed in Table 4.6.5 and Fig.

4.6.5. The permeability (P) and flux (J) values increases initially up to 1×10-3 M carrier

concentration and decreases at higher concentration. At concentration above 1×10-3 M, carrier

saturation makes membrane phase more viscous that result in low rate of carrier-Cu(II)

complexion because viscosity has inverse relation with metal diffusivity. Therefore, 1×10-3 M

carrier concentration was optimized for Cu(II) transport through SLM.

A blank experiment without carrier was also carried out to investigate Cu(II) diffusion in

passive mode. No noticeable Cu(II) transfer was observed in this case which proves carrier

importance in facilitated active SLM process.

Table 4.6.5. Kinetic parameters of Cu(II) in different carrier concentrations. (Celgard 2500, diphenyl ether,

Cu(NO3)2 = 1×10–2 M as donor phase at pH=2, 298 K).

Carrier

concentration

P×106

(m.s-1)

J×105

(mol.m-2s-1)

1×10-4 M 13.2±1.2 3.11±0.3

5×10-4 M 22.4±2 4.23±0.5

1×10-3 M 36.9±1.3 13.2±0.7

5×10-3 M 18.6±1 6.21±0.9

1×10-2 M 7.54±1.5 1.67±0.3
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Fig. 4.6.5. Effect of carrier concentration on the Cu(II) permeability. Donor phase: Cu(NO3)2 =

1×10–2 M at pH=2, Membrane phase: carrier concentration in diphenyl ether with Celgard 2500

membrane, Acceptor phase: deionized water at 298K.

4.6.9. Kinetic model

SLM facilitated transport is a combination of two crucial processes i.e. metal-carrier

complexation at both aqueous interfaces and diffusion of complex. Therefore, the overall

transport kinetics relies on these two processes. They can be quantified mathematically as D and

K. D is diffusion coefficient of metal-carrier complex which is a measure of diffusion velocity of

complex through membrane. The extraction constant K is a measure of the ability of carrier to

extract metal from aqueous phase into the membrane phase. Different methods can be applied to

determine D for example flux measurement, determination of lag time (tlag) and Wilke-Chang

relation (Chrisstoffels, et al., 1996; Herman, et al., 1995; Mohapatra, et al., 2012; Reichwein-
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Buitenhuis, et al., 1995; Vladimir, 2010). In order to investigate which process among diffusion

and chemical complexation has dominating influence on metal transport, a dimension less

number α is determined. For α value less than 1, the transport is mainly governed by diffusion of

complex while transport is under influence of chemical complextion for value greater than 1.

In present study, D is estimated by three different ways. Initially, Reinhoudt et al. model

(Chrisstoffels, et al., 1996; Herman, et al., 1995; Reichwein-Buitenhuis, et al., 1995) was used to

calculate D and K from the following equation,

KD

d

J

Lo



1


where Lo is carrier concentration in membrane phase and d is membrane thickness. Flux (J) was

obtained by carrying experiments at different membrane thickness and results were plotted as

Lo/J vs. d. For required membrane thickness, each 25µm thick membrane was stacked. D value

was calculated from slope of straight line as 1.54×10-10 m/s and K was calculated to be 1.19×10-5

m/s. The value of α (0.289) was determined by following expression,

)/()
1

(
D
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It can be concluded that SLM transport in this case is limited by diffusion of metal-carrier

complex through the membrane.

Secondly, D was calculated from lag time (tlag) (Chrisstoffels, et al., 1996; Vladimir,

2010) measurements involving metal carrier complex by employing the following equation,

lagt

d
D

6

2


A lag time (tlag) is the time complex takes to diffuse across the membrane. For 1×10-3 M carrier

concentration and 100µm as the membrane thickness, the lag time (tlag) was measured to be 7s.

Therefore, the D was calculated to be 1.07×10-10 m/s. This value is about to equal to that

achieved from Reinhoudt’s model.

Thirdly, Wilke-Chang relation (Mohapatra, et al., 2012) was utilized to attain D value

which is as follows,
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where χ, M and η are the molecular weight of the complex, solvent association parameter

and the viscosity of the solvent, respectively, Vm the molar volume of the complex and T is the

temperature. The calculated D value from this relation is 8.48×10-10. This D value is a bit higher

than the values determined by Reinhoudt’s model and lag time. The possible explanation for this

observation can be that Wilke-Chang relation is applicable under free-isotropic conditions,

whereas the diffusion through the membranes can be reduced by an additional resistance of the

pores

4.6.10. Mechanism

The mechanism of Cu(II) transport using 9 is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.6. Carrier solution in

diphenyl ether is immiscible in water and similarly Cu(NO3)2 has limited solubility in membrane

solution. However carrier is selectively combine with Cu(II) and forms carrier-Cu(II) complex at

the donor-membrane interface in acidic condition. This complex is only soluble in membrane

phase and is transferred across the membrane down to its concentration gradient.

Decomplexation occurs at membrane-acceptor interface and Cu(II) is released into acceptor

phase. Neutral pH prevents back diffusion to the donor phase. As carrier solution is insoluble, it

will not easily leaches from membrane pores. This cycle continues until maximum Cu(II)

transfer takes place.
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Fig. 4.6.6. Mechanism of the Cu(II) ion pair mediated transport through SLM.
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4.6.11. Comparative study

A comparison of kinetic parameters of p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene have been made

with other Cu(II) selective carriers as given in Table 4.6.6. It has been found that the results

obtained in this study are comparatively better than most of the studies reported in the literature.

(Gherrou, et al., 2001; Szpakowska, et al., 1997; Ata, et al., 2005; Molinari, et al., 2005;

Paugam, et al., 1998; Alguacil, et al., 2002; Szpakowska, 1996; Venkateswaran, et al., 2007;

Mitiche, et al., 2008; Alguacil, et al., 2001)
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Table 4.6.6. Comparison of kinetic parameters of p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene with other Cu(II) selective carriers.

Carrier

Membran

e

Solvent/

Diluent

Carrier

Conc.

Coppe

r Salt

Donor

Phase

Facilitating

Medium

Dono

r

Phas

e

pH

Membrane

Support

Acceptor

Phase

pH

Accepto

r

Phase

Comple

xating

Mediu

m

Pa

(m.s-1)

J

(mo

l.

m-

2s-1)

D

m/s

Temp

.

R
eferen

ce

1.

Dibenzo-18-

Crown-6

(DBI 8C6)

Chlorofor

m 0.001 M
CuNO3

0.01 M

Thiourea

0.1 M
1

Celgard

2500
7

Distilled

Water

0.52×

10-6a -b

1.69

× 10-

11a

- b (Gherrou,

et al., 2001)

2.
Salicylaldoxime

(Acorga P-50)
Octane 0.0158 M

CuSO4·

5H2O

0.127

M

H2SO4 2.63
Celgard

2500
2 H2SO4 - b

1.88

×10-

4a

1.32

×

10-9a

2

9

8K

(Szpakowska,

et al., 1997)

3. LIX 984
n-Heptane 10%

(v/v)

CuSO4.

5H2O

20

g/m3

H2SO4

2.3 M 1
Gorotex

Teflon
5 H2SO4 - b - b

5.72

×10-

10

3

0

3 K

(Ata, et al.,

2005)

4.

Di-(2-

ethylhexyl)

phosphoric acid

(D2EHPA)

n-Decane
30%

(v/v)

CuSO4·

5H2O

50

mgL−1

H2SO4 3.5 Accurel 1.5 - b - b

8.70

×

10-4a

- b

2

9

8K

Molinari,

et al., 2005)

5.

Tris(ethylhexyl)

phosphate

(TEHP)

Lauric

acid
0.55 M

CuNO3

5×10-

5M

N-

morpholinoe

thane

sulphonic

acid (MES)

buffer

10-2 M.

6
Celgard

2500
6.4

Cyclohe

xanedia

mine

tetraacet

ic acid

(CDTA)

5×10-4

M

- b

1.90

×10-

6a

- b -b (Paugam,

et al., 1998)
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6. Acorga M5640 Iberfluid

20%

(v/v)

Cu (II)

in HNO3

Media

1.6 ×

10−4M

- b 2

Durapore

GVHP0470

0

- b

H2SO4

180 g

L−1

3.70×

10-5a

2.30

×

10−7

a

2.0×

10-12a - b (Alguacil, et al.,

2002)

7.

5-

Nonylsalicylald

oxime

(Acorga P-50 )

n-Octane
0.0158

M

CuSO4·

5H2O

0.127 M

- b 2.63
Celgard

2400
2 - b

7.57

×10-

9a - b - b (Szpakowska,

1996)

8.

di(2-

ethylhexyl)phos

phoric

acid

(D2EHPA)

Coconut oil

12.4×

10−4

mol/L

CuSO4·

5H2O

23.6×10
−4M

- b 4 PTFE - b H2SO4

0.25 M
- b

7.4

×

10−9

10−9 - b (Venkateswaran,

et al., 2007)

9.

3-Phenyl-4-

benzoylisoxazol

-5-one

(HPBI)

Chloroform
10−2 M 10−2 M - b 5.5

Celgard

2400
- b HNO3

10−1 M
- b

6.98

×10
−5

- b

2

9

8

K

(Mitiche, et al.,

2008)

10.

Oxime

derivative

(MOC-55 TD)

Iberfluid 0.36 M

CuSO4·

5H2O

7:9×105

M

- b 2.5
Durapore

GVHP

4700

- b

H2SO4

180 g

L−1

2.82×

10-4a - b 1:2×

10-12a - b (Alguacil,

et al., 2001)

11.

p-

morpholinometh

ylcalix[4]arene

Diphenyl

ether
10-3 M

Cu(NO3

)2

1×10–2

M

- b 2
Celgard

2500
7

Deioniz

ed

Water

3.69×

10-5

1.32

×10-

4

1.54

×

10-10

2

9

8

K

Current

study

a The units from the respective reference are converted in SI format.
b This information is not provided in the respective reference.
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4.6.12. Summary of part 6

The work carried in this paper revealed that Cu(II) transport from aqueous donor phase

can be augmented by using p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) as carrier supported on Celgard

2500 and Celgard 2400 membranes as supported liquid membrane.

The transport efficiency of Cu(II) was greater in diphenyl ether as compared to other solvents

because of its more viscosity, low volatility and aqueous immiscibility. Owing to more porosity

Celgard 2500 gave higher Cu(II) permeation than Celgard 2400. 1 h dipping time was sufficient

to prepare carrier 9 SLM. The Cu(II) flux values was found higher with Cl- as co-anion in

comparison to NO-
3/SO2-

4 due to small radius and more solubility in membrane phase. Maximum

complexation of Cu(II)-carrier was observed at pH 2 of donor phase and it decomplexed in

neutral acceptor phase. The permeation efficiency increased with increase in carrier

concentration up to 10-3 M and decreased at higher concentration. The membrane transport

mechanism is diffusion controlled. The diffusion coefficients and extraction constant were

calculated from membrane thickness variation studies using Reinhoudt’s model. Lag time

measurements as well as Wilke-Chang relation were also applied to confirm diffusion

coefficients.

In conclusion, SLM using carrier 9 can be utilized for Cu(II) elimination by making some

technical advancement for treating effluents and by keeping proper set of conditions.
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PART 7

Comments: All work of this part is based on published article with the following

reference:

F.T., Minhas, et al. / Appl. Surf. Sci., 282 (1):887-897, 2013.

This section describes the preparation of thin film composite- nanofiltration (TFC-NF)

membrane by interfacial polymerization of Ethylene diamine (EDA) and terephthaloyl chloride

(TPC) (Fig. 4.7.1). The pore size of NF membrane was estimated ~ 0.45 nm. The effect of

different reaction conditions on the membrane performance was studied. Membrane stability was

also analyzed in ethanol and n-hexane.

Fig.4.7.1. Comparison of SEM images of
Celgard 2400 membrane and TFC-NF membranes
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4.7. Solvent Resistant Thin Film Composite Nanofiltration Membrane:

Characterization and Permeation Study

The present investigation reports the fabrication of thin film composite nanofiltration

(TFC-NF) membranes using interfacial polymerization technique for desalination. Ethylene

diamine (EDA) and terephthaloyl chloride (TPC) were employed as aqueous and organic phase

monomers, respectively to develop polyamide thin layer on the surface of Celgard 2400. The

prepared membranes were characterized through fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The molecular

weight cutoff of TFC-NF membranes was estimated to be below 342 Da using dextrose, sucrose

and raffinose solutions. A low cost dead end NF Cell was designed and manufactured

domestically to conduct permeation experiments. The effect of different reaction conditions

including concentration of monomers, residence time in each monomer and curing temperature

on the membrane performance (water flux and MgCl2 rejection) was also studied. The water flux

was augmented linearly at higher applied pressure while MgCl2 rejection was remained constant.

The obtained water flux and MgCl2 rejection were measured 33 L/m2h and 90 %, respectively at

7 bar applied pressure. Beside this, membrane stability was analyzed, which confirmed the

excellent constancy of ethanol and n-hexane fluxes even after an extended period. Hagen-

Poiseuille equation was applied to estimate the TFC-NF membrane pore size ~ 0.45 nm.

4.7.1. Characterization of TFC-NF membranes

4.7.1.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

The surface chemical structure of prepared TFC-NF membranes was examined by FTIR

spectroscopy. Therefore, FTIR spectra of blank Celgard 2400 membrane and prepared TFC-NF

membrane are collectively presented in Fig. 4.7.2 to evaluate the chemical changes that have

taken place due to the interfacial polymerization on the surface of PP membrane. Two new bands

can be seen at 1635.37 cm-1 (C=O stretch, amide I) and at 1550.29 cm-1 (N-H, amide-II) in the IR

spectrum of the fabricated TFC-NF membrane that confirms the presence of crosslinked amide

group (-CONH-).
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FTIR result clearly indicates that interfacial polymerization between EDA in aqueous

phase and TPC in organic phase has successfully been executed on the surface of Celgard 2400

membrane. The ‘functional’ surface layer of interfacially polymerized Celgard 2400 membrane

is rich mainly in crosslinked amide (-CONH-) group and to some extent amino (-NH2) and

carboxylic acid (-COOH) groups. Later groups are consequences of untreated amine and partial

hydrolysis of acyl chloride of TPC. Thus, a wide band at 3303.17 in FTIR specrtrum of

fabricated TFC-NF membrane in comparision to Celgard 2400 membrane represents the left over

amine and carboxylic acid. Furthermore, the band at 1692.80 is assigned to carboxylic C=O too

(Lee, et al., 2008; Dalwani, et al., 2011; Mansourpanah, et al., 2009; Mansourpanah, et al.,

2011).

Fig. 4.7.2. Comparison of FTIR spectra of Celgard 2400 membrane and prepared TFC-NF

membrane

4.7.1.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The surface morphology of membranes is studied by scanning electron microscopy

(Boussu, et al., 2007; Patterson, et al., 2009). TFC-NF membranes were prepared by varying

concentration of both EDA and TPC monomers simultaneously from 0.25 to 2.5 wt% to

1692.80

3303.17
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investigate the effect of preparation parameter on the intrinsic properties of membrane. The SEM

images are given in Fig. 4.7.3. Comparison of Celgard 2400 with TFC-NF membranes of

different concentrations clearly reveals that surface layer of Celgard 2400 membrane is properly

Fig. 4.7.3. SEM surface images of the composite membranes prepared with two solutions of

EDA and TPC each have the similar level of concentration (a) Celgard 2400 (b) 0.25 wt% (c) 0.5

wt% (d) 0.75 wt% (e) 1 wt% (f) 1.5 wt% (g) 2 wt% (h) 2.5 wt%

coated and interfacially polymerized. Pores are visible in Celgard 2400 membrane at X5000

magnification but gradually become covered with polyamide functional layer as the monomer

concentrations increases from 0.25 to 1 wt%. At 1.5 wt% concentration, TFC-NF membrane is

homogenously coated throughout. Further increase in monomers concentration also forms evenly

coated membranes with some accumulated masses on their top. Overall, it is inferred that EDA

(b) (c)

(e)(d) (f)

(g)

(a)

(h)
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and TPC monomeric system is suitable for getting homogeneous and smooth TFC-NF

membranes. Smooth membranes have the capability to resist fouling more efficiently as

compared to membranes with rough morphology.
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4.7.1.3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy is also a well known technique to check the surface roughness

and topography of membranes (Stawikowska, et al., 2013). The effect of monomer concentration

on the nature of membrane texture is also analyzed by AFM. Comparison of AFM images of

Celgard 2400 and TFC-NF membranes fabricated by varying concentration of both EDA and

TPC monomers simultaneously from 0.25 to 2.5 wt%, is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.4. In AFM

images, light regions denote elevations while dark regions denote depression. Moreover, as

concentration of both monomers increases from 0.25 (b) to 2.5 wt% (h) linearly, the typical

nodular (ridges and valleys) pattern of polyamide coating is appeared on the surface of Celgard

2400 membrane successively. Besides this, the mean roughness (Ra) of all membranes was

determined to quantify the differences between the surface of Celgard 2400 and TFC-NF

membranes each with different concentrations of both monomers. The selected scan area for

each membrane was 100 μm2 whereas three different images from the same membrane were

analyzed and their average was provided in Table 4.7.1. No sharp change in the Ra values of

TFC-NF membranes with different concentration is observed in comparision to Celgard 2400

membrane except AFM images (e) and (f). The presence of granules at these low concentration

images may be the results of polyamide particles formed rapidly due to the variation in polymer

reaction kinetics. However, overall it can be seen that the surface of Celgard 2400 membrane is

homogenously coated with polyamide layer in smooth manner with gradual rise in monomer

concentration and this observation is in good agreement with SEM results.
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Table 4.7.1. Mean roughness values of TFC-NF membranes prepared with different

concentrations of both EDA and TPC.

TFC-NF Membranes Ra (nm)

Celgard 2400 11.8±0.3

0.25 (wt%) EDA

0.25 (wt%) TPC
17.3±0.6

0.5 (wt%) EDA

0.5 (wt%) TPC
14.1±0.4

0.75 (wt%) EDA

0.75 (wt%) TPC
13.7±0.7

1 (wt%) EDA

1 (wt%) TPC
25.2±1

1.5 (wt%) EDA

1.5 (wt%) TPC
22.5±1.3

2 (wt%) EDA

2 (wt%) TPC
19.1±0.7

2.5 (wt%) EDA

2.5 (wt%) TPC
20.8±0.4
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(c)

(b)

(d)

(a)
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Fig.4.7.4. AFM images of TFC-NF membranes prepared with two solutions of EDA and TPC

each have the similar level of concentration (a) Celgard 2400 (b) 0.25 wt% (c) 0.5 wt% (d) 0.75

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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wt% (e) 1 wt% (f) 1.5 wt% (g) 2 wt % (h) 2.5 wt%
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4.7.1.4. Molecular weight cutoff (MWCO)

Rejection of neutral solute through membranes is examined for pore size determination.

The MWCO of a membrane is defined as “the lowest molecular weight solute in which the 90%

of the solute is rejected by the membrane”.

Three neutral solutes i.e. dextrose, sucrose and raffinose were selected for MWCO

experiment. Concentration of each was 200 ppm. The rejection % of these solutes is presented in

Table 4.7.2. The rejection of sucrose and raffinose is significantly higher as compared to

dextrose due to higher molecular weights of the former sugars. Here, the sieving of large

molecules occurs through the small membrane pores and this phenomenon is called stearic

hindrance effect that operates mainly for neutral solutes. The MWCO for TFC-NF membrane is

below 342 Da that falls in the NF span. This also favours the successful interfacial polymerized

layer on the surface of Celgard 2400.

Table 4.7.2. MWCO determination of TFC-NF membrane ( optimized reaction conditions: EDA

and TPC at 1.5 wt% concentration, 10 min residence time, 120 °C curing temperature, initial

sugar solution concentration: 200 ppm at applied pressure 7 bar)

4.7.2. The effect of synthesis conditions on the performance of TFC-NF membranes

4.7.2.1. TPC and EDA concentrations

Monomer concentration in each phase i.e. aqueous and organic has a great impact on

interfacial polymerization (Yu, et al., 2011; Rahimpour, et al., 2010; Tang, et al., 2008; Wang, et

al., 2011; Meihong, et al., 2008; Lihong, et al., 2011; Veríssimo, et al., 2005; Wu, et al., 2009;

Yu, et al., 2010; An, et al., 2011). Many studies have proved that the monomer concentrations

enhancement is accompanied by the reduction in pore size of the interfacially polymerized

Sugar
Molecular

weight (Da)

Flux

(L/m2h )

Rejection

(%)

Dextrose 180.16 77±1.6 48±1.4

Sucrose 342.30 39±1 91±2.3

Raffinose 504.42 36±1.3 93±1.9
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‘functional’ top layer (Kosaraju, et al., 2008; Mohammad, et al., 2003). The composite

membranes were prepared by varying concentration of both EDA and TPC monomers

simultaneously. For this reason, concentration of both TPC and EDA in toluene and water

correspondingly was varied in the range 0.25-2.5 wt%. The residence time and curing

temperature for each scheme were 10 min and 110 °C, respectively. The performance of the

prepared TFC-NF membranes was examined by water flux and MgCl2 rejection at 7 bar applied

pressure. The results are collectively portrayed in Fig. 4.7.5. Water flux through the membranes

decreases with successive rise in monomer concentrations. However, MgCl2 rejection of the

membrane has been augmented gradually up to 85% for 1.5 wt% monomer concentration

formulation scheme and after that level off for further compositions. The possible explanation of

this behaviour is that at lower monomer concentrations, availability of the molecules to

polymerize is limited that results in partial polymerization and hence substrate surface is not

completely covered by the polyamide ‘functional’ layer. However in opposite to this at higher

monomer concentrations, number of molecules that participate in interfacial polymerization

increases and these molecules develop smooth and homogenous coating on the surface of the

Celgard 2400 membrane. Therefore, water flux is high and MgCl2 rejection is low at low

monomer concentrations and vice versa. This fact is also supported by SEM and AFM images

that are clearly elucidate the smooth and homogenous surface coating at 1.5 wt% monomers

concentration. The progressive increment in monomers concentration above this reduces the

water flux but does not affect the MgCl2 rejection. Consequently, 1.5 wt% monomers

concentration is selected for further experiments.
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Fig. 4.7.5. The effect of EDA and TPC concentration on the water flux and MgCl2 rejection

(Reaction conditions: 10 min residence time, 110 °C curing temperature, applied pressure: 7 bar)

4.7.2.2. Residence time of membrane in EDA monomer

The residence time of support membrane in monomer solution is a crucial parameter in

interfacial polymerization process that allows monomer to fully impregnate in the pores of

support membrane. IP is a self limiting polymerization reaction that ceases after a specified

duration (Rahimpour, et al., 2010; Hu, et al., 2012; Wang, et al., 2011; Meihong, et al., 2008;

Veríssimo, et al., 2005; Wu, et al., 2009). The effect of residence time (2-10 min) of EDA

aqueous phase on the surface of Celgard 2400 membrane is analyzed. The concentration of both

EDA and TPC monomers were kept at 1.5 wt%. Water flux and MgCl2 rejection rate of the

fabricated membranes are depicted in Fig. 4.7.6. The results reveal that water flux decreases as

the residence time of the Celgard 2400 support membrane in EDA aqueous phase delays. The

reverse phenomenon is observed for MgCl2 rejection. This can be concluded that short residence

time is sufficient for the adsorption of polyamide coating on Celgard 2400 membrane surface but
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the membrane thickness is augmented for a prolong residence time. Because more EDA

molecules get chance to take part in polymerization reaction in excess time and results in thicker

membrane. Thus, thicker TFC-NF membranes reject more MgCl2 and reduce the permeate flux.

The optimum value of the membrane residence time in EDA aqueous phase is observed 10 min

that is fixed for the further study.
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Fig. 4.7.6. The effect of EDA residence time on the water flux and MgCl2 rejection (Reaction

conditions: EDA and TPC at 1.5 wt% concentration, 110 °C curing temperature, applied

pressure: 7 bar)

4.7.2.3. Residence time of the membrane in TPC monomer

The residence time of the Celgard 2400 support membrane in toluene solution of TPC

phase is actually the reaction time where EDA previously impregnated on the membrane surface

initiates polymerization reaction with TPC (Veríssimo, et al., 2005; Wu, et al., 2009; Han, et al.,

2011; Han, et al., 2013; Yang, et al., 2007). Therefore, residence time of the Celgard 2400

support membrane in TPC phase was studied in the time span 2-10 min. The concentration of

both monomers EDA and TPC was fixed at 1.5 wt% to execute the effect. The obtained results

are portrayed in Fig. 4.7.7 that shows a close resemblance with the aforementioned facts
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regarding residence time of membrane in EDA monomer. The water fluxes though the

membrane is diminished while MgCl2 rejection is enhanced with increasing the membrane

residence time duration. A similar justification can be proposed as is explained in the above case

that prolong residence time supports the formation of thicker membrane that gives low water flux

with high MgCl2 rejection.
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Fig. 4.7.7. The effect of TPC residence time on the water flux and MgCl2 rejection (Reaction

conditions: EDA and TPC at 1.5 wt% concentration, 110 °C curing temperature, applied

pressure: 7 bar)

4.7.2.4. Curing temperature

The curing temperature of the composite membrane has also an impact on the interfacial

polymerization process. Heat curing after IP enhances stability of the nascent polyamide

‘functional’ layer formed on the surface of support membrane. In many cases, residual aqueous

amine solution droplet on the surface of support membrane before treatment with acylchloride

organic solution causes defect in the polyamide ‘functional’ layer. Because at aqueous/organic

interface, water reacts with acylchloride in competition to amine, causing its hydrolysis and

subsequent carboxylic acid formation. This process in one hand imparts negative charge to the
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membrane surface but reduces extent of interfacial polymerization between amine and

acylchloride monomers. Therefore, membrane surface contains hole after IP at the place of water

droplet. Thus, membrane curing after IP resolves this problem by evaporating organic solvent

and water one after the other. Overall salt rejection is augumentaed while solvent flux is not

much affected. However, a further increase in temperature beyond optimum, detoriates the

morphology of the surface layer by annealing. Previously, many studies were carried out to

estimate the curing temperature effect on the interfacial polymerization (Xie, et al., 2012;

Meihong, et al., 2008; Wu, et al., 2009; Rao, et al., 1997; Ghosh, et al., 2008). The effect of

curing temperature on the IP was examined by varying the membrane curing temperature 90-130

°C with a 10 °C rising step. The concentration of both the monomers was kept at a constant level

i.e. 1.5 wt% with 10 min residence time in each monomer. After IP, air drying of the membranes

was carried out for 2 min before their curing in heating oven. The water flux and MgCl2 rejection

data are depicted collectively, in Fig. 4.7.8. It is clear that the water flux approximately remains

same at all curing temperatures. However, MgCl2 rejection increases with increasing curing

temperature up to 120 °C and after that level off. In heating environment during membrane

curing, both EDA and TPC monomers dehydrate due to solvent evaporation thereby extent of

crosslinking accelerates among themselves and densification of the polyamide ‘functional’ layer

occurs. This results in reduction in membrane pores and subsequent rise in salt rejection.
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Fig. 4.7.8. The effect of curing temperature on water flux and MgCl2 rejection (Reaction

conditions: EDA and TPC at 1.5 wt% concentration, 10 min residence time, applied pressure: 7

bar)

4.7.3. Effect of applied pressure on TFC-NF membrane performance

The importance of applied pressure has the central importance in the NF membrane

technology. Owing to pressure driven process, a sufficient pressure is necessary to flow the feed

through the NF membranes (Wei, et al., 2008; Lin, et al., 2007; Abu Seman, et al., 2010). In

order to determine the impact of applied pressure on the membrane performance were conducted

in the pressure range 3-217 bar with a 3 bar increasing step. The composite membrane selected

to analyze the effect of the applied pressure on the water permeation and MgCl2 rejection was

prepared with 1.5 wt% concentration of each monomer and the residence time was maintained at

10 min. The results of water flux and MgCl2 rejection are shown in Fig. 4.7.9. Water flux

through the TFC-NF membrane is elevated linearly with increasing the applied pressure whereas

the MgCl2 rejection remains, approximately constant. In NF membrane process, pressure serves

as a driving force therefore at high pressure, the permeation is accelerated. However, as it is
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generally considered that NF membrane process obeys the solution diffusion model, therefore

MgCl2 rejection is not much affected with the applied pressure elevation.
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Fig. 4.7.9. The effect of applied pressure on the water flux and MgCl2 rejection (Reaction

conditions: EDA and TPC at 1.5 wt% concentration, 10 min residence time,

120°C curing temperature)

4.7.4. Solvent-resistant NF membrane

The membranes for non-aqueous separations are in great demand recently. The use of

Celgard 2400 polypropylene as a supportive material is therefore beneficial in this sense. As

compared to other employed membrane supportive materials like polysulfone and polyether

sulfone, PP membranes have better chemical, pH and solvent resistance with low cost. Surface

hydrophilization of the PP membrane prior to IP treatment makes it suitable for both aqueous

and non-aqueous applications. The detailed explanation of the process is also well reported

previously (Kosaraju, et al., 2008; Korikov, et al., 2006).

According to the suggestive published data guidelines, at the preliminary stage, ethanol

and n-hexane are selected as polar protic and non-polar aprotic solvents to examine TFC-NF

membrane stability (Livingston, et al., 2012; Kim, et al., 2002; Sirkar, et al., 2008; Lee, et al.,
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2005). For this purpose membranes were soaked in both solvents separately for 30 days and the

permeation efficiency of the soaked membranes was determined after 5 days interval using the

abovementioned solvents as feed. The obtained results are depicted in Fig. 4.7.10 that illustrates

a slight variation in ethanol and n-hexane fluxes up to 30 days which proves the stability of the

polyamide ‘functional’ layer in both solvents.
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Fig. 4.7.10. The stability of the composite membrane in ethanol and n-hexane solvents in the

time span of10-30 days (Reaction conditions: EDA and TPC at 1.5 wt% concentration, 10 min

residence time,120 °C curing temperature, applied pressure: 7 bar)

4.7.5. Hagen-Poiseuille equation

TFC-NF membrane consists of two heterogeneous parts i.e. top ‘functional’ layer and

bottom porous support. Generally, it is believed that pores are not seen in this type of membrane.

However, pore estimation can be made using permeation data in specific NF pressure range.

Therefore, the relationship between flux and membrane pore sizes can be approximated

following the Hagen-Poiseuille Eq. (33):
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In the above equation,

f=water flux, ΔP = transmembrane pressure difference (bar), µ=viscosity of water, Δx=membrane

thickness, r = pore size, ε=membrane porosity. The thickness of the membrane in solution Δx 

needs approximation. Because the composite membrane swells a little bit in water during

permeation study hence Δx is corrected for this situation as follows:

drx  

Here,

α denotes the swelling coefficient and is determined by comparing the weight of dried membrane

( dw ) and membrane swollen in water for 24 hour ( sw ), following equation.

s d

d

w w

w


 
  
 

d represents thickness of vaccum dried polyamide surface layer on the top of support membrane

and is obtained from the membrane cross-section using SEM.

By placing corrected Δx value and rearranging Eq. (33) becomes,

8
f

r d
P








(34)

Knowing all the required values, the pore size of TFC-NF membrane with optimum reaction

condition comes out ~ 0.45nm. However, the estimated pore sizes of the TFC-NF membranes

prepared with different reaction conditions are provided in Table 4.7.3.
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Table 4.7.3. Estimated pore sizes of the TFC-NF membranes prepared with different reaction conditions

a (L/m2hbar)

b Estimated pore size of Celgard 2400 membrane is taken from the membrane supplier brochure.

Monomers

concentrat

ion (wt %)
a

d

(nm)

r

(nm)

Membrane

Residence

time in

EDA

(min)

d

(nm)

r

(nm)

Membrane

Residence

time in

TPC

(min)

d

(nm)

r

(nm)

Curing

Temperature

(oC)

d

(nm)

r

(nm)

Celgard

2400b 43 2 9.8 218 19 2 8.3 222 13 90 4.6 245 0.92

0.25 EDA

0.25 TPC
8.4 190 27 4 7.4 225 9.4 4 7.1 237 8.3 100 4.7 247 0.68

0.5 EDA

0.5 TPC
7.6 200 11 6 6.6 235 4.6 6 6.4 248 3.4 110 4.7 253 0.45

0.75 EDA

0.75 TPC
6.0 215 7.0 8 6.1 244 2.8 8 5.0 255 1.9 120 4.8 255 0.41

1 EDA

1 TPC
5.4 232 2.5 10 4.7 256 0.45 10 4.6 263 0.45 130 4.7 251 0.37

1.5 EDA

1.5 TPC
4.7 250 0.45

2 EDA

2 TPC
4.6 281 0.31

2.5 EDA

2.5 TPC
4.3 295 0.26
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4.7.6. Summary of part 7

The present study describes a successful preparation of thin film composite nanofiltration

membranes along with their comprehensive characterizations. Interfacial polymerization was

opted to graft polymeric layer on the surface of Celgard 2400 membrane using variant

concentration schemes of ethylene diamine (EDA) and terephthaloyl chloride (TPC). The

chemical structure, morphology and surface roughness were investigated using FTIR, SEM and

AFM. The characterization techniques report the presence of a homogenous and smooth

polyamide layer on the adsorbent surface. The molecular weight cutoff for these membranes was

determined using dextrose, sucrose and raffinose solutions. The rejection level of sucrose and

raffinose solutions is observed > 90% that indicates its MWCO under 342 Da which confirms the

nanofiltration category of the fabricated composite membranes. A high pressure operating,

chemical resistant, and inexpensive NF Cell was designed and developed domestically for the

permeation experiments of the membranes. The influence of different reaction conditions such as

monomer concentration, residence time and curing temperature on membrane performance were

evaluated. The rejection of MgCl2 is augmented with increase in monomer concentration up to

1.5 wt% and after that becomes constant. However, the reverse trend is observed for water fux.

The similar behaviour of MgCl2 rejection and water flux are noticed in the study of residence

time and curing temperatures. The high applied pressure accelerates the water flux but MgCl2

rejection is not much affected. The pore size estimation was carried out following Hagen-

Poiseuille equation i.e. 0.45nm. The membrane stability in organic solvents was examined by

keeping it in ethanol and n-hexane for extended period and after that their fluxes through the

membranes was determined that confirms the efficacy of the developed membranes to resist

solvents. Conclusively, it is inferred that EDA and TPC monomers system is appropriate to

obtain homogenous, smooth and stable interfacially polymerized layer on the surface of

polypropylene membrane substrate with remarkable salt rejection and water flux.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In the current work, new type of porous materials i.e. calixarene derivative was

synthesized and its extraction efficiency towards ions (cations and anions) was examined.

Moreover, calixarene derivatives were also utilized in LMs (BLM and SLM) as metal

carriers. Secondly, the method for the preparation of the porous NF membranes was

developed with their concomitant application in water desalination.

In the first phase, the effect of particular functionality on the complexation ability

of calixarene was explored. Thus, the hydrogen bonding motif was introduced on the

calix[4]arene skeleton by synthesizing 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-bis-(2-

piprazinoethyl)-26,28-dihydroxycalix[4]arene (4). Hence, the compound 4 having soft N

functionality formed the complexation with the more polarizable transition metal ion i.e.

Hg2+. Furthermore, in acidic condition the protonated form of compound 4 appreciably

extracted the mono protonated chromate anions. To assure the effect of soft N

functionality in the compound 4, the extraction results were also compared with

previously reported calixarene derivative with isoniazid moieties (iv, v) and similar

findings were observed.

In the second phase of the study, three calixarene derivatives i.e. calix[6]arene

hexaester derivative (6), 5,11,17,23 tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-

tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8), and p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) were used as

efficient carriers in BLM for Pb(II), Hg(II) and Cu(II), respectively. The kinetic

parameters were optimized for each metal transport across BLM. From the consecutive

irreversible first order reaction schemes, it was deduced that rate of metal transfer is

dependent on the stirring speed, carrier concentration, solvent type, donor/acceptor phase

pH and the temperature. Maximum metal transfer could be achieved under the optimum

set of these kinetic parameters. However, BLM is a simple technique and better for use in

the laboratory to get the optimized result before the utilization of porous materials in

commercial scale applications for metal remediation.
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The third phase of the study is an extension of the second phase and herein

caliaxarene carriers were empolyed in SLM. For this purpose, the same calixarene

derivatives i.e. 5,11,17,23 tetrakis[(propylthio)methyl]-25,26,27,28-

tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene (8), and p-morpholinomethylcalix[4]arene (9) were again

employed as carriers for Hg(II) and Cu(II), respectively to compare the difference in

transfer kinetics and module configuration of BLM and SLM. The metal transport in

SLM was examined following different kinetic schemes i.e. Danesi mass transfer model

and Fick’s first law of diffusion. According to the permeability and flux values, the metal

transport in SLM was found dependent on the type of membrane support, solvent, the

accompanying co-anion, and the dipping time of the membrane in contrast to BLM.

Diphenyl ether was proved better solvent for SLM than others, because of its more

viscosity, low volatility and aqueous immiscibility. Reinhoudt’s model, Lag time

measurements as well as Wilke-Chang relation was further applied to approximate

diffusion coefficients and extraction constant for metals. Despite of having improved

module configuration in comparison to BLM, some further technical modifications in

SLM setup is needed for their extensive use in industrial scale.

In the fourth phase of the study, another porous material (TFC-NF membrane)

was prepared and its application was investigated. Thin polyamide film was developed on

the surface of microfiltration Celgard 2400 support membrane by interfacial

polymerization between EDA and TPC. The polyamide film successfully covers the

surface layer of the support membrane that was also evident through FTIR, SEM and

AFM images. The pore size reduction in Celgard 2400 membrane was also supported by

MWCO data. Therefore, different reaction conditions for the IP process were also

optimized to achieve NF membrane of desired pore size. Hagen-Poiseuille equation was

followed to calculate the pore size of TFC-NF membrane. Thus, IP technique was a

notably significant method for the preparation of NF composite membrane, because

individual choice of the support and the reaction monomers enhances the chances of

mechanical strength of the NF composite membrane in one hand and ion selectivity in the

other hand.
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Recommendations

Water and energy shortages motivate the deployment of a diverse suite of

technologies to support our growth beyond the traditional limitations of natural resources.

Membrane-based technology plays a progressively important role in the effort to

effectively treat water and wastewater within this logic, therefore following

recommendations from this work is beneficial for future advancements.

 Facile and efficient methods for the preparation of calixarene derivatives can be

sorted out.

 Selectivity of synthesized calixarene derivatives toward certain types of ions

through liquid-liquid and solid-liquid extraction systems can be furnished.

 Transport efficiency of calixarenes as carriers in both bulk and supported liquid

membranes can be evaluated.

 NF membrane can be fabricated with diverse starting materials.

 NF cell with different module and other operating pressure accessories can also be

designed to check out NF filtration efficiency.

Significance of Study

This study will be fruitful in many respects,

 The study opens routes for new discovery of calixarene derivatives and their

application in membrane technology.

 Both BLM and SLM can be used more efficiently as compared to solvent

extraction processes for the selective removal of toxic ions.

 This research provides an approach that can be used to fabricate alternative NF

membranes and to guide pilot plant testing.

 This work will be advantageous for different industries as application of new

synthesized NF membranes not only save the energy consumption but also save

the cost and time.
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 Both NF membranes and LM technology can be utilized for the removal of

hazardous elements and/or in separation processes of various other environmental,

biological, food and pharmaceutical compounds.

Future Work

In the light of above mentioned study and modern research advances in membrane

technology, it has been realized that there are lot of opportunities not only in the field of

design and synthesis of calixarene derivatives but also in their application fields such as

LMs as well as NF technology. Therefore, it is intended to continue this work in future,

 Transport efficiency of synthetic materials as well as calixarene derivatives in

both BLM and SLM will be evaluated.

 NF membranes will be prepared using different methods like dry/wet phase

inversion technique, interfacial polymerization, cross linking method, multiple

electrolyte layer formation, cross linking using UV irradiation.

 Innovation focused will be on improved membrane materials and product

configurations to reduce equipment and operating costs.
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